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Abstract 
 

Polymer Matrix Composites (PMC) has been widely used in engineering application due to 

their significant advantages high specific strength, better specific stiffness, superior 

corrosion resistance, better thermal insulation, high dielectric strength, low moisture 

absorption, design flexibility, and resistance to chemical and microbiological attacks. As a 

consequence of the widening range of applications in automotive, aircraft and manufacture 

of spaceships and sea vehicles of polymer matrix composites, the machining of these 

materials has become a very important subject of research. Machining of composite 

materials is a rather complex task owing to their heterogeneity, anisotropy, and high 

abrasiveness of fibers, and it exhibits considerable problems in machining which leads to 

defects such as delamination, fiber pull-out, shrinkage of hole, spalling, fuzzing and 

thermal degradation.  

For the machining of polymer matrix composites following manufacturing processes were 

reported in literature: Drilling, milling, turning, and grinding. Several non-traditional 

machining processes such as laser cutting, water-jet cutting (with or without abrasives) 

have been developed for machining polymer matrix composites. Due to anisotropic and 

inhomogeneous structure of polymer matrix composites, cavity (hole) making causes some 

problems, which do not occur in other materials. Therefore, addressing how to improve the 

quality of holes in polymer matrix composites with ultrasonic drilling is imperative. 

Among the defects caused by hole making, delamination around the hole site appears to be 

the most critical, delamination can often become a limiting factor in the use of polymer 

matrix composites for structural applications. Delamination is a major problem associated 

while machining polymer matrix composites, two delamination mechanisms associated 

with machining are known as peel-up delamination and push-out delamination. Peel-up 

delamination which is also known as top delamination occurs as the cutting tool enters the 

laminate while Push-out delamination also known as bottom delamination occurs as the 

cutting tool reaches the exit side of the material.  

In this experimental work, ultrasonic machining process was used to drill a hole in the 

polymer matrix composites to study and find optimum set of machining parameters. The 

experiments were performed on polymer matrix composites specifically E-type glass fiber 

reinforced plastic composite material. The process parameters, which greatly influence the 
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performance, were selected based on the result of pilot experiments, trial runs, handbook’s 

value, manufacturer’s recommendation, Literature/Research papers and machine 

limitations. The levels of input variables for the main experiments were selected based on 

the result analysis of pilot experiments and trial runs. 

The main experiments were designed as per second-order central composite rotatable 

design (CCD) using response surface methodology. The total 30 number of experiments 

were performed according to the design matrix. Variations in input process parameters 

such as amplitude, pressure, work piece thickness and abrasive grit size were used to 

measure its effects on MRR, adjusted top delamination factor and adjusted bottom 

delamination factor. The results of responses were analyzed using statistical software 

Design expert 10. ANOVA for MRR, adjusted top delamination factor and adjusted bottom 

delamination factor was carried out to find contributions of individual parameters. 

Quadratic equations for responses were obtained using regression analysis. Three 

dimension all graphs between response parameters and process parameters were used to 

analyze. 

Objectives of responses (maximize MRR with minimum adjusted top delamination factor 

and adjusted bottom delamination factor) were conflicting in nature, hence single objective 

optimization could not fulfill all objectives at a time. Multi-objective optimization 

technique “composite desirability” approach was used in this work to obtain a single set of 

input parameters which fulfill desired objectives. Predicted results of responses were 

confirmed with the experimental result. Good agreement between predicted and 

experimental results was observed with tolerable errors. 

Finally, it is concluded that efforts to maximize material removal rate with minimum 

delamination are achieved. This work will be very much useful for machining E-type 

polymer matrix composites in productivity improvement and to minimize rejection rate of 

product due to delamination.  
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CHAPTER-1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

In present time, Polymer Matrix Composites (PMCs) are widely adopted by engineering 

products and replaced the conventional materials especially when lightweight structures 

are a prime requirement. PMCs have major benefits as higher strength and specific 

stiffness, resistant to corrosion, better thermal and electric insulation, lower humidity 

retention, design flexibility, and offer resistance against chemical as well as biological 

attacks. Because of its advantages, its usage is growing in automotive, aircraft, sport, 

offshore platforms and marine vessels.  PMC products are normally near to net shape, the 

parts require machining only for the achievement of final dimensions and tolerances by 

removing excess material. But removal of excess material from composite materials is 

difficult as they are non homogeneous, anisotropic, and higher amount of abrasive fibers. 

The major challenges coupled with machining of composites are: delamination, fiber pull-

out, shrinkage of hole, spalling, fuzzing and thermal degradation, which adversely affects 

its surface quality and dimensional accuracy. Therefore, understanding the machining 

behaviour of composite parts is critical for the reduction of various defects which arose out 

of machining. 

 

1.2 Overview of Composites 

  

The concept of „composites‟ is not invented by human being. In nature, we can find many 

examples of composite material. The very first example is wood; it is a naturally found 

composite which consist of cellulosic fiber which is embedded by the lignin matrix. The 
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cellulosic fiber possesses very good strength but they are very flexible which means that 

they have low stiffness, whereas the matrix of lignin fixes the fibers and provide it the 

stiffness. There are other examples of natural composite also exists like bone, teeth and 

mollusc shells. So the composite is a material which is made from combination of two or 

more materials having varying form, chemical ingredients and properties. They also 

possess distinct phases with distinct interface separates the distinct phases. The materials 

used to fabricate composite retain their individual properties and the fabricated composite 

material has different properties than possessed by its constituent material. For becoming 

“composite material”, it should possess some requirements [1, 2]. 

 It should be manufactured at industrial location (i.e. natural composite like wood, 

bones are not considered) [1]. 

 It should be combined of two or more chemically and physically different 

materials, which are suitably arranged and this arrangement is done during 

manufacturing stage [1]. 

 The individual materials should be present in reasonable proportions. 

Normally, the properties possessed by individual materials are known but the properties 

possessed by the composite material are quite different. There are two type of individual 

material are present in composite material, matrix and reinforcement. The individual 

constituent which is greater in quantity and continuous is called the matrix. The matrix 

material works as a binder which encloses the reinforcement material so as the given load 

can be spreaded and transferred to the reinforcement material; also the reinforcement 

material was protected from outside environment. Another constituent material is strong 

and stiff compared to the matrix material; it is termed as the reinforcement material. It is 

the constituent which is primarily used for load bearing in the composite [3]. The 

composite performances depend on the type of matrix and reinforcement material, its 

volume and arrangement of reinforcements. Generally, the reinforcement material is in 

fiber form and the matrix material is continuous one. 

 

1.3 Classification of Composites 

 

Composite are classified based on the matrix material used in its fabrication. Fig.1.1 

demonstrates the classification of composite materials, classification criterion is matrix 
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material. Sometimes reinforcement materials which are generally fibrous in nature are also 

used to classify the composites. Here, composites are classified by both the ways. As 

shown below. 

   

 

    

 

 

FIGURE 1.1: Classification of composites based on matrix material 

 

1.3.1 Classification of Composites Based on Matrix Material 

 

The matrix materials can be formed of polymers, metal and ceramic with its pure form or 

additives can be added to improve its qualities. 

Polymer Matrix Composites (PMC): 

Polymer has some favourable advantages as matrix material such as they are easily 

processed, they are light in weight. They also have favourable structural qualities. 

Thermosets and thermoplastics are the primary type of polymers as shown in Fig.1.2. 

 

FIGURE 1.2: Classification of polymer matrix 
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Thermosets material molecules are bonded with primary covalent bond and arranged in 3-

Dimensional molecular structure after curing. They possess higher stiffness and strength 

but at the same time they are brittle and possess low toughness values [1, 4]. With the 

application of heat, thermosets resin cannot be melted or reshaped but at larger application 

of heat they are disintegrated and may ignite. Epoxy is the most widely used resin. It is 

more viscous and expensive. It has low shrinkage values. Polyster resins are unsaturated 

linier polyster that dissolved in styrene. It is less viscous and less expensive. It has high 

shrinkage values. Phenolics possess good properties with low cost. They have good fire 

resistance but its by-product is highly volatile in production process. Polyamides possess 

better fire resistance but they are costly. Table 1.1 demonstrates values of mechanical 

properties for epoxy resin matrix. 

TABLE 1.1: Mechanical properties of epoxy resin matrix [5] 

Sr. No. Property Value 

1 Tensile strength 33.3 MPa 
 

2 Tensile modulus of elasticity 1220 MPa
 

3 Tensile elongation 12 % 

4 Izod notch impact strength  56.5 J/m 

5 Hardness 77 Shore D 

6 Heat distortion temperature 60
o
 C 

 

Thermoplastics resin molecules are bonded with secondary van der walls bonds which are 

weaker than primary covalent bond. So thermoplastics are softer than thermosets resins 

with high toughness values. They possess amorphous structure so with the application of 

heat they become softer and they can be reshaped into desired shape and dimensions 

easily. Nylon, polyethylene, polystyrene, polyamides and polypropylene are widely used 

thermoplastic resins. 

Metal Matrix Composites (MMC): 

In metal matrix composites, homogeneous matrix is formed by metal or system of alloys 

while reinforcement is made of particles, short fibers, whiskers or continuous fibers. 

MMCs are broadly classified in three types: particles dispersed MMCs, short fibers or 

whiskers reinforcement MMCs and long fibers or sheets reinforcement MMCs. Particles 
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dispersed MMCs are also termed as discontinuously reinforced MMCs, which are less 

expensive in comparison with long fibers reinforcement MMCs. Isotropic qualities is 

possessed by them in comparison with long fibers reinforcement MMCs. Fabrication of 

MMCs is done by many processes which involve liquid and solid phase. Liquid state 

processes are as casting or liquid infiltration, squeeze and centrifugal casting as well as 

spray forming. Solid state processes are as diffusion bonding, deposition techniques such 

as immersion plating; electroplating, Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) and Physical 

Vapour Deposition (PVD). Applications of MMCs were in automobile parts, sports 

equipment and aerospace industries.   

Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC): 

Ceramics possess many advantageous properties like they possess high strength and 

stiffness at elevated temperature conditions, they are chemically inert, and have low 

densities, with only disadvantage that they have low toughness. Ceramic matrix 

composites are developed to enhance the toughness values keeping better mechanical 

properties at elevated temperature. In CMC, alumina (Al2O3) and Silicon carbide (SiC) are 

used as a reinforcement material in ceramic matrix and in another type of CMCs like 

carbon/carbon composites carbon fibers having high strength are fabricated in graphite 

matrix.  

 

1.3.2 Classification of Composites Based on Reinforcement Material 

 

A reinforcement material in composite is basically used to provide the enough strength so 

that application of load on composite is transferred to reinforcement through matrix 

material. They also perform other function such as resistance to heat or conduction of heat, 

resistance to corrosion, to provide rigidity. Reinforcement has many types and it is selected 

in such a way that it can satisfy the requirement of different properties. Reinforcement 

materials are classified on the basis of the form as shown in Fig.1.3. 

Fibers are classified as one of the important type of reinforcement, satisfying the desired 

conditions; they provide strength to the matrix material and thus improve overall 

properties. Fibers have some identical characteristics as they possess long axis. The fiber 

orientation plays important role on the composite strength and highest load is obtained by 
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longitudinal fibers if load is applied along longitudinal direction. Fiber composites are 

fabricated using continuous fibers or short fibers, performance differs in both fibers. 

Continuous fibers have higher aspect ratio than short fibers.  

 

FIGURE 1.3: Classification of composites based on type of reinforcement materials 

Filled composites are manufactured by adding filler material to the matrix material for 

improving composite qualities. The fillers are used to increase strength and reduction of 

the weight [6]. Another way to prepare filled composite is infiltration by second phase 

filler material which produce skeleton type structure in the form of group of cells, open 

pores network, and honeycomb structure. The open porous composites are formed 

naturally and strengthened by metal impregnation resulting in increase in the strength of 

the matrix. The honeycomb structure in the matrix is designed to a required shape; they are 

not naturally formed as in porous composites. Microspheres are the important fillers used 

in resin matrix. They possess low specific gravity, particle size is stable and strength can 

be designed with the required properties. Solid microspheres possess low density which 

affects the commercial value along with the weight of the final product. Solid microspheres 

are made from glass which is suitable for plastic resin. Glass material is coated with a 

binding material to increase bond strength with resin. Hollow microspheres are 

manufactured with controlled specific gravity and they are mainly silicate based with 

different composition made with organic compound.  

Whiskers are the single crystals with discontinuous and short fibers which are grown with 

almost zero defects. They are made from different materials as copper, iron, silicon carbide 

and graphite in variety of cross sections. They are available in different length ranging 

from 3 to 55 nanometers and have very good strength up to 7000 MPa. 

Reinforcements 
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Particle filled Microspheres 

Filled Flake Particulate

s 

Solid Hollow 
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Flakes can be used in the replacement of fibers as they are densely packed. They are made 

from variety of material. Metal flakes can be used as electrical and heat conductor when 

closely packed in polymer matrix while use of mica and glass flakes is done for electrical 

and heat insulation. Their production cost is low and they can be easily handled as they are 

in small quantities.  

Particulate composite consist of metal and ceramic composites in which particles are in 

one phase, which are used as reinforcement. The composites are strengthened by the 

particles using hydrostatic coercion and relative hardness of filler materials in the matrix. 

The strength in this composite is decided by the diameter of the particles. 

 

1.4 Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) 

 

In polymer matrix composites, glass fibers reinforced plastics were developed in the early 

1940s. They are widely used in various industries and its application is steadily increased 

in the industries like automobile, sporting goods, aircraft, marine, electronics etc. Glass 

fibers are used as reinforcement material and epoxy matrix has strong bond with glass 

fibers which provides better strength and stiffness. Generally mechanical properties in 

glass fiber reinforced plastics depend on the cumulative effect of the proportion of glass 

fiber reinforcement usage and it is also affected by the arrangement of the fibers. Other 

properties such as electrical, thermal and chemical are affected by the resins used in the 

matrix [7, 8].  

Glass fibers are further classified by chemical composition and by arrangement of fibers.  

According to chemical composition, they are classified into E-glass, C-glass, R-glass, A-

glass and S-glass. E stands for „Electrical‟ in E glass fibers and it is the most popular type 

of glass fiber. They are cheaper compared to carbon fibers so they are used as replacement 

to carbon fibers in many applications. Table 1.2 shows chemical analysis of glass fibers by 

testing required tests.  

It has the attribute of high strength, electrical resistance, and high temperature resistant, 

inexpensive and light weight. Table 1.3 describes the physical as well as mechanical values 

possessed by various glass fibers.  
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TABLE 1.2: Chemical composition of glass fibers in wt % [9] 

Type SiO2 Al2O3 TiO2 B2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O Fe2O3 

E-glass  55.0 14.0 0.2 7.0 22.0 1.0 0.5 0.3 -- 

C-glass  64.6 4.1 - 5.0 13.4 3.3 9.6 0.4 - 

R-glass  60.0 24.0 - - 9.0 6.0 0.5 0.1 - 

A-glass  67.5 3.5 - 1.5 6.5 4.5 13.5 3.0 - 

S-glass  65.0 25.0 - - - 10.0 - - - 

 

TABLE 1.3: Physical and mechanical properties of glass fibers [9] 

Sr. No. Property E-glass C-glass R-glass A-glass S-glass 

1 Density,  g/cm
3
 2.58 2.52 2.52 2.44 2.46 

2 Tensile strength, GPa 3.445
 

3.310
 

4.135
 

3.310
 

4.890
 

3 Young‟s modulus, GPa 72.3
 

68.9
 

85.5
 

68.9
 

86.9
 

4 Elongation (%) 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 5.7 

5 
Coefficient of thermal expansion, 

10
-7

 / 
0
C 

54 63 33 73 16 

6 Poisson‟s ratio 0.2 - - - 0.22 

7 Refractive index 1.558 1.533 1.546 1.465 1.521 

 

According to arrangement of fibers, they are classified as unidirectional, bidirectional, 

preferred oriented and randomly oriented. Though fiber material is stronger and stiffer, 

they are not directly used to structural application, as they are difficult to keep in required 

shape. Also they are brittle when used in monolithic form. That is why they are used by 

mixing some other materials, which is termed as matrix [5, 7]. The proportion of fiber and 

matrix depends on many variables. For example, in comparison between continuous fiber 

composites and particulate composite, high proportion of fibers in matrices is not possible 

in particulate composites. In thermosets resins once they are given some shape, they cannot 

change its given shape even if we are applying heat. They possess better mechanical 

strength, stiffness and ability to resist chemical problems compared to thermoplastic resins. 

Epoxy is a commonly used thermosets resin in glass fiber reinforced composites. Epoxy 
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has advantages that it can be cured in two stages with relatively low shrinkage. It is 

stronger and stiffer compared to polyster but at the same time they are more brittle than 

polyster. It retains its properties at higher temperatures also.   

There are many processes, by which GFRP composites can be manufactured for the 

required combination of performance, design and economics. The basic manufacturing 

processes are classified in two categories: one is open mould processes and other is closed 

mould processes. The open mould fabrication processes are as hand lay-up, spray lay-up, 

autoclave, vacuum infusion, centrifugal casting, filament winding, and continuous 

pultrusion. The closed mould fabrication processes are as injection moulding, match die 

moulding and continuous lamination [8]. In the present work, glass fiber reinforced 

composite was made in the form of laminates of 300 mm x 300 mm using vacuum assisted 

resin infusion technique. This technique produces consistent level of high quality laminates 

with less amount of hazardous pollutant gas generation. 

GFRP composites can be machined by various processes which are elaborated in Chapter 

2. Machining is required for the assembly of parts of GFRP components. Applications of 

GFRP parts include Aircraft Industry, Automobile components, Sports industry, Printed 

circuit boards, joint transplants etc. Heat transfer difficulties can be reduced by using 

GFRP material. Very less literature is found where ultrasonic machining process is used 

for the machining of GFRP. 

 

1.5 Fundamentals of Ultrasonic Machining 

 

Ultrasonic machining is non-traditional machine in which metal is removed mechanically 

due to abrasion and erosion, material removal is taken place by repetitive and continuous 

impact on work surface by abrasive grains/particles which are mixed in slurry. This impact 

of abrasive particles is taken place due to tool which is vibrated at very high frequency i.e. 

15-30 kHz (ultrasonic frequency). The historical background depicts that R.W.Wood and 

A.L.Loomis applied ultrasonic machining in 1927 and an American engineer L. Balamuth 

was granted the first patent on ultrasonic machining in 1945 [10]. He discovered this 

process incidentally in 1942, as a part of investigation of the dispersion of solid in liquid 

by vibrating nickel tube with the help of magnetostrictive effect. The industrial application 

of the machine tools which are using the ultrasonic principle began in 1950s. In the 
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beginning, this process was used for finishing operation of the parts. After the development 

of solid state electronics, it became important to machine various electronic parts which are 

non-conducting and brittle so ultrasonic machining gained importance. 

Fig. 1.4 shows the primary principle of ultrasonic machine, where high frequency electrical 

energy was converted in mechanical energy in the form of high frequency mechanical 

vibrations, which was then focussed with the help of device named horn/sonotrode. The 

tool which was attached below the horn or sonotrode also vibrates to higher frequency of  

 18 kHz in its longitudinal direction with the amplitude in the range of 15-50 µm [11, 12]. 

The tool was provided continuous feed in the longitudinal direction with the help of 

controlled static load. A mixture of abrasive powder in suitable carrier liquid medium 

(normally water is used) was made and this slurry was flowed to the gap of tool and the 

workpiece, this gap was in the range of 20-65 micron. The vibrated tool that provides 

sufficient energy to abrasives slurry particles to collide with material surface which results 

in micro-chipping of the surface of the workpiece [13]. 

 
 

FIGURE 1.4: Schematic diagram of ultrasonic machining process [14] 

The size of ultrasonic machine was ranging from small unit which can be placed on table 

top to the large capacity machine tools. These sizes are referred in power rating [15]. 

Regardless of power rating, all the ultrasonic machines have following subsystems to carry 

out its working. 
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 Frequency Generator  

 Transducer 

 Booster 

 Ultrasonic horn / tool assembly 

 Abrasive slurry  

Frequency generator is also known as sine wave electrical generator, its basic function is to 

convert electrical power of lower frequency into higher frequency (more than 18 kHz). 

Transducer than receives those electrical signals which convert it to mechanical vibrations. 

Some requirements of frequency generator can be described as: stable output frequency 

and power output with regulation over a wide range, efficiency and reliability. For 

ultrasonic machining, it is necessary for generator to supply electrical frequency that 

corresponds to the resonance frequency of mechanical oscillating system. 

Transducers are also known as converter as they convert input of higher frequency 

electrical signals to output of lower amplitude and higher frequency mechanized 

vibrations. According to working principle, two types of transducer are used for ultrasonic 

machining, piezo electric transducers and magneto-strictive transducers [12, 15]. Piezo 

electric transducers uses the piezo effect seen in certain crystalline materials, when electric 

signal is supplied to piezo electric transducers, there is a increase in its size and when 

electrical signal was removed it comes to its normal size. The piezo electric transducers 

have high degree of energy efficiency of up to 96 %. Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is the 

main element in the piezo electric transducer which expand and contract according to the 

supply of alternating voltage at the given power supply frequency. Lead zirconate titanate 

(PZT) is widely used because of its better resistance to temperature, high sensitivity and 

higher vibration intensity with respect to magneto-strictive transducers [12, 16, 18-22]. 

Magneto-strictive transducers works on the magneto-striction principle in which some 

materials expand and contract when they are subjected to an alternating magnetic field. 

Vibrations generated by magneto-strictive transducers can be transmitted over wide 

frequency bands [17]. They offer greater flexibility in horn design and tool wear can be 

accommodated. The major limitations of magneto-strictive transducer are low energy 

efficiency in the range of 55-60 % and high electrical losses. 

Booster is also known as coupler and mechanical amplifier. It connects the transducer and 

the horn. Its basic function is to transmit the generated ultrasonic vibrations by the 
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transducer to horn as well as amplification of amplitude of the mechanical oscillation. Its 

amplifying ratio ranges from 1:1 to 1:2. It is made of aluminium or titanium with resonant 

half-wave section. It is designed in such a way that its resonance frequency is the same as 

frequency of transducer. They are mounted at a nodal point which is point of minimum 

vibration in axial motion, thus it minimize the energy loss and prevent the sound 

transmission in the support column. 

The horn is known by many names as sonotrode, velocity transformer, concentrator, trunk, 

tool cone, shank, convergent wave or transformer stub. The transducer produces very low 

oscillation amplitude (0.001 – 0.1 µm) which is not suitable for reasonable cutting rate 

[24]. So horn is utilized for the amplification of the ultrasonic vibration generated by the 

transducer and imparts these amplified vibrations to the tool. The amplitude of the 

vibrations or gain factor (which is ratio of output amplitude at horn end to the input 

amplitude at horn and booster joint) is increased by changing the cross sectional area of the 

horn, accordingly horn of different shapes or cross-section are available such as 

exponential, straight conical, stepped, gaussian, catenoidal [24-26]. The horn material 

should have better fatigue strength, high resistance to wear and optimum combination of 

toughness and hardness. Commonly used materials for horn are as brass, steel and monel 

[27]. Tool should possess toughness as higher hardness values results into higher wear 

ratio. They are made of stainless steel, mild steel and brass. Tools are attached to the horn 

by fabricating it with the horn by using brazing, soldering or screw fitting. They can also 

be used by changing the tool configuration, by machining the horn end; it can be used as 

tool.  

Abrasive slurry composed of abrasive particle in liquid; it is used to cut the workpiece 

material. Abrasive particles are made of different material; widely used abrasive materials 

are as B4C, Al2O3, and SiC. For very hard workpiece materials, hardest abrasive materials 

such as cubic boron carbide and diamond powder can also be used. Size of the abrasives 

materials are referred in grit size, which is also important criteria for abrasive selection as 

it affects the MRR as well as surface finish. The carrier fluid should have properties as 

good wetting qualities, lower viscous quality, higher thermal conductivity and higher 

specific heat [21, 28]. Water is widely used as a carrier fluid. It is used with abrasive 

particles to make abrasive slurry. Abrasive concentration in slurry affects the flow of the 

slurry when thinner mixture is utilized particularly when drilling deep holes as well as 
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complicated cavities. Abrasive slurry also works as a cooling system for removing waste 

heat [29, 30].  

 

1.6 Material Removal Mechanism in Ultrasonic Machining 

 

Mechanism through which metal is removed in ultrasonic machining process is quite 

complex. Many investigators have suggested different analytical models which represents 

mechanisms. From these analytical models, mainly four material removal mechanisms can 

be suggested. These mechanisms are liable for metal removal from workpiece surface. 

These mechanisms are as: 

 Mechanical abrasion 

 Micro chipping 

 Erosion by cavitation and 

 Chemical action 

FIGURE 1.5: Material removal mechanisms in ultrasonic machining [31] 

Fig. 1.5 demonstrates the different metal removal mechanisms associated with ultrasonic 

machining process. Mechanical abrasion takes place due to stucking of hard abrasives in 

gap of the adjacent laminate surface and the vibrating tool which results into direct 

localized hammering and indentation on the work surface. The micro chipping occurs due 

to free impact of abrasive particles which are moving between the machining zone and 

striking at random orientation to the work surface. The workpiece surfaces are eroded by 

erosion.  Erosion is taken place due to the cavitation effect by the slurry stream and finally 
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significantly less material removal also taken place due to chemical action of utilized fluid. 

The total contribution of the erosion by the cavitation effect and chemical action is 

reported very less, it is less than 5 percentage of overall metal removal taken place in the 

above phenomenon [32]. There are various analytical models are suggested by various 

investigators for the above material removal mechanisms described above.     

 

1.7 Organization of the Thesis 

 

The present thesis is covered in six chapters including this introduction chapter.  

This chapter 1 covers research background, overview of composites, classification of 

composites, introduction to polymer matrix composites, fundamentals of ultrasonic 

machining process and metal removal mechanisms in ultrasonic machining.  

Chapter 2 provides comprehensive literature review of different machining processes for 

glass fiber reinforced plastics, defects generated due to machining in GFRP, history of 

ultrasonic machine, process variables of ultrasonic machining process, multi 

response/objective optimization methods. Finally based on literature review, outcome of 

the literature review, objective and scope of present work and research methodology were 

presented. 

Chapter 3 presents the details for the experimental work. Fabrication/preparation of the 

GFRP laminate sheet and finding its properties, various parts, working and specification of 

the ultrasonic machine, sonotrode tool design for the experimental work, procedure to find 

out the response parameters, preliminary study for the selection of the parameters which 

were important in the experimentation, experimental procedure, procedure to find out the 

response parameters and in last details of experimental work was given. 

Chapter 4 describes the response surface methodology and experimental table based on 

central composite design, ANOVA was performed for the material removal rate (MRR), 

adjusted top delamination factor (ATDF) and adjusted bottom delamination factor 

(ABDF), selection of adequate model was done for each response, effects of input variable 

was described for each the response.  
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Chapter 5 introduces the multi response optimization method composite desirability 

approach. Optimization was performed for the responses MRR, ATDF and ABDF and the 

responses were also validated by confirmation test. 

Chapter 6 concludes the results of experimentation and achievements based on objectives. 

Recommendations on the future work were given related to present work. This chapter was 

followed by the references and appendices. 
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CHAPTER-2 

 

Literature Review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Polymer matrix composites are comparatively newer material and due to its favourable 

structural, mechanical and functional properties, their usage has been increased manifolds. 

Those properties can also be modified according to requirement of the application by 

changing different parameters of PMCs such as reinforcement fiber to matrix proportion, 

reinforcement fiber orientation, and type of matrix and reinforcement material. GFRPs are 

utilised at different engineering industries like aircraft, automobile, electronics and marine 

as they provide higher specific strength, better corrosion resistance, lower thermal and 

electrical conduction quality as well as better chemical resistance. Wide application of 

GFRP made it important to study machining processes applied at final stage [5, 33]. 

Despite the favourable properties of PMCs, when components are machined for providing 

final size and dimension to the component for the assembly, it exhibits some limitations 

due to anisotropic characteristics of the constituent material used in the manufacturing of 

PMC [34]. 

In this chapter, literature review was carried out of different machining processes used to 

drill a hole in GFRP material, various type of defects generated due to machining 

processes, ultrasonic machining process and its parameters and multi objective 

optimization techniques.  
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2.2 Machining Processes Used for Polymer Matrix Composites 

 

The components made of GFRP materials are fabricated in near to net shape but for 

assembly purpose, holes or cavities are needed so machining processes like trimming and 

drilling are utilised. Different manufacturing processes are also employed to achieve the 

required dimensional and geometrical tolerances. The machining of GFRP is challenging 

and it differs in many aspects compared to conventional material as reinforcement fibers 

posses‟ high abrasiveness and composite materials are heterogeneous and anisotropic in 

nature and it results in many machining defects [35-38]. Conventional machining processes 

are widely used to machine and drilling purpose, as they are easily available. But 

abrasiveness of glass fibers make it difficult to machine and tool wear is high. Therefore as 

alternate to conventional machining processes non-conventional machining processes like 

WJM, AWJM, and LBM are also used [39]. Table 2.1 shows briefly the chronologically 

the machining processes used in machining GFRP material. The comprehensive literature 

review on the table 2.1 is followed subsequently.  

TABLE 2.1: Brief summary of literature for machining processes used in machining GFRP  

Machining Process Authors in chronology 

Drilling 

Mathew et al. (1999), Mohan et al. (2005), Zitoune et al. 

(2007), Kilickap (2010), Latha et al. (2011), Rajamurugan et 

al. (2012), Rajamurugan et al. (2013), Mehbudi et al. (2013), 

Ramesh et al. (2013), Ramesh et al. (2013), Ali et al. (2013), 

Vankanti and Ganta (2014), Shunmugesh et al. (2014), 
 

Milling 

Davim et al. (2004), Palanikumar et al. (2006), Palanikumar 

and Davim (2007), Khan and Kumar (2011), Paneerselvam 

et al. (2012), Parida (2012), Erkan et al. (2013), Sreenivasulu 

(2013), Babu and Sunny (2013) 

High speed machining Lin et al. (1996), Rubio et al. (2008) 

Turning 
Hussain et al. (2011), Gupta and Gill (2012), Kumar et al. 

(2012), Gill et al. (2013), Kumar et al. (2013) 

Grinding 
Inoue et al. (1990), Hu and Zhang (2004), Uhlmann et al. 

(2011) 

Water jet and Abrasive 

water jet machining 

Korican (1987), Hocheng (1990), Ramulu et al. (1993), 

Hocheng et al. (1997), Azmir et al. (2008), Phapale et al. 

(2016) 

Laser beam machining 
Dillio et al. (1987), Caprino et al. (1988), Tagliaferri (1990), 

Pan et al. (2001), Cenna et al. (2002) 
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2.2.1 Drilling 

 

Mathew et al. (1999) [40] in his experimental work studied the geometrical effect of 

trepanning drilling tool on torque and thrust while drilling GFRP laminates. In his study it 

was concluded that in terms of torque, thrust and hole quality the trepanning tool perform 

better than the conventional twist drill. Also simple geometry of trepanning tool results in 

advantages of low cost of production and easier regrinding.  

Mohan et al. (2005) [36] investigated and optimized drilling variables for GFRP 

composites using Taguchi methodology.  ANOVA was performed for the investigation of 

influence of machining process parameter (feed rate, speed, specimen thickness and drill 

size). Analysis for influential input variables as mentioned above for cutting force and 

torque was carried out using S/N ratio with an orthogonal array while drilling using VMC 

machining center. According to the Taguchi method study, out of all important factors, 

speed as well as drill diameter had a greater effect on Fc. The analysis reveals laminate 

dimensions and drill diameter as the most important elements affecting the torque. 

Thickness and drill size were discovered to be more important factors in the interplay of 

process four parameters for torque characteristics than any other combination.  

Zitoune et al. (2007) [41] used finite element analysis for determining the appropriate 

thrust force at the exit of the hole while drilling composite laminates. In comparison to 

prior analytical models, the created finite numerical model took into account tool geometry 

and the influence of shear force. Drilling on long fiber carbon epoxy laminates confirmed 

the numerical model. The numerical outcome was related to the experimental results. 

 Kilickap (2010) [42] investigated creation of cavity in GFRC with drill tool. In this paper 

input variables were cutting speed (S), Feed rate (F) as well as point angle of drill tool () 

and output variable was damage quality. He studied the effect of cutting factors like S, F 

and  on delamination generated while producing a cavity in GFRC. Top and bottom 

rupture around cavity was detected when producing a cavity by drill. Finding optimum 

levels were critical for the drilling GFRC while reducing delamination. Furthermore, 

Taguchi and ANOVA methods for the application of delamination reduction were 

discussed in this article. S/N ratio method was applied to find optimum set of input 

variables. The F and S have highest influence on delamination. Low delamination outcome 

was achieved with lower S and F values. 
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Latha et al. (2011) [43] did drilling experiments with CNC machine. Following were the 

input variables; Spindle speed (S), feed rate (F), and drill bit diameter (D). they were the 

factors examined for the drilling experiments. Multiple regression analysis was utilised to 

model process parameters in GFRP composite drilling. S/N ratio and a desirability method 

were utilised to optimise process parameters for investigating GFRP composite 

delamination in drilling. The findings indicated that the factors F and D have highest 

influence on delamination in GFRP composite drilling. The factors interaction also has an 

impact on the delamination of GFRC. The author has used an innovative approach in 

which they have combined two techniques. Such hybrid techniques are useful in the study 

for testing the influence of variables. 

Rajamurugan et al. (2012) [44] developed a formulae showing the relations between input 

and output variables. They studied GFRP Composite drilling. Input variables chosen were 

as drill speed, feed rate, drill diameter, and fiber directional angle and output variable was 

thrust force. To develop the correlations, statistical methods were used. Statistical methods 

include Design of Experiment, ANOVA and regression analysis. The derived formula 

estimated the thrust force with 99 percent confidence level (CL). The formula was 

developed empirically by combining the different statistical tools. 

Rajamurugan et al. (2013) [45] established empirical relationship for delamination in 

GFR–polyester composite drilling. Input variables were chosen based on its influence, they 

were various drill machine variables like speed and feed, drill dia. as well as a laminate 

property as fiber direction was also added in this experiment. Response Surface 

Methodology (RSM) was employed to derive the relationship. From outcome, it can be 

derived that increasing feed & drill dia. resulted in the increase in the extent of the 

delamination; however, there was no apparent influence detected for fiber direction in the 

laminate. For the present material, spindle speed had minimal influence on delamination. 

Mehbudi et al. (2013) [46] used hybrid method for decreasing thrust. They described thrust 

influence critically the output of generating cavities in PMC products. Taguchi technique 

was utilized for experimental plan. Experiments were carried out by adding working 

principle of other machining processes to the drill machine for the reduction of thrust 

values.  A set-up was built to impart vibratory and rotary motion to drilling tool in order to 

conduct experiments. Outcome of result revealed reduction in thrust. It was also found 

significant reduction in delamination which may be due to earlier process variables. 
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Ramesh et al. (2013) [47] investigated integrity of GFRP bar which was drilled with a WC 

tool. Pultrusion was used to fabricate the GFRP composite bars with a high fiber. Bar dia. 

of the material is on higher side. They were machined on CNC machine. Combination of 

Taguchi and ANOVA was utilised for investigating influence of input variables over 

ovality of the cavity (hole dia. deviation). Results were suggested by the combination of 

two methods. To accomplish controlled defect in the material, the optimal level of process 

parameters toward minimal ovality was found. The effect of speed on ovality was 

discovered to be minimal. The ovality was significantly influenced by feed. The impact of 

input variable to hole integrity for the experimental materials differs. Drill tool dimensions 

were important variable process parameters for producing higher quality cavity in the 

GFRC bar.  

Ramesh et al. (2013) [48] carried out optimization of the drilling parameters of non 

laminated GFRC rod made by the pultrusion process. Drilling was carried out by tool 

coated with tungsten carbide. Taguchi and ANOVA method were used in combination for 

studying the influence of input variables like spindle speed, feed over torque, damage 

factor and thrust force. Optimization process was used for the minimization of thrust force, 

torque and reducing the damage factor. Correlations were also identified between input and 

output variables. After analysing the process parameters, it was found that feed has a substantial 

influence on thrust force and torque, but spindle speed has negligible influence. Effect on 

damage factor at the work piece's entry and exit was determined to be negligible. Thrust 

and torque were responsible for the integrity of the cavity in the GFRC material for drilling 

process. 

Ali et al. (2013) [49] investigated the influence of machining variables on GFRC 

laminates. Machining process was carried out on VMC machine which consist various 

tools in its tool rack out of which drill tool and mill cutter were employed in the 

experiment. Statistical methods were utilised for finding the weightage of input variables 

as well as comparing the manufacturing methods for making cavity in GFRC material. 

ANOVA was useful in isolating the noise when comparing the cavity produced by drill and 

mill tool. The findings suggest that integrity in machining was critical for assembling 

operations. Also, it was observed that comparative data suggest that milling operations 

were more suitable compared to drilling operations for higher speed as well as lower feed 

rates. 
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Vankanti and Ganta (2014) [50] carried out optimization of the drilling variables for GFRC 

material. Experimental design was based on orthogonal array. Using Taguchi method 

influence of input variables was investigated. Input variables were speed, feed, drill angle 

and width of chisel edge. Output variables were integrity surrounding hole and thrust force. 

The weightage of individual input variable was determined using an ANOVA test. The 

findings show that feed has maximum weightage means it was most critical variable 

impacting thrust. It was also observed that speed has maximum weightage suggesting most 

critical variable affecting integrity surrounding cavity. The authors have optimized drilling 

variables which were useful in decreasing thrust force which resulted in improvement of 

quality of the cavity formation in GFRC material. The set of variable were also useful in 

reducing ovality of the hole. 

Shunmugesh et al. (2014) [51] carried out an investigation on drill tool variable 

optimization in their study. Experiment was consisting of Taguchi L27 OA design. Process 

variables of drill machine were taken as input variables and hole and surface quality were 

the response variables. Grey relational analysis method was utilised for the investigation of 

variable and their mutual interaction. The findings of the experiments indicated that speed 

has maximum weightage means it was critical variable, whereas point angle has minimum 

weightage so it was not critical one. 

 

2.2.2 Milling 

 

Davim et al. (2004) [52] in his experimental work evaluated the cutting parameters like 

cutting velocity and feed rate which were concerned with machining force and its effects 

on surface roughness, delamination factor and dimensional precision in GFRP composite 

material. Machining with milling machine with predetermined cutting parameters a plan of 

experiments, which was based on an orthogonal array, was devised and an ANOVA 

analysis of cutting parameters of end milling process with cemented carbide (K10) tool 

was carried out for GFRP composites. 

Palanikumar et al. (2006) [53] discussed the implementation of the Taguchi technique with 

fuzzy logic for the optimisation of machining settings for GFRP composites with various 

properties. For optimization, a multi-response performance index (MRPI) was devised. 

Work piece (fiber orientation), cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut, and machining time 
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were adjusted with numerous performance factors such as, metal removal rate, tool wear, 

and surface roughness. 

Palanikumar and Davim (2007) [54] studied regression analysis and ANOVA to 

investigate impacts of machining factors such as cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut, and 

work piece fiber orientation angle on the main effect and interaction effect. On the base of 

analysis, they formulated a mathematical model to estimate the tool wear during the 

machining of GFRP composites. The proposed model's adequacy was validated using 

coefficient of determination and residual analysis. Within the ranges of variables 

investigated, this model may efficiently forecast tool wear while machining GFRP 

components. The effects of various factors on machining GFRP composite were also 

thoroughly investigated.  

Khan and Kumar (2011) [55] performed the experimental work on machining GFRP 

composite material. A filament winding technique was used to fabricate GFRP from E-

glass fiber which acts as a reinforcement and unsaturated polyester resin acts as matrix 

material. Two types of alumina based cutting tools were used in the experiments: a Ti[C, 

N] mixed alumina cutting tool (CC650) and a SiC whisker reinforced alumina cutting tool 

(CC670). The machining operation was carried out at various cutting speeds while 

maintaining a consistent feed rate and cut depth. The flank wear and surface roughness of 

the machined GFRP composite material were used as output parameters to evaluate the 

performance of the alumina based cutting tools. The primary wear mechanism was 

investigated in the experimental work when alumina cutting tools were used in the 

machining of GFRP. 

Paneerselvam et al. (2012) [56] applied the GRA technique to investigate and optimise the 

machining parameters of milling (Tool condition (TC), number of flutes (z), cutting speed 

(V), and feed rate (f)) for machining GFRP material to minimize surface delamination, 

machining forces, cutting torque, and surface roughness. For this investigation, GFRP 

laminate was prepared by hand-layup using 33 percent fiber and 66 percent general 

purpose resin. Experiments were designed and performed in accordance with the 

orthogonal array, and parameters were optimised using Grey Relational Grade (GRG). 

Parida (2012) [57] investigated the surface roughness of a GFRP composite using cutting 

parameters such as speed, feed rate, and depth of cut. It was found that surface quality was 
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closely related with cutting speed, feed rate, and depth of cut. In this work, the Taguchi 

technique was used to evaluate the effect of surface roughness on cutting parameters. 

ANOVA was also utilised to investigate the impact of process factors and their interactions 

during machining.  

Erkan et al. (2013) [58] presented a study in which a GFRP composite material was 

machined using end mill to reduce damage on machined surfaces utilising two, three, and 

four flute end mills with various cutting parameter levels. The damage factor rose as the 

cutting speed and feed rate increased; however, the damage factor dropped as the depth of 

cut and number of flutes increased. Furthermore, ANOVA findings indicated that in end 

milling of GFRP composites, the feed rate was the most influential component determining 

the damage factor. In addition, to decrease the number of expensive and time-consuming 

tests, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models with five learning methods were employed 

in estimating the damage factor. ANN was shown to be very effective in predicting the 

damage factor. 

Sreenivasulu (2013) [59] investigated the effect of cutting speed, feed rate, and depth of 

cut on delamination damage and surface roughness in a glass fiber reinforced polymeric 

composite material during end milling. To investigate the machining properties of GFRP, 

the Taguchi design technique was used. According to the ANOVA results, cutting speed 

and depth of cut were the most important factors influencing the responses. Finally, an 

artificial neural network was used to compare the predicted values to the experimental 

values, and the deviations were determined to be acceptable; it demonstrated good 

agreement between the prediction model outputs and the experimental measurements. 

Babu and Sunny (2013) [60] conducted drilling experiments using Taguchi's L25, 5-level 

orthogonal array to study delamination of composite materials; ANOVA was used to 

analyse the data obtained from the experimentation and finally determine the optimal 

drilling parameters in drilling GFRP composite materials. Experiments were also carried 

out to see if changing the feed and spindle speed during drilling may help to decrease 

delamination. 
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2.2.3 High Speed Machining 

 

Lin et al. (1996) [61] investigated the effect of high cutting speed at 38650 rpm on tool 

wear, thrust force, hole quality and torque for the multi facet drill and twist drill. It was 

found that tool wear and the thrust force were increase along with the increase in the 

cutting speed for both the tool i.e. multi facet drill and twist drill. The average torque for 

multi facet drill increase slightly and it decreases in the case of twist drill for the increase 

in cutting speed. Tools wear increases significantly with the increase in cutting speed. At 

high speed tools worn out quickly and the thrust force increase drastically. Hole quality 

was maintained for both the tool at high cutting speed. The twist drill was found superior 

in overall performance compared to multi facet drill.  

Rubio et al. (2008) [62] in his experimental work used High Speed Machining (HSM) to 

achieve high performance drilling of glass fiber reinforced polymers with minimal damage. 

There was a comparison of the traditional (Fd) and modified (Fda) delamination factors. 

According to the testing results, the usage of HSM was found to be suitable for drilling 

GFRP while maintaining low damage levels.  

 

2.2.4 Turning 

 

Hussain et al. (2011) [63-65] investigated the machinability of GFRP composite tubes with 

varied fiber orientation angles ranging from 30
o
 to 90

o
. On an all-geared lathe, machining 

investigations were carried out with three distinct cutting tools: Carbide (K-20), Cubic 

Boron Nitride (CBN), and Poly-Crystalline Diamond (PCD). Experiments were carried out 

on an all-geared lathe using Taguchi's Design of Experiments (DOE) L25 orthogonal array. 

Cutting speed, feed, depth of cut, and work piece (fiber orientation) were the cutting 

parameters. Surface roughness (Ra) and cutting force (Fz) were used to evaluate the cutting 

tool's performance. Response Surface Methodology was used to create a second order 

mathematical model in terms of cutting parameters (RSM). The findings showed that the 

proposed model was adequate for predicting surface roughness and cutting force in GFRP 

composite machining. 

Gupta and Gill (2012) [66] studied and developed a cutting force prediction model for the 

machining of unidirectional glass fiber reinforced plastics (UD-GFRP) composites using 
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regression modelling and optimized the results by simulated annealing. Cutting speed, feed 

rate, and depth of cut were the process parameters. The predicted value of the model i.e. 

radial cutting force was compared to the experimental values. The predicted findings were 

quite close to the experimental values. The effects of various factors on the machining of 

UD-GFRP composites were also investigated. 

Kumar et al. (2012) [67] carried out a study on the machining of UD-GFRP composite 

material and investigated the effect of tool nose radius, tool rake angle, feed rate, cutting 

speed, depth of cut, and cutting environment (dry, wet, and cool (5-7°C) temperature) on 

the surface roughness‟s produced. The experimental findings indicated that feed rate was 

the most important machining parameter, which has significant effect on the surface 

roughness then it was followed by cutting speed. The cutting environment has no 

discernible effect on surface roughness. 

Gill et al. (2013) [68] investigated the impact of cutting conditions and tool geometry on 

cutting forces in the turning of UD-GFRP composites. A carbide tool (K10) with a variable 

tool nose radius and tool rake angle was employed in this experimental work. On a lathe 

machine, experiments were carried out using Taguchi's approach L18 orthogonal array. It 

was investigated that the depth of cut was the cutting parameter which had more effect on 

cutting forces. The influence of tool nose radius and tool rake angles on cutting forces was 

also discovered to be rather substantial. A multiple regression model was also developed 

for cutting forces based on statistical analysis. 

Kumar et al. (2013) [69] applied utility approach for multi-response optimization in 

turning UD-GFRP composites using a Carbide (K10) cutting tool. In the experiments, the 

Taguchi technique (Orthogonal L18 array) was used to design the experiments. Tool nose 

radius, tool rake angle, feed rate, cutting speed, depth of cut, and cutting environment were 

the process parameters used as input parameters for this investigation. Surface roughness 

and MRR were the output parameters in the study. ANOVA technique was used to find the 

statistically significant factors for concurrently minimising surface roughness and 

maximising MRR. 
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2.2.5 Grinding 

 

Inoue et al. (1990) [70] investigated the grinding process for the unidirectional GFRP 

composites and study was focussed on the topography of the orientation of the reinforced 

fibers and the cut surface. They observed the two modes of failure of the glass fibers for 

the different orientation angle of reinforcing glass fiber. Between 0
o
 to 60

o
 fiber orientation 

angle, grinding wheel cut fibers resulting in debonding of fiber-matrix material and major 

failure of whole fiber cross section. For the fiber orientation between 90
o
 to 180

o
 the 

grinding tool push down the fibers, which after machining process projected from the 

surface of the GFRP laminates. 

Hu and Zhang (2004) [71] carried out study of the grinding performance for the carbon 

fiber-epoxy matrix FRP material using alumina based grinding wheel. It was emphasised 

to understand the relation of fiber orientations and grinding depths with the grinding 

mechanism and it was compared with orthogonal cutting. Experimental results suggest that 

higher grinding force was required at a 60
o
 and 90

o
 fiber orientation but for the fiber 

orientation between 120
o
 and 180

o
 surface finish was poor for the grinding. It was found 

that fiber orientation and the grinding depth highly influence the surface integrity which 

was similar with the results found for the orthogonal cutting. 

Uhlmann et al. (2011) [72] applied abrasive guided belt grinding process for the finishing 

with different grit size of belt in a dry plunge cut grinding process. Results in terms of 

concerning edge and surface quality were compared for up grinding and down grinding. 

 

2.2.6 Water Jet and Abrasive Water Jet Machining 

 

Water can be used for cutting the composite material; high pressure cutting water jet was 

used with or without fine abrasive powder. Tool wears rapidly due to inhomogeneity of the 

structure in addition to hard and abrasive nature of the reinforcement fibers in PMCs. This 

process also minimize the thermal degradation of the workpiece commonly faced in the 

conventional machining processes of PMCs as water reduces the temperature and cool the 

laminates. Sprow (1987) [73] observed that water jet cutting has some salient feature such 

as this machining process produce minimum dust, narrow kerf width and very less toxic 

fume generation. Some limitations of this process were as: This process was noisy and 
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micro filtration of water particles in layer of laminate reduces the life span of the 

composite material. 

Korican (1987) [74] conducted experiments for the machining of different PMCs (GFRP, 

CFRP and AFRP) and reported that with the increase in the thickness of the laminate the 

cutting rate reduced significantly. He also suggested that optimum value of cutting rate 

depend upon the type of composite, thickness of the laminate, type and size of the abrasive 

particles, pressure of abrasive jet. 

Hocheng (1990) [75] applied water jet machining for the composite material and found 

that this technique did not produce thermal damage and has advantage of low tool wear. He 

prepared model that describe the mechanism of delamination which was based on fracture 

mechanics analysis. This model was used to predict the water jet pressure for the condition 

of nil delamination which depends on the constituents material properties and depth of hole 

of PMCs.  

Ramulu et al. (1993) [76]  carried out investigation for the water jet and abrasive jet 

machining processes for the cutting mechanism involved in unidirectional graphite epoxy 

fiber reinforced plastic. They investigated the major material removal mechanism 

associated with both the processes. Fracture induced by micro bending and shear that was 

out of plane were the main material removal mechanisms for water jet machining and 

micro machining, shear due to abrasives and erosion due to water were the main material 

removal mechanisms associated with the abrasive water jet machining. They also found 

that abrasive water jet machining has higher material removal rate and better surface finish 

compared to water jet machining process. 

Hocheng et al. (1997) [77] carried out the machinability study of the abrasive water jet 

machining process for the fiber reinforced plastics. Material removal mechanism along 

with effect of deformation wear and cutting wear were reported. The material removal rate 

and cutting depth were influenced by the traverse speed and hydraulic pressure. MRR and 

surface integrity were not affected by the fiber orientation angle. The increment in lateral 

feed and the WTD ratio were important parameter in maintaining the surface integrity. 

They have used the dimensional analysis method for predicting the calculation of the 

theoretical MRR. 
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Azmir et al. (2008) [78] conducted experimental investigation of process variable of 

abrasive water jet machining to consider the influence on surface roughness of glass/epoxy 

composite laminates (GFRP). The process variables like hydraulic pressure, abrasive 

material type, traverse speed and standoff distance were the influential control variable 

whereas orientation of cutting was insignificant process variable for the surface roughness 

in abrasive water jet cutting process. A mathematical model was prepared for the 

prediction of surface roughness values. 

Phapale et al. (2016) [79] carried out investigation on effect of cutting variables on the 

extent of delamination damage due to abrasive water jet cutting. Variables like hydraulic 

pressure and standoff distance were most influential parameters for the occurrence of 

delamination damage compared to abrasive flow rate. They have also applied different 

delamination reduction techniques like under water cutting, use of backup plate and pre-

drilled hole in the FRP laminate. They found that delamination damage was reduced 

sufficiently with the use of damage control techniques. The extent of delamination was 

reduced by backup plate than pre-drilled hole and then under water. Out of all the 

techniques backup plate technique was most effective for push-out delamination reduction. 

The geometrical accuracy around the hole was also improved with the application of 

delamination damage control techniques. The surface finish was improved for the lower 

values of standoff distance, hydraulic pressure and abrasive flow rate. In the case of 

surface roughness also backup plate technique results in low values. 

 

2.2.7 Laser Beam Machining 

 

In laser beam machining process material removal is based on the principle that intense 

beam of monochromatic light is focussed on work materials which melt/vaporize it. In the 

case of polymer matrix composites, resin matrix material is chemically degraded and in 

this degradation form it is removed. There are several types of lasers like gas lasers and 

solid state lasers. Usage of type of lasers depend upon properties of composites material 

and laser beam characteristic like beam polarization, thermal conductivity of laminates, 

melting temperature, evaporation temperature, diffusivity, heat capacity, heat of 

vaporization, power density, time of interaction, emission wavelength of laser type. 

Polymer matrix composites normally absorb infrared rays produced by laser and they 
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chemically degraded in the form of vapour whereas metal experiences a fusion reaction 

and vapour column is generated which is surrounded by molten metal. Unlike metal, a 

PMC requires low power density (10
-3

 to 10
-5

W/cm
2
) for vaporization [80, 81]. The 

material removal mechanism in laser beam machining is from thermal origin so many 

effects like conduction, absorption and reflection occur when beam of laser impinges on 

FRP laminate. Resin matrix in fiber reinforced plastics at high wavelength has high % 

absorption so that material melts so CO2 laser having wave length of 10 micron is more 

applicable to PMC materials [82]. 

Dillio et al. (1987) [83] carried out study to find limiting conditions at fix specific power 

conditions for the different type of reinforced fiber and single matrix material. They 

investigated the limiting vaporization temperatures for the constant specific power and 

though the constituent composite materials possessing different values of vaporization, it is 

possible to machine them. 

Caprino et al. (1988) [84] investigated that mechanism of vapour generation. The 

mechanism was affected by the properties of constituent composite material of PMC i.e. 

different combination and type of fiber and matrix material. They also reported that the due 

to variation in the thermal properties of material, there is different vaporization 

temperature for the fiber and matrix material of PMCs which lead to variation in values of 

vaporization time and they suggested formula to calculate the minimum time at certain 

specific power vaporization occurs for PMCs. They have proposed thermal model working 

in one dimensionally and correlate material thickness, focal spot diameter, cutting speed 

and power. 

Tagliaferri (1990) [85] studied the various defects found in laser cutting, they were as 

delamination, fiber pull out due to the loss of matrix material in large zone, craters, taper 

cut surface, thermal cracks and variable kerf width. He suggested the principle criteria of 

quality for the laser cut machining surfaces. It includes the heat affected zone size, the kerf 

width at the entry and exit of the laser beam, taper of the cut surface at top and bottom 

surface of the workpiece, thermal damage of the constituent composite material. Heat 

affected zone size in composite material can be identified by the debonding of fibers from 

the matrix material. 
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Pan et al. (2001) [86] carried out an experimental work on PMC material using laser 

cutting process. They studied the phenomenon of heat affected zone using two methods, 

one was Eigen value method and other was isotherm method. As heat affected zone was 

observed in PMC materials due to different values of thermal conductivities in its 

constituent materials. Thermal conductivity of both the methods was predicted in non 

principal direction and it was found that both methods were effective. When the grooving 

was parallel to the fiber orientation, heat affected zone was found smaller and in the case 

of grooving perpendicular to the fiber orientation produced higher amount of heat affected 

zone. 

Cenna et al. (2002) [87] reported a theoretical model to predict process variables in laser 

cutting of glass fiber reinforced plastic composite materials, such as material removal rate, 

kerf width at entrance and exit and energy transfer through the cut kerf. The findings for 

the GFRP composite material, however, were underestimated by the model because it uses 

other material removal process. 

 

2.3 Defects Due to Machining Processes in Polymer Matrix Composites 

 

Drilling GFRP composites is more difficult due to its characteristic of plastic deformation, 

anisotropic and abrasive property of the material. Many researchers have conducted trials 

and encountered the following issues while drilling the composites: delamination, spalling, 

matrix debonding, fiber pull-out, fuzzing and shrinkage of hole. Lachaud et al. (2001) [88] 

classified the defects produced in four categories during the machining of composite 

laminates as push out delamination, peel up delamination, geometrical defects and defect 

due to thermal damage. 

 

2.3.1 Delamination 

 

Delamination is a primary failure mechanism in GFRP composites, and it is one of the key 

characteristics that distinguish it from metals. Delamination is caused by high interlaminar 

strains and low through thickness strength. This happens because the fibers in the laminate 

are all in one plane and hence do not offer enough resistance. Instead of fibers, a relatively 
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weak matrix must carry all loads. The sound generated by failure can be used to identify 

level of severity of delamination. 

Hocheng et al. (1990) [89] observed that damage occur both at the entrance and exit of the 

workpiece and they classified the damage as peel up delamination at the entrance and push 

out delamination at the exit. Peel up delamination is also known as top delamination, it 

occurs due to upper laminae is taken up by the drill flute in the beginning of the process 

[90, 91]. Push out delamination is also known as bottom delamination, it occurs due to last 

or lowest laminae is compressed  by the thrust force and it pushes the laminae and crosses 

interlaminar bond strength which resulted in push out delamination [90, 91]. Both the 

above delaminations are shown in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2. 

Delamination assessment techniques vary significantly from one to another researcher. 

Abrao et al. (2007) [92] reported many parameters which were considered for the 

delamination assessment. They were as crack length, ratio of delaminated diameter, ratio 

of delaminated area, ratio of delaminated radii.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.1: Peel up or top delamination [93] 
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FIGURE 2.2: Push out or bottom delamination [93] 

Babu et al. (2016) [93] reported different principal measures which were utilized for the 

evaluation of delamination by various researchers shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

FIGURE 2.3: Various measures utilized for the evaluation of delamination [93] 

They have also described various techniques of delamination measurement such as 

microscopy (tool maker‟s microscope, scanning electron microscope, and stereo-

microscope), image processing, acoustic emission, ultrasonic C-scan, shadow moiré 

interferometry, radiography and X-ray computerized tomography. 

 

2.3.2 Spalling and Fuzzing 

 

Spalling defect is a separation of the laminate layer at entry and exit of the workpiece, this 

defect occur due to low interlaminar bonding strength and it normally occur perpendicular 
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to tool axis. It is associated with delamination closely while fuzzing represents defect 

where fibers in composite laminate are not cut properly. Fibers fail due to tensile stress and 

they dislocated under bending load, which result in crushed fibers [94, 95]. Zhang et al. 

(2001) [96] established an important correlation between cutting variables and 

delamination area, and numerically characterised fuzzing damage. There exists a linear 

relationship between spalling and fuzzing, as spalling grows, so does the fuzzing effect. 

Sadek et al. (2013) [97] reported that at 6000 rpm and feed of 0.025 mm per revolution 

uncut fiber residue remain present at the last layer of laminates which promote push-out 

delamination. 

 

2.3.3 Thermal Damage (Matrix Burning), Debonding and Fiber Pull Out 

 

During machining of fiber reinforced composite materials nearby area with machining are 

prone to be damaged due to generation of high temperature as a result of cutting. Konig et 

al. (1985) [94] reported that though fibers in composites possessing high thermal 

resistance, high temperature in the machining process decompose or burn material of the 

matrix in the FRP composites. This happens due to low thermal conductivity of the matrix 

material. Chen (1997) [98]  studied the drilling process for the machining of FRP laminates 

and found that with high feed results in more thrust force but it reduces cutting time and 

temperature. He proposed two correlations that give surface temperature of tool with 

cutting speed and feed. Rawat et al. (2009) [99] carried out study of temperature rise and 

found that above 300
o
 C temperature there was reduction in interlaminar strength which 

results in matrix burning. Zitoune et al. (2010) [100] reported that with the increase in 

spindle speed, there was reduction in the generation of thrust force which leads to 

reduction in resistance offered by epoxy matrix and less thermal damage. Khashaba (2012) 

[101] described that the low values of heat conductivity and lower transition temperature 

of fiber reinforced plastics aided the generation of temperature in drilling of PMC 

materials. The heat that builds up around the tool edge degrades the matrix's stability and 

causes thermal degradation, which was linked to fuzzy and rough cuts in the material. 

Increase in the cutting temperature, on the other hand, softens the matrix of FRP and 

reduces the cutting force. Sadek et al. (2013) [97] reported that at the feed of 0.025 mm per 

revolution and cutting speed of 6000 rpm the matrix burns the last layer of laminates which 

causes delamination. 
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Debonding of fibers and fiber pull out are normally happens together, as fiber pull out 

results in the debonding of fiber laminates. Hutchinson et al. (1990) [102] proposed a 

model dealing with debonding process of a fibers which are embedded in matrix material. 

He analyzed the model for residual compressive stress which acts through interface 

between fiber and matrix. Debonding process was considered as a part of crack in fracture 

mechanics. Yao et al. (2007) [103] in his study found that initiation and propagations of 

debonding mostly happen at the region of high moment from one end of the FRP plate. 

There are three modes of debonding as: debonding by critical diagonal crack, separation of 

concrete cover and interfacial debonding from plate end. Feizbahr et al. (2013) [104] 

reported in his paper that debonding occurs at the end of FRP laminate where crack was 

already present. It occurs near shear concentration zone. Fig. 2.4 shows that debonding 

precedes fiber pull-out. 

 

FIGURE 2.4: Schematic diagram of fiber pullout and debonding [1] 

 

2.4 Ultrasonic Machining Process 

 

Ultrasonic term in USM process describe the frequency of vibratory waves above the 

listening capacity of the human ear. In USM process, material is removed by abrasive 

grains through various metal removal mechanisms. The tool is vibrated normal to the work 

surface at ultrasonic frequency and the abrasive particles are pushed by this vibratory tool 
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which then impinges on work surface. Cavity generated in the workpiece is of mirror 

image of the tool [105]. 

Shaw (1956) [106] reported a model which gives the relationship of MRR with the 

parameters of ultrasonic machining process like vibration frequency, amplitude, slurry 

concentration, feed force and abrasive grit size. This model is static and analytical in nature 

and easy to use. It can be utilized for the variety of material. 

Miller (1957) [107] developed a model, where MRR linearly depend on the ultrasonic 

machining parameters pressure, frequency of vibration, abrasive grit size and amplitude of 

vibration. Application of this model is restricted to ductile material only as model was 

developed on the base of plastic deformation. Also he has made some of the unrealistic 

assumptions. 

Rosenberg et al. (1964) [108] developed a computationally intensive model; in which 

abrasive grain size‟s statistical distribution was included. Tedious calculations were part of 

the model. Cook (1966) [109] prepared a static model in which MRR is proportional 

linearly with the static stress. In this model, proportionality of MRR with the square root of 

grain size radius was inappropriately taken as value of optimum grain size radius exists. 

Kainth et al. (1979) [110] developed a model where material removal rate was 

quantitatively evaluated with the use of tool and workpiece material properties, this thing 

make this model distinct from earlier model theories. Nair et al. (1985) [111] proposed a 

simulation of the principle of elastic wave propagation in his model which was intensive in 

computation. Wang et al. (1996) [112] proposed a model which is more realistic and it 

consider the stochastic and dynamic behaviour of the process. Limitation of this model was 

that it can only be applied to perfect brittle materials. 

Komaraiah et al. (1988) [113] carried out experimental work on work material like 

porcelain, glass, alumina and ferrite by ultrasonic machining process and used different 

tool materials as stainless steel, titanium and Nimonic 80A. Response parameters in the 

given study surface roughness and accuracy were studied in reference to the mechanical 

parameters of the workpiece and tool materials. The effects of abrasive particle type and 

size, as well as the amplitude of ultrasonic oscillations, were investigated. The impact of 

workpiece rotation, in addition to an ultrasonically oscillated tool, on material removal rate 

and surface roughness of the workpieces generated, was investigated. According to the 
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findings, the rotational mode of ultrasonic machining was shown to be better than 

traditional ultrasonic machining. 

Komaraiah et al. (1993) [114] carried out investigation to study the effect of workpiece 

material parameters on the responses of hardness and fracture toughness.  In the study, they 

have used materials like tungsten carbide (K20), pure alumina, porcelain (hard), glass and 

ferrite. Silicon carbide with grit size 320 was utilized as abrasive material. Experimental 

investigation suggests that fracture toughness was important response parameter. 

Dam et al. (1995) [115] carried out experimental work on ceramic material utilizing 

ultrasonic machining and the findings were achieved by drilling holes in seven different 

ceramics, with the following factors taken into account: surface quality, accuracy, tool 

wear and production rate. It was found that for tough materials surface roughness and 

production rate values were low and tool wear values were high and for brittle materials 

surface roughness and production rate values were high and tool wear values was low. It 

was also stated that tough materials tend to remove materials based on flexibility, and 

dense and non-porous materials have a higher tendency to form textured surfaces. 

Thoe et al, (1998) [116] reviewed development and applications of ultrasonic machining 

process based on its basic elements, mechanisms of material removal, tool wear, design of 

horn and tool, effect of process variables on surface quality and applications. The general 

conclusion was that the hardness of abrasive particle should be higher than the workpiece 

material. Normally higher material removal rate was achieved for the high slurry 

concentration and large abrasive particles grit size. The optimal drilling depth depends on 

the diameter of the tool and it could be in the range of 2-5 times the tool‟s diameter. 

However, this was determined by low workpiece fracture toughness, slurry supply 

conditions or raising the tool hardness to Young's modulus ratio resulted in a larger 

material removal rate. Horn and tool design are critical in producing a resonance in USM 

system to maximise MRR; ideal static load for maximum machining rate has been 

discovered to be dependent on mean abrasive grit size, tool configuration and amplitude. 

Horn materials should be of excellent mechanical quality, have good brazing and soldering 

capabilities, be corrosion resistant, have good acoustic transmission properties, and have a 

high fatigue resistance at high operating amplitudes. 
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Deng et al. (2002) [117] investigated the effect of different microstructure of alumina 

based ceramic matrix composites work material on the material removal rate while 

applying ultrasonic machining process. The surface integrity was assessed using the 

strength distributions of ultrasonic machined specimens. The fracture toughness of the 

ceramic matrix composite material was shown to have a crucial impact in material removal 

rate, since MRR reduces as fracture toughness increases. The material removal rate in 

USM of whisker reinforced alumina based ceramic matrix composites was shown to be 

dependent on the whisker orientation, indicating that MRR reduces as the direction angle 

of the whisker orientation increases. The researchers also discovered that the flexural 

strength of alumina-based ceramic composites machined by USM ranges narrowly from 

the mean value, and high fracture toughness of composites have a greater Weibull 

modulus. 

Guzzo et al. (2003) [14] investigated the surface roughness and material removal rate of 

different synthetic and natural quartz crystals materials under ultrasonic machining process 

and studied the effect of crystallographic orientation and abrasive grit size on the response 

variables. The slurry was made of boron carbide and silicon carbide with abrasive particle 

size in water. The experimental findings revealed that the MRR was predominantly 

controlled by brittle microcracking and increased exponentially as the mean grain size of 

SiC particles increased. Surface roughness was also affected by abrasive grit size. When 

SiC grit size was increased surface roughness was deteriorated. When cutting tools having 

solid cross-sections were utilized, the MRR was dependent on machining depth. The effect 

of crystal anisotropy on fracture toughness was also clearly recognised. The 

crystallographic orientation of quartz crystals influences the MRR. Brittle micro cracks 

was discovered to be the primary wear process involved in material removal caused by 

hammering and impact activities of abrasive particles on workpiece material. 

Singh et al. (2006) [118] reported an overview of the fundamental concepts of ultrasonic 

machining process, the mechanisms of material removal, and the influence of operating 

variables on MRR, TWR and surface integrity of titanium and its alloys for industrial 

applications. In order to improve machining rate, the optimal amplitude was found to be 

equal to the mean abrasive grit diameter of the abrasive material utilised. The degree of 

hardness was observed to be highest near the perimeter of the tool material and lowest in 

the centre. It was found that it was possible to utilize ultrasonic machining process to drill 
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holes in titanium without severe damaging surface quality and producing cracks. In order 

to attain acceptable productivity, the levels of operating parameters have to be carefully 

chosen. The tool and horn designs were critical in achieving a level of resonance state in 

ultrasonic machining to enhance MRR. The tool design (e.g. cross-sectional area and 

shape), the amplitude, and the mean abrasive grit size were found to influence the optimum 

static load for maximum MRR. 

Dvivedi et al. (2007) [119] investigated surface quality during ultrasonic machining of 

commercially pure titanium and its alloys. The influence of process variable of ultrasonic 

machine like workpiece material, tool design, abrasive grit size, power, slurry 

concentration on the surface quality were assessed. Taguchi method was used in the 

investigation study. The Optical Profiling System was used to determine average surface 

roughness (Ra). The profiling system produced 2-D and 3-D contour plots to quantify and 

evaluate surface roughness. The experimental findings and subsequent analysis suggested 

that abrasive grit size and slurry concentration have a greater impact on surface roughness 

than other factors. 

Singh et al. (2007) [120] applied taguchi method to investigate the ultrasonic machining 

process variables such as type of tool, abrasive grain size, type of abrasive slurry, slurry 

concentration, power rating, temperature of slurry on the material removal rate. The 

relationship between the process variables and MRR was established using taguchi 

method. Material removal rate was found to be greatly increased by ultrasonic machine 

power rating, followed by type of tool used. The testing results showed that ultrasonic 

power rating, which contributed 28 percent to the material removal rate, was followed by 

type of tool used, which contributed 24.6 percent. The abrasive slurry type was the third 

most important element, accounting for 13.3 percent of the total. The best results were 

achieved using boron carbide slurry, with a 90 percent of power rating and an Stainless 

Steel tool.  

Kumar et al. (2008) [121] studied the effect of process variables of ultrasonic machining 

process such as abrasive grit size, tool material, abrasive slurry type, power rating of 

machine and slurry concentration on surface roughness and material removal rate using 

taguchi technique. The experimental results demonstrated that optimum condition of 

machining varies depending on the material composition, machine accuracy, and other 

external variables. 
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Kumar et al. (2008) [122] reviewed the problems encountered in ultrasonic machining of 

titanium and its alloys. They have applied full factorial design approach to study the effect 

of USM process variables abrasive grit size in slurry, power rating and tool material type 

for the machining attributes of ASTM Grade I titanium like surface roughness, MRR and 

TWR. According to the result, it was suggested that all parameters have a substantial 

impact on surface roughness, MRR and TWR. The level for each variable that affects the 

most to variance in titanium USM machining performance has also been determined. 

Titanium was also found to be moderately machinable using the ultrasonic machining 

process. All the three process variables were shown to have a considerable impact on the 

rate of material removal and tool wear. MRR and TWR were both affected by two-way 

interactions between grit size-power rating, tool type and grit size, and tool type and power 

rating. The only relevant factor for surface roughness was the abrasive grit size of the 

abrasive slurry. 

Singh et al. (2008) [123] carried out ultrasonic machining to investigate the impact of 

abrasive type such as alumina (aluminium oxide), boron carbide and silicon carbide on the 

workpiece material of titanium and its alloys. The application of a piezoelectric transducer 

of 20 kHz was examined in the slurry of abrasive material alumina, boron carbide and 

silicon carbide with three solid tools made of high-speed steel, titanium, and stainless steel. 

Main effect plots for MRR and TWR were included in the given data. According to the 

result, stainless steel tool and boron carbide slurry delivered the best MRR. The MRR in 

ultrasonic machining was also affected by the difference of hardness between the tool and 

work piece material. Using a certain tool, work piece material combination at specified 

power rating values, and controlled experimental settings of abrasive slurry type optimum 

MRR may be achieved. The best results were obtained using a boron carbide slurry and 

Stainless Steel tool.  

 

2.5 Process Variables of the Ultrasonic Machining Process 

 

From literature review, the process variables, which are affecting performance of the 

ultrasonic machining and quality aspects of GFRP laminates, are shown in the form of the 

ishikawa diagram in Fig. 2.5. The classification of process variables can further be done as: 
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Machine parameters, tool based parameters, cutting parameters and workpiece based 

parameter.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.5: Ishikawa diagram of process variables in USM process 

 
2.5.1 Machine Based Parameters 

 

Pressure or feed is important factor which is to be considered for achieving higher rate of 

material removal in machining of workpiece. With the increase in values of pressure there 

is an increase in chipping force of each abrasive grains, which raises the overall MRR, 

which is shown in Fig. 2.6 [32, 124].  

Rozenberg et al. (1964) [125] and Kainth et al. (1979) [110] reported that while keeping 

other process variable as constant during machining process, there exist a linear 

relationship between feed and MRR up to certain limit or optimum value. MRR decreases 

after an optimum value. This happens due to increase in the abrasive grit size which make 

it difficult to circulate abrasive particles in the passage between tool and workpiece. 
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FIGURE 2.6: Variation in MRR with amplitude and feed force [124] 

Amplitude of tool oscillation is one of the most influential parameter of all the factors in 

ultrasonic machining process. Goetze (1956) [126] studied the ultrasonic machining 

process and reported that while keeping the process variable like size of abrasive grits and 

vibration frequency as constant process variables the MRR increase linearly with the 

increase in amplitude. Lee et al. (1997) [127] carried out his study on ultrasonic machining 

and stated that after certain limit of amplitude values the increase in the values of MRR 

stabilizes, that value of amplitude may be perceived as optimum value of amplitude. As 

shown in Fig. 2.6 and 2.7, with the increase in amplitude there is increase in the kinetic 

energy imparted to the individual abrasive grain, which enhances the mechanical chipping 

resulting in the increase of material removal rate. If amplitude is increased to greater 

amount, it resulted in the splashing which reduces active no. of abrasive grains which in 

turn reduces the MRR [32, 124, 128].  

 

FIGURE 2.7: Variation in MRR with amplitude and frequency [124] 
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Gilmore (1991) [129] carried out experimental investigation and suggested that upto higher 

frequency, MRR linearly varies with frequency and after certain limit MRR start reducing. 

Fig. 2.7 shows the effect between MRR and frequency, MRR reduces with the increment 

in the value of frequency for given amplitude, at higher frequency there is reduction in 

cutting time available to abrasive grits thus reduction in cutting action results in the 

reduction in MRR. 

 

2.5.2 Tool Based Parameters 

 

Benedict (1987) [15] reported sonotrode tool or horn used in ultrasonic machine should be 

manufactured from the metals possessing lower values of acoustic loss, higher fatigue 

strength, improved corrosion resistance and better joining properties means they should be 

fabricated easily with brazing and soldering methods. Komaraiah et al. (1993) [130] 

carried out investigation on the effect of the properties of tool materials on the MRR. 

Based on the result, they stated that as the hardness of the tool materials increase it result in 

the rise of MRR. They have also found that during machining process tool materials 

experience varying degree of work-hardening, which result into change in the machining 

performance.  Rawson (1987) [131] reported optimum tuning at which material posses 

high mechanical strength and other properties, the level of tuning for each material was 

found specific. The commonly used materials for the manufacturing of horn, which are in 

literature are stainless steel, heat treated steel, monel, titanium and its alloys and 

aluminium and its alloys [124, 132, 133]. The machining performance variable like 

removal rate, tool wear and surface integrity was affected by the tool material hardness 

[113].   

Aantha Ramu et al. (1989) [134] reported that sonotrode tool or horn can be manufactured 

in many shapes or geometries. They are classified into basic profiles such as: Cylindrical, 

step, conical, exponential and combination of above, further they have also mentioned 

about special profiles as Catenoidal profiles (hyperbolic, Gaussian and Fourier shapes). 

Kuo et al. (2013) [135] reported that special profiles were rarely used because amplitude 

magnification rate of basic profiles is not inferior compared to special profile shapes, in 

addition special profiles are not easy to produce. Babitsky et al. (2007) [136] investigated 

various shaped of horn and reported that dynamics of the ultrasonic machining system was 
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affected by the shape and profile of the horn tool and it is to be considered for the optimum 

performance of ultrasonic machining system. Seah et al. (1993) [25] carried out 

investigation on the design variables for the conical and stepped horns using FEM analysis. 

He reported that though stepped horn give high rate of amplification, there was a stress 

concentration problem at the point where change in shape occurs.  Conical horn design is 

widely used due to easy manufacturing and high amplitude magnification rate which match 

with exponential horn type. It was reported that hollow tools having equal cross sectional 

area as solid tools, they have more MRR [11].  

Nad (2010) [137] reported that in sonotrode tool design determination of correct length of 

the sonotrode tool is one of the most important criterion. Highest magnification rate in the 

horn can be achieved when tool length is equal to half wavelength of the sound wave 

traversed in the horn tool [135]. 

 

2.5.3 Cutting Parameters 

 

The types of abrasive materials affect the machining characteristics of the ultrasonic 

machining. The abrasive materials should possess greater hardness than the workpiece 

material. The common abrasive materials used in ultrasonic machining process reported 

are as: Aluminium oxide (Al2O3), silicon carbide (SiC), boron carbide (B4C), boron 

silicarbide and diamond powder [138, 139]. Hardness increases from Al2O3 to SiC to B4C 

respectively, which in turn increases MRR also [32]. Ramulu (2005) [140] carried out 

investigation on different abrasive material to find its effect on MRR and he reported that 

for boron carbide grits of 400 grit size MRR was 75 % higher compared to silicon carbide 

abrasive grits and for 220 grit size it was 320 % higher. 

The performance of machining parameters is affected by the slurry concentration. It was 

reported that with the increase of abrasive concentration the machining rate enhances as 

more cutting edges become available in the machining zone, which raises overall MRR. 

With further increase in concentration optimum limit was reached beyond that limit slurry 

concentration reduces the MRR because it become difficult for the abrasive grains to reach 

machining zone [126, 141, 142]. Thoe et al. (1998) [26] reported functions of slurry as 

coolant for the tool assembly and work material, to supply abrasives to machining zone 

and removal of removed material from machining zone, effective transfer of energy by 
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providing acoustic bond between tool assembly, work material and abrasives. Many 

researchers have recommended slurry concentration of 30 % [126, 143]. 

There is an important role of abrasive grit size in achieving higher MRR in machining 

workpieces. It was reported by researchers that MRR rises at greater abrasive grain sizes 

until that size reaches the vibration amplitude, after this size equal to vibration amplitude 

the MRR decreases as when the grain size is larger compared to the vibration amplitude, 

there is a difficulty in abrasive renewal in the machining gap [126, 141, 142]. Markov 

(1959) [144] and Neppiars (1964) [145] carried out investigation on the abrasive grit size 

and MRR. They reported that the ratio of the two times amplitude to average size of 

abrasive grits should be 0.6 to 0.8.  

Selection of slurry liquid is also important for the performance of the machining. Fig. 2.8 

shows that the increase in slurry viscosity reduces the MRR as it reduces the flow of slurry. 

Water is used as it is chemically neutral to work piece material, abrasive particles and with 

tool material. It is also seen that abrasive particles mixes homogenously in water. 

Alternative slurry liquids used are as glycerol, benzene and mineral oils [124, 146]. 

 

FIGURE 2.8: Variation in MRR with the viscosity of the slurry liquid [124] 

 

2.5.4 Workpiece based Parameters 

 

Laminate thickness affects MRR, quality integrity of workpiece. Mohan et al. (2005) [36] 

carried out investigation and the response table analysis revealed that the specimen 

thickness and drill size were the most important elements in the interplay of process four 

parameters for torque characteristics than any other combination.  Velayudham et al. 
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(2005) [147] used high volume fraction of fibers in composite material during their 

experimental work and demonstrated that hole shrinkage was remain normal as it was 

found generally in polymer matrix composites during machining process. 

To the best of author‟s knowledge, very less work was conducted for finding optimal 

combination of process parameters of ultrasonic machining in glass fiber reinforced 

composite workpieces.   

 

2.6 Multi Objective Optimization Methods 

 

Palanikumar et al, (2009) [148] performed multiple objective optimizations. Machining 

properties of GFRP composites were the focus of this study. Cutting speed, feed, and depth 

of cut were the cutting parameters utilised in the tests, which were carried out using 

Taguchi's L27, 3-level orthogonal array. For the various reactions, statistical models based 

on second order polynomial equations were created. The cutting conditions were optimised 

using the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) tool, which resulted in a 

non-dominated solution set. 

Sait el al. (2009) [149] performed a desirability function analysis for the optimization of 

the machining settings on GFRP pipe turning. Using a K20 grade cemented carbide cutting 

tool, turning tests for filament wound and hand layup GFRP pipes were done based on 

Taguchi's L18 orthogonal array. Multi response factors, such as surface roughness, flank 

wear, crater wear, and machining force, were used to optimise machining parameters such 

as cutting velocity, feed rate, and depth of cut. Individual desirability values from the 

desirability function analysis were used to create a composite desirability value for the 

multi-responses. The optimal levels of parameters were established using the composite 

desirability value; substantial contribution of parameters was also determined using 

analysis of variance. 

Mohan el al. (2010) [150] used a genetic algorithm to optimise the drilling conditions of a 

glass fiber reinforced plastic composite material. The constrained optimization of cutting 

conditions was established and addressed in this work by the use of a genetic algorithm to 

identify the optimal values of cutting speed and feed rate that produced the lowest cost of 

drilling operation done on a TRIAC VMC CNC machine. The findings showed that the 
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model could be utilised successfully to forecast the machining conditions that resulted in 

the lowest cost of operation; the results were also compared to the optimization results 

achieved using geometric programming. 

Palanikumar (2011) [151] proposed an approach for optimising drilling parameters with 

multiple performance parameters using Taguchi's method and grey relational analysis. The 

experiment was carried out using Taguchi's L16, 4-level orthogonal array. Optimization of 

Drilling parameters such as spindle speed and feed rate were done while multiple 

performance parameters such as thrust force, work piece surface roughness, and 

delamination factor were taken into account. The grey relational grade analysis revealed 

that feed rate was more influential than spindle speed. 

Khan et al. (2012) [152] presented two distinct evolutionary algorithm-based neural 

network models to reduce the unit manufacturing cost of GFRPs during machining. 

Genetic algorithm based neural network (GA-NN) and particle swarm optimization based 

neural network (PSO-NN) were the hybrid neural network models. On machining GFRP 

composite, these hybrid neural network models were utilised to determine the best cutting 

conditions for Ti[C,N] mixed alumina-based ceramic cutting tool (CC650) and SiC 

whisker-reinforced alumina-based ceramic cutting tool (CC670). The effective cutting 

parameters on tool life were determined using an orthogonal design and ANOVA. The 

performance of the GA-NN and PSO-NN models was compared. When milling GFRP 

composites with an alumina cutting tool, optimal cutting conditions achieved using the 

PSO-NN model were the best feasible compromise when compared to the GA-NN model. 

This model also demonstrated that neural networks were capable of decreasing 

uncertainties in optimization and estimation in unit production cost. 

Jenarthanan and Jeyapaul (2013) [153] proposed a method for optimising machining 

parameters for milling glass fiber reinforced plastic composites. Desirability function 

analysis (DFA) was used to optimise machining parameters. Milling experiments for 

GFRP composite plates were carried out utilising solid carbide end mills with various helix 

angles, the experiments were based on Taguchi's L27 orthogonal array. Multi-response 

parameters such as surface roughness, delamination factor, and machining force were used 

to improve machining parameters such as spindle speed, feed rate, helix angle, and fiber 

orientation angle. 
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Hussain (2014) [154] utilised fuzzy logic in combination with the Taguchi approach to 

optimise multiple performance parameters such as surface roughness, cutting force, 

specific cutting pressure, and cutting power during machining of GFRP composites. 

Experiments were designed using Taguchi's L25 orthogonal array with predefined cutting 

conditions. Work piece (fiber orientation), cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut were taken 

as the process parameters. Machining tests were carried out on a lathe using a carbide 

(K20) cutting tool. The results showed that the optimization approach was quite useful in 

improving multiple performance parameters in machining GFRP at the same time. 

 
2.7 Outcome of the Literature Review 

 

In the last two decades or more, there has been a significant increase in the demand and use 

of composites. As a result, additional research on manufacturing the material with various 

innovative processes, formulations, and materials is being conducted continuously. 

Composite materials are extensively utilised because of their superior qualities such as 

high specific strength, low thermal expansion, high stiffness, and so on. 

For the machining of polymer matrix composites generally following manufacturing 

processes are used such as drilling, milling, turning, grinding, water jet machining (with or 

without Abrasives), laser beam machining [101]. The following conclusions can be drawn 

while machining PMCs by different machining processes.  

 In conventional drilling feed rate, tool material and cutting speed are the most 

influential factor on the delamination.  

 High speed drilling is suitable for drilling FRP ensuring low damage levels and 

have higher productivity and lower production cost.  

 Vibration assisted drilling and Ultrasonic assisted drilling have lesser thrust hence 

lesser delamination compared to conventional drilling.  

 Water Jet Cutting offers advantages as continuous removal of chips, with low 

thermal and mechanical stresses on the work piece but it also has certain 

disadvantages such as the elaborate microfiltration of water particles which require 

post treatment and disposal of water after machining.  
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 Laser Beam Machining has one of the major advantages over conventional drilling 

is that there is no contact between the tool and the work piece, eliminating 

delamination caused by thrust force and vibration of drill bits. 

Further, some conclusions can be derived as there is a need to model response variable 

such as a material removal rate and delamination for the machining processes for the newly 

developed materials such as composites. The problem of delamination of the surface 

generated due to machining is needed to be explored for the better assessment of surface 

integrity. Last conclusion is that desirability function approach can be employed for 

carrying out multi objective optimization of response variables of ultrasonic machining.  

 
2.8 Problem Formulation 

 

In the present experimental work, attempts have been made to model, analyse and optimize 

the process parameters of ultrasonic machining process for polymer matrix composites 

specifically E-type glass fiber reinforced plastic material. The central composite second 

order rotatable design has been chosen for designing the experiments and response surface 

methodology was applied for developing the mathematical models. Efforts has been made 

to correlate the four input process parameters; pressure (Pr), amplitude (Am), work piece 

thickness (LT), and abrasive grit size (AG) with three response variables; materials removal 

rate (MRR), adjusted top delamination factor (ATDF), and adjusted bottom delamination 

factor (ABDF). Results obtained were presented in the form of three dimensional surface 

plots. Analysis of variance had been performed to check the adequacy of the developed 

mathematical models as well as significance of each term comprising the models. 

Statistical software Design Expert 10 (DX 10) was used to construct the plots to analyse 

the influence of individual input process parameter on output responses. Multi-objective 

optimization of the mathematical model was carried out by composite desirability analysis. 

The set of optimum results were achieved by composite desirability analysis method. The 

optimal predicted results were experimentally verified, matched well with the predicted 

results  
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2.9 Research Objectives and Scope of the Work 

 

As the literature review indicates, the majority of experimental studies on machining of 

glass fiber reinforced plastics include conventional manufacturing processes and non 

conventional manufacturing processes as laser beam machining process and water jet 

machining process. The purpose of this study is to experimentally investigate the effect of 

process parameters of ultrasonic machining process on E-type glass fiber reinforced plastic 

composite material. With this aim, specific technical objectives of this study are as 

follows: 

1) To study and identify the limitations of current manufacturing processes for drilling a 

hole in Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic. 

2) To investigate the combined effect of different process parameters of ultrasonic 

machining process on MRR, Top delamination, Bottom delamination. 

3) To carry out statistical analysis using ANOVA and develop response surface 

methodology model and statistical regression equations for MRR, Top delamination 

and Bottom delamination. 

4) To develop a solution for multi objective optimization problem using Composite 

Desirability approach to obtain the optimum set of parameters. 

 

2.10 Methodology 
 

For the present experimental work, research methodology employed is shown in Fig.2.9.  
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FIGURE 2.9: Flow chart of research methodology 
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CHAPTER-3 

 

Experimental Planning & Procedure 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Glass fiber reinforced composites possess many desirable properties compared to 

conventional materials such as higher modulus and fatigue strength, improved specific 

strength and characteristics of variable directional strength. Because of these qualities, they 

are frequently employed in the aviation and aerospace sectors. Production of a cavity or 

hole is inevitably required in composites for the assembly of the fiber reinforced 

composites parts. The machining of GFRP composite material is a completely different 

when it is compared to the machining of conventional materials in terms of process 

parameters and output variables. Defects like delamination at entrance (top delamination), 

delamination at exit (bottom delamination), spalling, fuzzing, thermal degradation, fiber 

breakage and fiber pull out are observed while machining glass reinforced composites 

which is not found in conventional materials. In depth study of drilling process is required 

for the investigating the factors which are responsible for the above defects and efforts are 

also required to reduce these defects to the acceptable limit. In the present chapter, it 

includes procedure for the fabrication of work material (GFRP composite laminates) along 

with its properties and specifications. The sonotrode tool used in the ultrasonic machining 

process along with its design and basic features was presented. The experimental 

methodology as well as the experimental set-up was discussed. The selection procedure of 

input parameters and response variables of ultrasonic machining process were discussed. 

Finally the input parameters and their levels for final experiments were tabulated. 
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3.2 Specimen Preparation and Testing 

 

The experimental investigation in this study utilized a GFRP composite laminates. GFRP 

is now widely used in industries due to favorable properties such as: low weight, high 

strength to weight ratio, corrosion resistance, high thermal resistance, and low coefficient 

of thermal expansion. To obtain the above mentioned qualities in GFRP, in addition to 

glass fiber and resin, additives and fillers were also added to the composites during 

fabrication stage. At the time of manufacturing, design criteria for specimen are as: type of 

fiber reinforcement, direction of fiber, fractional weight percentage of fiber to resin and 

type of resin. In this study, E type glass fibers with a diameter of 9 microns were utilized as 

reinforcement material, while epoxy was used as the resin material because of their 

favorable properties. In FRP sample, laminates arrangement of continuous fibers were 

done unidirectionally and weight proportion of fiber to resin was 69.64 %. Epoxy resin was 

used as matrix material; it has better mechanical, electrical, thermal properties, corrosion 

resistance against fluids and corrosive environments. Epoxy resin was primarily used due 

to better adhesive properties so that it can stay for long with substrates in composite 

laminates. The curing rate was important variable which affects the selection of proper 

hardener. In this work, the epoxy resins used was Araldite LY556, which was mixed with 

the hardener XY 54 in the defined mixing ratio. The mixing of ingredients (resin and 

hardener) has to be done properly to achieve a homogeneous mixture. In the present 

research work, E-type glass fiber reinforced plastic composite laminates were fabricated by 

vacuum infusion process and tensile test was carried out according to ASTM standard 

D638 at fabrication and testing facility of ATIRA (Ahmedabad Textile and Industrial 

Research Association), Ahmedabad.  

 
3.2.1 Specimen Preparation 

 

Vacuum assisted resin infusion process is useful in producing consistent laminates of high 

quality and it also generates a small volume of harmful air contaminants. Fig. 3.1 shows 

the schematic diagram of the process. Vacuum pressure is used in driving resin into a 

laminate in vacuum infusion process. The arrangement of glass fibers reinforcements was 

done in a mould as per design and they are covered with a flexible plastic bag. The 
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boundary is sealed with proper arrangement and then vacuum pump creates vacuum and at 

the application of vacuum, resin was drawn inside the bag in a specific direction from a 

container. This process has many advantages and some limitations which are mentioned 

below:  

 

FIGURE 3.1: Vacuum assisted resin infusion process [155] 

Advantages:  

(1) Due to low void contents, in this process, better fiber-to-resin ratio can be accurately 

achieved.  

(2) In this process, less amount of hazardous air pollutants are generated which is good for 

health and safety.  

(3) This process uses very consistent resin [5].  

Limitations:   

(1) The process requires long set up time due to proper fixing of vacuum ports and 

locations for resin injection. 

(2) Skilled man power is required in this process. 

(3) In this process, wastage of ancillary is done as they cannot be reused [5]. 

With the use of vacuum assisted resin infusion process GFRP laminates in the size of     

300 mm x 300 mm were made. 
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3.2.2 Specimen Testing 

 

GFRP Laminates were tested at ATIRA testing laboratory, Ahmedabad for the required 

properties. Required tests like tensile strength, hardness of material, glass content and 

density of workpiece were performed with calibrated instruments. INSTRON Company 

make Dual column floor mounted Electromechanical Testing System shown in Figure 3.3 

was used for testing the tensile strength properties. For testing, standard specimen (5 

samples) were taken from the fabricated GFRP laminates for each test and after testing 

average value was taken for the experiment purpose. Figure 3.2 show the standard samples 

and testing (ISO 527-4 was used for testing while for tensile test ASTM standard D638 

was used). Each specimen was prepared especially which was then fixed in the jaws 

operated electro-mechanically and the weight is then progressively raised until the first 

indications of cracking appear in the specimen. That load is automatically recorded in the 

computer, and a graph for load verses length extension is produced. 

    

(a) Photograph of actual specimen     (b) Specimen with standard specification  

FIGURE 3.2: Standard specimen with actual specimen for tensile test 

Specifications of the testing machine:  

(a) Capacity: 400 kN  

(b) Vertical test space: 2050 mm (80.7 in)  

(c) Load measurement accuracy: +/- 0.5% of reading down to 1/1000 of load cell capacity 

option (2580 Series load cells)  

(d) Data acquisition rate: up to 2.5 kHz option simultaneous on load, extension, and strain 

channels  
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(e) Speed range: 0.00005 to 1016 mm/min (0.000002 in/min to 40 in/min)  

The hardness of composite laminates was determined using a BARCOL hardness tester. 

ATIRA material testing facility was used for the testing and approving the laminates.  

Table 3.1 shows various mechanical properties of the E type glass fiber reinforced plastic 

laminates. 

TABLE 3.1: Mechanical properties of E type GFRP laminates 

Sr. No. Property Value 

1 Tensile strength 283 N/mm
2 

2 Density 1.881 gm/cm
3 

3 Thickness of laminate 1.2 mm, 2.4 mm and 3.6 mm 

4 E type Glass  69.64 % by weight 

5 Form of Glass fiber woven weaving base 

6 Glass fiber Diameter in micron 9 micron 

7 Epoxy resin  30.36 % by weight 

8 Barcol Hardness 45.01 BHN 

 

TABLE 3.2: Mechanical properties of matrix material (epoxy resin) [5] 

Sr. No. Property Value 

1 Tensile strength 33.3 MPa 
 

2 Tensile modulus of elasticity 1220 MPa
 

3 Tensile elongation 12 % 

4 Izod notch impact strength  56.5 J/m 

5 Hardness 77 Shore D 

6 Heat distortion temperature 60
o
 C 
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FIGURE 3.3: Specimen testing machine for tensile test 

 
3.3 Description of the Ultrasonic Machining Set Up 

 

The experiments were performed on 2.0 kW ultrasonic machine which was obtained from 

Roop Telsonic Ultrasonix Limited. This machine is installed at workshop of Faculty of 

Technology and Engineering, M.S.University of Baroda. 
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3.3.1 Ultrasonic Machine Experimental Set-up 

 

Ultrasonic machine is also known as ultrasonic drill press because of its similarity in 

working with drill machine. The welded box sheet steel frames which are welded in ribs 

are used to construct this ultrasonic machine. The welded structure provides it rigidity 

along with minimum weight. The base of the machine is made of aluminum chill casting 

which incorporate a ribbed design ensuring it superior stability. The feed unit is adjustable, 

with a thick–walled, efficient piston and force sensor with over feed–length of 100 mm and 

it run in ball bushings which are large sized. The converter, booster, and sonotrode combo 

are held in place by aluminium mounting at the cylinder's end. 

The whole unit runs on dovetail guides and which can be adjusted to the required height 

with the help of hand wheel. Two wedge arrests hold the assembly against the vertical 

column, ensuring safe clamping. 

 

FIGURE 3.4: Experimental set up 
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The converter, booster, and sonotrode combo is mounted on the aluminium mounting at 

the booster. For ensuring high rigidity and fine adjustment of the parallelism, a booster 

mounting system is kept without the O–rings. The converter is fully encapsulated and it is 

mounted in a cable less manner. 

An amplitude–regulated power system (ARP) based generator is employed to generate 

high frequency supply for the converter. This generator is termed as SG–22. It has 

automatic frequency control for ensuring automatic correction of the changes. For 

achieving optimum working of sonotrode, generator is operated at its resonance frequency. 

However, it can be tuned manually for sonotrode which are critical. The specifications of 

the generator are given in the Appendix - B. 

The converter employed in the machine is coded as SE–50/40– 4–20 KHz. it is 

piezoelectric converter (PZT based converter). The specifications of the converter are 

listed in Appendix – B.  

In welding applications, the control is provided automatically with the help of 

microprocessor; here the MPS–2 controller is used. As the there is a limitation of only a 

second of time for automatically transmitting the ultrasonic signals. Connection from 

switching supply is connected to foot switch for the manual operation inspite of connecting 

it with generator. Also in the case of ultrasonic machining process more time is required 

for the machining for that reason also converter is operated manually.  

The ultrasonic machine is operated with the use of pneumatic air so it requires compressed 

air supply of 6 bars, which should be preferably moisture free and clean. 

 
3.3.2 Slurry System 

 

Slurry is circulated from the slurry tank by 1–Φ pump. The flow of slurry is focussed at the 

cutting edge. The abrasive particles in the slurry are impacted and this action gives 

continuous impact for micro–chipping of GFRP. Slurry is re-circulated via slurry tank. 

Abrasives in the tank need to be mixed up evenly, therefore to attain the required amount 

of agitation; compressed air is supplied into the container tank continuously. Lower 

agitation level may cause insufficient mix–up and abrasive particles remain at the bottom 

of the slurry tank while high level of agitation may result in slurry overflow from the slurry 
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container tank. The volume of slurry tank is also critical, as it affects viscosity of the liquid 

which contain mixture of water and abrasive particles of silicon carbide. 

 

FIGURE 3.5: Actual photograph of slurry system in ultrasonic machine 

 
3.3.3 Buzzer System 

 

Buzzer system is used to measure the machining time of glass fiber reinforced plastic 

laminate. In the buzzer system, the purpose of attachment of aluminum foil is to get the 

signal that through cut is obtained and it makes sense that operation is completed. For this 

purpose a circuit containing buzzer operated by piezo-electric crystals and 9-V battery is 

used. At the one end of the circuit is connected with the aluminum foil and at other end 

with the sonotrode tool. When the tool has cut through the entire thickness of work piece, 

the sonotrode tool came in contact with the foil, which is connected to the buzzer and this 

buzzer give the audio indication of through cut. Buzzer circuit is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
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FIGURE 3.6: Buzzer circuit 

 
3.4 Design and Manufacturing of Sonotrode Tool 

 

The tool design is carried out by the principle of acoustic waves in solids. The cross-

sectional area is inversely proportional to the amplitude of propagating acoustic waves. For 

the ultrasonic machining range of amplitude recommended is between 20 to 60 microns. 

The modular design of sonotrode and tool included a provision for assembling the tool at 

sonotrode end. However, the sonotrode and the tool both are facing the problem of tuning 

the resonance frequency, if they are manufactured separately. For simplifying this problem 

an integrated sonotrode and tool design is selected in this work. The tool size and form is 

done in the sonotrode itself. The silver booster has gain factor of 2, which doubles the 

amplitude of vibration generated by the converter, which is 10 micron. To achieve 

reasonable amplitude at the tool end gain factor of about 3 is chosen for the design of 

sonotrode. CARD (computer aided resonator design) software is being utilized for 

designing the sonotrode tool. Basic design of sonotrode tool requires following inputs in 

CARD software for the determination of its key design parameters.  

1. End Diameters or Gain. 

2. Input frequency. 
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3. Material of sonotrode. 

4. Initial amplitude.                      

5. Type of sonotrode shape profile.                

Basic design of sonotrode tool consists of determination of following outputs.  

• Value of Gain / End Diameters                  

• Resonance Length           

• Taper Angle / Exponential Constant  

• Amplitude distribution along the length. 

• Stress distribution along the length.  

• Value of maximum stress    

• Location of Nodal Point                           

• Location of Anti-Nodal Point                                         

 Resonance length is the horn length in the condition of resonant frequency. 

 Amplitude is the linear deviation of particles of tool in tool axis from equilibrium 

condition/location.  

 Value of gain is defined as the proportion of output to input amplitude. 

 Nodal point is the location on the sonotrode with zero amplitude. 

 Anti-Nodal point is the location on the sonotrode having the maximum stress. 

The approximate shape of the integrated sonotrode tool is given as input to the CARD 

software which tunes the taper surface length of the sonotrode tool to adjust the frequency 

of machine with its natural frequency. In the design of the sonotrode, a provision of 

chamfer is made at inner side, this provision help in the easy removal of debris particles of 

glass fiber reinforced plastic composites and also abrasive particle can also be easily 

removed from the interface by this chamfer provision.  
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FIGURE 3.7: Cross section of sonotrode and variation of amplitude along sonotrode tool 

The cross-section of the sonotrode tool and the amplitude variation along sonotrode tool 

length is shown in Fig. 3.7. The change in shape of sonotrode tool with amplitude and 

stress variation is shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9. The manufacturing drawing produced 

based on the tuned dimensions is shown in Fig. 3.10. Sonotrode tool according to the 

manufacturing drawing was manufactured at Rudra Engineering Works, Makarpura, 

GIDC; it is shown in Fig. 3.11. CARD output is shown in the Fig. 3.12. 

EN-24 grade steel material is chosen as tool material and then after turning it is hardened 

upto HRC value of 60. For better finishing requirement as per the production drawing, 

grinding process is carried out subsequently for achieving accuracy of 5 microns. Once 

tool gain is calculated than only amplitude levels can be calculated for the experimental 

work. For the ultrasonic machining the available gain after optimization of tool parameter 

of the sonotrode tool is 2.96. So, the total amplitude of maximum amplitude is 10 x 2 x 

2.63 = 52.6 microns (Full scale amplitude). From the maximum amplitude, different values 

of amplitude can be achieved by varying the level of power such as for the 70% power 

36.82 microns amplitude is achieved likewise for 80% power 42.08 microns and for 90% 

power 47.34 microns amplitude values are achieved. 

 

FIGURE 3.8: Sonotrode tool shape with amplitude variation 
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FIGURE 3.9: Sonotrode tool shape with stress variation 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.10: Production drawing for sonotrode tool 
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FIGURE 3.11: Actual photograph of sonotrode tool 

 

 

FIGURE 3.12: Computer image of CARD output 
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3.5 Experimental Procedure 

 

The experiments were performed on ultrasonic machine which was obtained from Roop 

Telsonic Ultrasonix Limited with maximum power output of 2 kW. In the present 

experimental work, the sonotrode tool vibrates at the frequency of 20 kHz. All the 

controlling variables were set at the defined level. The detailed procedure to be followed in 

can be described as under: 

(1) Measure the weight of all the GFRP sample of 1.2 mm, 2.4 mm and 3.6 mm 

thickness. 

(2) Preparation of abrasive slurry having 30% abrasive concentration by volume in the 

liquid medium of water. 

(3) Prepare a system for agitation of the slurry in the tank for getting uniform slurry 

density.  

(4) Tighten the sonotrode tool properly by placing grease at the mating surface of the 

booster and horn to prevent coupling losses. Care should be taken for the tightening 

the horn. 

(5) Make buzzer-LED circuit by connecting with 9 volt D.C. Battery by joining one 

end with sonotrode tool and another end with aluminum foil which is placed 

between work and support plate. 

(6) Open compressor air valve for supplying compressed air to machine and slurry 

system. 

(7) Start the slurry pump. 

(8) Set the values of amplitude of vibrations and pressure as per the parameters of 

design of experiment table.  

(9) Place the aluminum foil between GFRP laminate and support sheet. 

(10) Start Ultrasonic Machine. 

(11) Machining is completed when buzzer makes the sound. Unload work piece and 

stop the Ultrasonic Machine. Clean the GFRP sample and blank by washing it in 

clean water. 

(12) Measure the final weight of GFRP laminate sample including blank of drilled hole 

after drying and cleaning properly using precision weighing scale. 
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(13) Measure the adjusted top delamination factor and adjusted bottom delamination 

factor using 3-D microscope. 

The machining for drilling the hole is recorded by the stopwatch. After the hole is drilled 

the GFRP laminate is removed and it is cleaned and dried properly. Proper cleaning is 

necessary as the weight of the laminate before and after machining is important to measure 

the material removal rate and delamination. 

 
3.6 Measurement of Responses 

 

Experimental work was carried out for drilling a hole in GFRP laminates using ultrasonic 

machining process. It is necessary to measure the performance of ultrasonic machine while 

machining is carried out. Attempts have been made to evaluate the role of various process 

parameters. Various responses such as material removal rate (MRR), adjusted top 

delamination factor (ATDF) and adjusted bottom delamination factor (ABDF) were 

measured and analysed. The methodologies used for the measurement of responses are 

described below: 

 
3.6.1 Material Removal Rate (MRR) 

 

Material removal rate can be defined as the removal of work material per unit time after 

machining with ultrasonic machining. Amount of material removal per unit time was 

calculated by measuring the weight of the GFRP laminate before and after machining. 

GFRP laminate is cleaned using clean water before and after machining to obtain actual 

weight. Weight of work material was measured using laboratory precision balance. The 

stop watch and weighing scale were utilized in the present experiment, specification of the 

same are given in appendix. 

The material removal rate is calculated using Equation 3.1. 

𝑀𝑅𝑅 =  
W bm − W am

Tm
  𝑚𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐  ------      (3.1) 

Where, 

MRR = material removal rate mg/sec 
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Wbm = GFRP laminate weight before drilling in mg 

Wam = GFRP laminate weight after drilling in mg 

Tm     = Total machining time in seconds 

 

FIGURE 3.13: Representation of actual material removal (MR) [19] 

 
3.6.2 Adjusted Top Delamination Factor (ATDF) 

 

Many defects arose while machining GFRP laminates. Delamination is a primary failure 

mechanism in GFRP composites, and it is one of the key characteristics that distinguish it 

from metals. Delamination is caused by high interlaminar strains and low through 

thickness strength. When thrust force of the tool instead of cutting push the layer of 

laminates this defect may arise. From the literature it is reported that thrust force linearly 

varies with the delamination, which can also be reduced with the increase in feed rate. 

Fig.3.14 shows the phenomenon of the peel up or top delamination. 

Delamination is a major problem associated while machining GFRP laminates, two 

delamination mechanisms associated with machining are known as peel-up delamination 

and push-out delamination. Peel-up delamination which is also known as top delamination 

occurs as the cutting tool enters the laminate. Push-out delamination also known as bottom 

delamination occurs as the cutting tool reaches the exit side of the material. 
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FIGURE 3.14: Peel-up or top delamination [20] 

Delamination at entry and exit both may have different behaviour. Delamination 

assessment techniques vary significantly from one to another researcher, some of the 

delamination assessment technique are as: delamination factor (Fd), two dimensional 

delamination factor (Fa), equivalent delamination factor (Fed), and adjusted delamination 

factor (Fda). In the present study, adjusted delamination factor (Fda) was used as the 

measurement of the delamination around the hole.  

The adjusted top delamination factor is calculated using Equation 3.2 [93]. 

                          ATDF = Fd + 
Ad  Fd

2− Fd  .

Amax  − A0
                    -----------        (3.2) 

Where, 

ATDF   = Adjusted top delamination factor 

Fd              = Delamination factor (ratio of mean dia. of delamination to nominal    

                 dia. of delamination) 

Ad              = Nominal area of delamination of the drilled hole in mm
2 

Amax       = Maximum area of delamination in mm
2 

A0          = Mean area of delamination in mm
2
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FIGURE 3.15: Adjusted delamination factor (Fda) [20] 

After machining the holes using ultrasonic machine, the measurement for the delamination 

at entry was done. Each hole was measured with 3D microscope of Mitutoyo make at Indo-

German Tool Room at Vatva, Ahmedabad (Gujarat) as shown in figure 3.16 and 3.17 and 

specification of 3D microscope is given in the Table 3.2. ATDF for all the 60 readings of 

drilled hole is calculated using the Equation 3.2. 

 

FIGURE 3.16: Delamination measuring set up (3D microscope) 
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FIGURE 3.17: Delamination measurement at Indo German Tool Room, Ahmedabad 

 
3.6.3 Adjusted Bottom Delamination Factor (ABDF) 

 

Push-out delamination is also known as bottom delamination occurs as the cutting tool 

reaches the exit side of the material. During machining a hole the laminate under the tool is 

being compressed and when it reaches near the last layer of the composite laminate, the 

thrust force of the tool overcomes the inter laminar bonding strength of the laminate. This 

causes the push out or bottom delamination at the bottom face of the GFRP workpiece. 

 

FIGURE 3.18: Push-out or bottom delamination [20] 

Fig. 3.18 shows the push-put or bottom delamination in GFRP laminates. There is varying 

effect delamination defect is observed at the top surface of the laminate and exit layers of 

the FRP laminates.  
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The adjusted bottom delamination factor is calculated using Equation 3.3 [93]. 

   ABDF = Fd + 
Ad  Fd

2− Fd  .

Amax  − A0
                        --------     (3.3) 

Where, 

ABDF   = Adjusted bottom delamination factor 

Fd              = Delamination factor (ratio of mean dia. of delamination to nominal    

                 dia. of delamination) 

Ad              = Nominal area of delamination of the drilled hole in mm
2 

Amax       = Maximum area of delamination in mm
2 

A0          = Mean area of delamination in mm
2
 

Once holes are machined utilizing using USM process, the measurement is done for 

delamination at exit. Measurement of each hole is carried out in a similar way as done in 

top delamination using 3D microscope. ABDF for all the 60 readings of drilled hole is 

calculated using the Equation 3.3. 

 
3.7 Preliminary Study to Select the Process Parameters 

 

From literature review, the process parameters, which are affecting ultrasonic machining 

process, were identified as: Pressure or feed force, amplitude, ultrasonic frequency, 

abrasive grit size, abrasive materials, slurry concentration, slurry liquid, slurry flow rate, 

tool material, tool geometry or tool shape. 

Pressure or feed is important factor which is to be considered for achieving higher rate of 

material removal in machining of workpiece. With the increase in values of pressure there 

is an increase in chipping force of each abrasive grains, which raises the overall MRR. 

Amplitude of tool oscillation is one of the most influential parameter of all the factors in 

ultrasonic machining process. With the increase in amplitude there is an increase in the 

kinetic energy imparted to the individual abrasive grain, which enhances the mechanical 

chipping resulting in the increase of MRR. If amplitude is increased to greater amount, it 
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resulted in the splashing which reduces active no. of abrasive grains which in turn reduces 

the MRR. With the increase in the ultrasonic frequency there is increase in MRR. It was 

found that upto higher frequency, MRR linearly varies with frequency and after certain 

limit MRR start reducing. MRR reduces with the increment in the value of frequency for 

given amplitude, at higher frequency because of the reason that there is reduction in cutting 

time available to individual abrasive grits and reduction in cutting action results in the 

reduction in MRR. 

The types of abrasive materials affect the machining characteristics of the ultrasonic 

machining. The common abrasive materials are as: Aluminium oxide (Al2O3), silicon 

carbide (SiC), boron carbide (B4C), boron silicarbide and diamond powder. Hardness 

increases from Al2O3 to SiC to B4C respectively, which in turn increases MRR also. A 

pilot experiment were carried out for selecting type of abrasive, keeping thickness of 

laminate 2.4 mm, Amplitude 42 micron, pressure 2.5 bar and abrasive grit size 320 as 

constant variables and varying the type of abrasive as three different abrasives as Boron 

carbide, Silicon carbide and Aluminum oxide. Cutting time for Boron Carbide is 40 

second, Silicon carbide was 50 second and for Aluminum oxide it was 190 second. 

Looking to economical aspects together with machining efficiency Silicon carbide was 

selected as abrasive material in the present research work. 

Slurry concentration means ratio of abrasive particles with liquid carrying medium.  The 

performance of machining parameters is affected by the slurry concentration. Increase of 

abrasive concentration up to 40 % enhances the machining rate as more cutting edges 

become available in the machining zone, which raises overall MRR. High slurry 

concentration reduces the speed at which tool move axially. 

There is an important role of abrasive grit size in achieving higher material removal rate in 

machining workpieces. MRR rises at greater abrasive grain sizes until that size reaches the 

vibration amplitude, after this size the MRR decreases as when the grain size is larger 

compared to the vibration amplitude, there is a difficulty in abrasive renewal in the 

machining gap. Based on availability of silicon carbide of required grit size three different 

grit sizes i.e. 200, 400 and 600 were selected. 

Selection of slurry liquid is also important for the performance of the machining. The 

increase in slurry viscosity reduces the MRR as it reduces the flow of slurry. Water is used 
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as it is chemically neutral to work piece material, abrasive particles and with tool material. 

It is also seen that abrasive particles mixes homogenously in water. So water is used as a 

slurry liquid in the present work. 

EN-24T grade steel material was chosen as sonotrode material because it has many 

advantages as: low brittleness criterion. Tough, good fatigue strength, low acoustic loss, 

lower hardness, wear ratio is very low, easily soldered or welded. So EN-24T was selected 

as sonotrode material.  

Tool can be manufactured in many shapes or geometries as: Cylindrical, step, conical, 

exponential, combination of above and special profiles e.g. hyperbolic, gaussian, fourier. 

In the present work, conical horn with integrated tool at bottom end is selected because of 

many advantages such as: same better amplitude gain as the exponential, Easier to 

manufacture compared to exponential, separate design with tool assembled at the end leads 

to acoustic coupling problems at the interface, and it reduces the probability of failure. 

To the best of author‟s knowledge, very less work is conducted for finding optimal 

combination of process parameters of ultrasonic machining in glass fiber reinforced 

composite workpieces. Hence, an optimization of various ultrasonic machining process 

parameters combinations such as pressure, amplitude, laminate thickness and abrasive grit 

size is important for USM applications. 

 
3.8 Experimentation 

 

Process parameters for final experiments were selected based on the literature review and 

some pilot experiments taken initially. Based on favourable results of pilot experiments 

range of pressure, amplitude, laminate thickness and abrasive grit size were selected for 

final experiments. Three levels of pressure, amplitude, laminate thickness and abrasive grit 

size were considered for final experiments. The above process parameters were chosen as 

the variables of the experimental plan and previous research also suggest that those process 

parameters have major effect on MRR and delamination. Pressure ranging from 1.5 to 3.5 

bar have been used as this is the normal working range of the USM machine. Amplitude 

ranging from 36-47 micron was selected because this range has major effect on the 

response variables. Abrasive particles of diameter 75 µm, 45 µm and 15 µm i.e. respective 

grit no. 200, 400 and 600 would provide course to fine abrasive size and MRR depend on 
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the grit size. The combination of selected process parameters with their designation, units 

and their levels are shown in Table 3.3. 

The parameters like vibration frequency of 20 kHz, workpiece material, tool geometry, 

tool material, abrasive material slurry temperature of 25
0 

C i.e. near the ambient 

temperature of tap water were kept constant during each experiment.  

 

TABLE 3.3: Input parameters and their levels for final experiments 

Symbol Parameters Unit Levels 

-1 0 1 

A Pressure (Pr) Bar 1.5 2.5 3.5 

B Amplitude (Am) Micron 36 42 47 

C Laminate thickness (LT) mm 1.2 2.4 3.6 

D Abrasive grit size (AG) Grit Number 600 400 200 

 

Parameters maintain constant during final experimentation were summarised in Table 3.4. 

TABLE 3.4: Working condition of experimentation 

 Sr. No. Working Conditions Description 

1 Work piece material  
GFRP laminates 

Woven  E Glass fiber mat  69.64 % by weight  

& Epoxy Resin  29.26 % by weight 

2 Tool material EN -24T 

3 Tool geometry Conical 

4 Tool outer diameter 8 mm 

5 Slurry abrasive type SiC 

6 Suspension medium Water  

7 Slurry concentration 30 %  

8 Injection method Jet flow 

9 Frequency of vibration 20 KHz 
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CHAPTER-4 

 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

There are many approaches such as traditional methods and non traditional methods which 

can be applied for the solution of multi-response industrial problems. In the present work, 

traditional approach Response Surface Methodology (RSM) based on DoE is used. Base of 

experimental planning was second order rotatable central composite design. Total 30 

experiments were performed using RSM design matrix. Four input process parameters 

such as pressure (Pr), amplitude (Am), laminate thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) 

were selected with three levels for experimentation. Individual experiments were 

performed twice by setting levels of parameters of the design matrix. Second-order 

regression equations (mathematical models) were developed for material removal rate 

(MRR), adjusted top delamination factor (ATDF) and adjusted bottom delamination factor 

(ABDF) with the use of RSM. Statistical software Design Experts 10 (DX 10) was used to 

analyse the response variables. Table 4.1 shows the selected process parameters and its 

levels. 

TABLE 4.1: Selected input process parameters with their levels 

Symbol Parameters Unit Levels 

-1 0 1 

A Pressure (Pr) Bar 1.5 2.5 3.5 

B Amplitude (Am) Micron 36 42 47 

C Laminate thickness (LT) mm 1.2 2.4 3.6 

D Abrasive grit size (AG) Grit Number 600 400 200 
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4.2 Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 

 

For the development of Response surface methodology (RSM), various techniques of 

mathematics and statistics are combined. RSM is widely used to develop, analyse, improve 

and optimize the industrial process. Now days, RSM became one of the most acceptable 

and robust tools for solving or modelling industrial process in which several input 

variables affect the quality characteristics of output products. RSM can be applied to the 

real world applications which involve multiple responses. RSM is utilized in the present 

work for developing and modelling ultrasonic machining responses such as MRR, ATDF 

and ABDF. With the use of regression processes, all response prediction models were 

developed where several independent input variables affect the results of outputs [156]. 

Design of experiments technique is applied for the formulation and conduction of the 

experimental work. In RSM technique, assuming that all variables can be measured, then 

the RSM model is represented according to the Equation 4.1: 

                                Yi = f (Pr, Am, LT, AG) + ε                             -----------------   (4.1)      

Where, Yi = Response of EDM such as MRR, ATDF and ABDF 

 Pr    = coded value of machining input parameters pressure 

Am = coded value of machining input parameters amplitude 

 LT   = coded value of machining input parameters laminate thickness 

 AG = coded value of machining input parameters abrasive grit size, and 

 ε    = fitting error for i
th

 observation. 

RSM starts with the prediction of the true functional relationship between the output 

responses and individual independent input parameters. When large numbers of input 

variables affect the response, then a quadratic model for any responses can be represented 

as following Equation 4.2: 

Y = α0 + α1Pr + α2Am + α3LT + α4AG + α5PrAm + α6PrLT + α7PrAG + α8Am LT +

             α9Am AG + α10LTAG + α11Pr
2 + α12Am

2 + α13LT
2 + α14AG

2 + ε        -------- (4.2) 
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Where Pr, Am, LT and AG denotes input parameters that affect output Y. „α‟ reflects 

different values of regression coefficient and they are calculated by least square, and 

random error is represented by “ε”, that follows normal distribution. The coefficients of the 

model were predicted by feeding the values achieved by the experimentation in the given 

model. Data were analyzed by utilizing Design experts 10. Before solving the optimization 

problem various statistical tests were applied for the testing and validating the models. 

 
4.2.1 Experimental Design Based on CCD 

 

For the application of design of experiments to the present experimental work, levels of the 

input variables pressure, amplitude, laminate thickness and abrasive grit size were selected 

through rigorous study of past work and by performing numbers of pilot experiments (trial 

runs). Composite materials handbooks were also referred for deciding levels of parameters. 

Table 4.1 shows each input process variables with their levels used in the present work. 

Table 4.2 shows the parameters with their levels which are maintained constant during the 

main experiments. 

TABLE 4.2: Constant machining parameters during final experimentation 

Sr. No. Working Conditions Description 

1 Work piece material  

GFRP laminates 

Woven  E Glass fiber mat  69.64 % by 

weight  & Epoxy Resin  29.26 % by 

weight 

2 Tool material EN -24T 

3 Tool geometry Conical 

4 Tool outer diameter 8 mm 

5 Slurry abrasive type SiC 

6 Suspension medium  Water  

7 Slurry concentration  30 %  

8 Injection method Jet flow 

9 Frequency of vibration  20 KHz 

In this work, Experiments were designed using the DoE techniques. A second order 

rotatable CCD matrix is utilized to perform experiments. This design consist „2β‟ 

fractional runs at twenty four corner points, six centre points, eight axial runs are located at 

2α levels. Selection criteria of those points include region of operability, region of interest, 
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estimation of pure error, estimation towards quadratic terms and achievement of 

rotatability [157]. Table 4.3 shows the design table with coded and actual data of input 

parameters. The regression equations for the selected model were obtained for the response 

characteristics, viz., MRR, ATDF and ABDF. The regression equations were modelled 

utilising the values of experimentation given in Table 4.3. The effect of input parameters 

on output variables was investigated by plotting the developed regression equations. The 

ANOVA technique was applied for the analysis of the outcomes and checks its statistical 

validity.  

TABLE 4.3: Experimental design matrix 

Exp.

No 

Input process variables 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT) 

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. 

Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual 

1 -1  1.5 -1  36 -1  1.2 -1  600 

2 1  3.5 -1  36 -1  1.2 -1  600 

3 -1  1.5 1  47 -1  1.2 -1  600 

4 1  3.5 1  47 -1  1.2 -1  600 

5 -1  1.5 -1  36 1  3.6 -1  600 

6 1  3.5 -1  36 1  3.6 -1  600 

7 -1  1.5 1  47 1  3.6 -1  600 

8 1  3.5 1  47 1  3.6 -1  600 

9 -1  1.5 -1  36 -1  1.2 1  200 

10 1  3.5 -1  36 -1  1.2 1  200 

11 -1  1.5 1  47 -1  1.2 1  200 

12 1  3.5 1  47 -1  1.2 1  200 

13 -1  1.5 -1  36 1  3.6 1  200 

14 1  3.5 -1  36 1  3.6 1  200 

15 -1  1.5 1  47 1  3.6 1  200 

16 1  3.5 1  47 1  3.6 1  200 

17 -1  1.5 0  36 0  2.4 0  400 

18 1  3.5 0  42 0  2.4 0  400 

19 0  2.5 -1  36 0  2.4 0  400 

20 0  2.5 1  47 0  2.4 0  400 

21 0  2.5 0  42 -1  1.2 0  400 

22 0  2.5 0  42 1  3.6 0  400 

23 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 -1  600 

24 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 1  200 

25 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 0  400 

26 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 0  400 

27 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 0  400 

28 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 0  400 

29 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 0  400 

30 0  2.5 0  42 0  2.4 0  400 
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4.3 Experimental Results 

 

Table 4.3 shows the different levels of individual parameters; experimental work was 

carried out by combining them. For the minimization of the effect of uncontrollable factors 

each test was replicated twice and the mean of two results was considered for subsequent 

investigation. Influences of input variables on responses such as MRR, ATDF, and ABDF 

were studied to optimize the ultrasonic machining process. Table 4.4 shows the average 

value of the result of the responses. 
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TABLE 4.4: Observation table of the mean value of response variables 

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Mean Values of Responses 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT) 

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. 
MRR 

(mg/sec) 

ATDF 

 

ABDF 

 
Actual Coded  Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

1 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 6.06 1.298 1.831 

2 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 5.61 1.331 2.322 

3 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 6.63 1.677 1.848 

4 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 7.12 1.403 2.344 

5 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 5.74 1.616 2.939 

6 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 5.41 1.557 2.787 

7 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 5.82 1.419 2.652 

8 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 6.57 1.315 2.362 

9 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 7.61 1.288 1.985 

10 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 5.85 1.241 1.649 

11 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 8.31 1.398 1.927 

12 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 7.44 1.423 1.625 

13 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 7.01 1.946 2.840 

14 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 5.40 2.033 2.413 

15 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 7.11 1.420 2.587 

16 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 6.42 1.269 2.362 

17 1.5 -1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 7.13 2.132 2.402 

18 3.5 1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.81 2.104 2.131 

19 2.5 0 36 -1 2.4 0 400 0 5.61 1.980 2.247 

20 2.5 0 47 1 2.4 0 400 0 7.50 1.241 2.183 
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TABLE 4.4: Observation table of the mean value of response variables (Continued) 

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Mean Values of Responses 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT)  

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. MRR 

(mg/sec) 

ATDF 

 

ABDF 

 
Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

21 2.5 0 42 0 1.2 -1 400 0 7.20 1.451 1.983 

22 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 2 400 0 5.61 1.516 3.641 

23 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 600 -1 5.82 1.253 2.753 

24 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 200 1 7.20 1.357 2.145 

25 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.80 2.690 4.418 

26 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.76 2.740 4.520 

27 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.88 2.760 4.482 

28 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.80 2.690 4.541 

29 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.81 2.780 4.452 

30 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.89 2.670 4.522 
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4.4 Analysis and Discussion on Material Removal Rate (MRR) Results 

 

Machining costs account for a significant portion of the entire expenditure of composite 

product manufacture. One of the major drawbacks of ultrasonic machining is a lower 

material removal rate. Therefore attempts have been made to obtain higher MRR by 

optimizing input parameters. The electronic precision balance was used to weigh the work 

piece specimen before and after ultrasonic drilling. Work material was cleaned before and 

after the experiment using clean water and then dried. Equation 4.3 is utilised for the 

calculation of MRR. 

                             𝑀𝑅𝑅 =  
W bm − W am

Tm
  𝑚𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐                               ------------- (4.3) 

Where, 

MRR = Material Removal Rate in mg/sec 

Wbm    = GFRP laminate weight before drilling in mg 

Wam    = GFRP laminate weight after drilling in mg 

 Tm       = Total machining time in seconds  

Experiments were planned and performed using RSM. The individual experiment was 

performed twice by fixing values of input variables as shown in Table 4.3. Mean value of 

the two results of MRR was used for the subsequent investigation. The regression model 

for the MRR was developed with the use of statistical software Design expert 10 (DX 10). 

Whether the developed model was adequate or not that was tested with the use of various 

statistical tests such as sequential model test, F-test and model statistics. ANOVA was used 

to determine the weightage of each individual parameter for improving MRR. The 

influence of process variables on MRR can be assessed by the development of three 

dimensional surface plots. The results of the MRR for two sets with its mean value were 

represented in Table 4.5. 
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TABLE 4.5: Observation table of design matrix with mean value of MRR   

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Responses 
Mean 
MRR 

(mg/sec) 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT)  

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. 
MRR-1 

(mg/sec) 

MRR-2 

(mg/sec) 
Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

1 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 6.09 6.03 6.06 

2 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 5.58 5.64 5.61 

3 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 6.61 6.65 6.63 

4 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 7.13 7.11 7.12 

5 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 5.73 5.75 5.74 

6 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 5.38 5.44 5.41 

7 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 5.77 5.87 5.82 

8 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 6.58 6.56 6.57 

9 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 7.65 7.57 7.61 

10 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 5.84 5.86 5.85 

11 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 8.34 8.28 8.31 

12 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 7.43 7.45 7.44 

13 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 7.05 6.97 7.01 

14 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 5.37 5.43 5.40 

15 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 7.09 7.13 7.11 

16 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 6.41 6.43 6.42 

17 1.5 -1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 7.15 7.11 7.13 

18 3.5 1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.76 5.86 5.81 

19 2.5 0 36 -1 2.4 0 400 0 5.62 5.60 5.61 

20 2.5 0 47 1 2.4 0 400 0 7.53 7.47  7.50 
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TABLE 4.5: Observation table of design matrix with mean value of MRR (Continued) 

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Responses 
Mean 
MRR 

(mg/sec) 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT)  

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. MRR-1 

(mg/sec) 

MRR-2 

(mg/sec) 
Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

21 2.5 0 42 0 1.2 -1 400 0 7.14 7.26 7.20 

22 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 2 400 0 5.58 5.64 5.61 

23 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 600 -1 5.84 5.80 5.82 

24 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 200 1 7.16 7.24 7.20 

25 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.77 5.83 5.80 

26 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.77 5.75 5.76 

27 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.87 5.89 5.88 

28 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.83 5.77 5.80 

29 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.80 5.82 5.81 

30 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 5.90 5.88 5.89 
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4.4.1 Selection of Adequate Model for Material Removal Rate  

 

Whether the developed model for MRR was adequate or not that was checked by 

performing various statistic tests. The results obtained by three statistical tests as sequential 

model test, lack of fitting test and model summary statistics test were shown in Table 4.6 to 

4.8. The quadratic model has been found most suitable as per sequential model sum of the 

square test. Table 4.6 shows the outcome of the sequential model sum of squares test. This 

test demonstrates why the model was influenced by variables of growing intricacy. The 

lack of fit test is helpful in comparing pure error and residual error of repeated design 

points. The model was selected on the base of its significances; insignificant lack of fit is 

the criteria for the selection of the model. For MRR, lack of fit was found insignificant for 

quadratic model in table 4.7; so quadratic model was selected for the further analysis. 

Cubic model was found aliased in model summary statistics because CCD does not contain 

enough runs to support a full cubic model [158]. Further quadratic model was found 

significant during model summary statistics test as lower standard deviation, higher R-

squared as well as smaller PRESS values for model summary statistics were strongly 

confirmed quadratic model for MRR. Hence, from three tests, it was confirmed that 

quadratic model was appropriate as well as this can be utilised in subsequent investigation.       

 

TABLE 4.6: Sequential model sum of squares for MRR 

Sequential Model Sum of Squares [Type I] 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean Square F 

value 

p-value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Mean vs Total 1215.14 1 1215.14   - 

Linear vs Mean 12.94 4 3.23 14.83 < 0.0001 - 

2FI vs Linear 3.14 6 0.52 4.29 0.0067 - 

Quadratic vs 2FI 2.22 4 0.55 87.02 < 0.0001 Suggested 

Cubic vs Quadratic 0.079 8 9.925E-003 4.28 0.0355 Aliased 

Residual 0.016 7 2.320E-003   - 

Total 1233.53 30 41.12   - 
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TABLE 4.7: Lack of fit tests for MRR 

Lack of Fit Tests 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F 

value 

p-value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Linear 5.44 20 0.27 105.15 < 0.0001 - 

2FI 2.30 14 0.16 63.57 0.0001 - 

Quadratic 0.083 10 8.271E-003 3.20 0.1057 Suggested 

Cubic 3.308E-003 2 1.654E-003 0.64 0.5658 Aliased 

Pure Error 0.013 5 2.587E-003   - 

 

TABLE 4.8: Model summary statistics for MRR 

Model Summary Statistics 

Source Std. 

Dev. 

R - Squared Adjusted 

R - Squared 

Predicted 

R - Squared 

PRESS Remarks 

Linear 0.47 0.7035 0.6561 0.5841 7.65 - 

2FI 0.35 0.8741 0.8079 0.7729 4.18 - 

Quadratic 0.080 0.9948 0.9899 0.9731 0.50 Suggested 

Cubic 0.048 0.9991 0.9963 0.9731 0.50 Aliased 

 

 
4.4.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for Material Removal Rate 

 

In this section, adequacy of the designed model was tested by ANOVA and the 

significances of each variable were determined for MRR determined. Table 4.9 shows the 

outcome of ANOVA for MRR model. The model was significant as calculated F-value of 

the predicted MRR model was 204.95. Here was only 0.01% chance of occurrence of large 

F-value because of noise. In present work, following parameters possess smaller p-values; 

pressure (Pr), amplitude (Am), laminate thickness (LT), abrasive grit size (AG), interaction 

effect of pressure (Pr) and amplitude (Am), interaction effect of pressure (Pr) and laminate 

thickness (LT), interaction effect of pressure (Pr) and abrasive grit size (AG), interaction 

effect of amplitude (Am) and laminate thickness (LT), interaction effect of laminate 

thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG), interaction effect of pressure (Pr),
 
interaction 

effect of amplitude (Am), interaction effect of laminate thickness (LT) and interaction effect 

of abrasive grit size (AG). They were observed as important parameters. F-value has a "lack 

of fit" of 3.20, indicating that the lack of fit was not substantial in comparison to the pure 

error. R-squared value was 0.9984 shows that there was less variability in the model. 
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TABLE 4.9: ANOVA for MRR 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F 

Value 

P- value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Model 18.29 14 1.31 204.95 < 0.0001 Significant 

A-Pressure  2.11 1 2.11 330.35 < 0.0001 Significant 

B-Amplitude  4.60 1 4.60 721.84 < 0.0001 Significant 

C-Laminate 

Thickness 
2.89 1 2.89 453.44 < 0.0001 

Significant 

D-Abrasive Grit 

size 
3.34 1 3.34 523.45 < 0.0001 

Significant 

AB 0.92 1 0.92 143.79 < 0.0001 Significant 

AC 0.032 1 0.032 4.94 0.0420 Significant 

AD 1.82 1 1.82 284.77 < 0.0001 Significant 

BC 0.25 1 0.25 39.60 < 0.0001 Significant 

BD 5.063E-004 1 5.063E-004 0.079 0.7820 Insignificant 

CD 0.12 1 0.12 18.94 0.0006 Significant 

A
2

  0.75 1 0.75 117.56 < 0.0001 Significant 

B
2

  0.95 1 0.95 149.73 < 0.0001 Significant 

C
2

  0.61 1 0.61 95.58 < 0.0001 Significant 

D
2

  0.84 1 0.84 132.21 < 0.0001 Significant 

Residual 0.096 15 6.376E-003    

Lack of Fit 0.083 10 8.271E-003 3.20 0.1057  

Pure Error 0.013 5 2.587E-003    

Cor Total 18.39 29     

R-Squared         = 0.9984                                                  Adj R-Squared= 0.9899 

Pred R-Squared = 0.9731                                                  Adeq Precision= 53.509 

 

With a gap of less than 0.2, "Predicted R-squared" (0.9731) and "Adjusted R-squared" 

(0.9899) have a strong correlation. If “Adequate precision” ratio is  4, it shows favourable 

situation. An adequate signal was indicated by “Adequate precision” ratio of 53.509 for the 

present case. 

Statistical inferences: 

1. The model was significant as calculated F-value of the predicted MRR model was 

204.95. Here was just 0.01% possibility of occurrence of larger F-value because of 

noise. 

2. The model parameters having values smaller than 0.0500 for "Probability > F" 

considered as important. The following model parameters were important in the 

present case: Pr, Am, LT, AG, PrAm, PrLT, PrAG, AmLT, LTAG, Pr
2
, Am

2
, LT

2
, AG

2
. As 
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the interaction effect of amplitude and abrasive size does not affect MRR 

significantly its p-value was above 0.05 and it is found insignificant. 

3. Insignificant "Lack of Fit F-value" is good for the prediction of model. For MRR 

model "Lack of Fit F-value" of 3.20 indicates that Lack of Fit is insignificant 

relative to the pure error. There is a 10.57 % possibility that this value is occurred 

due to noise.  

4. The discrepancy between the value of Predicted R-Squared of 0.9731 and the value 

of Adjusted R-Squared of 0.9899 is less than 0.2, which suggests good correlation 

between them. 

5. Adequate Precision can be measured by the ratio of signal to noise. Value larger 

than 4 is preferred [163]. Value for the present model was 53.509 which suggest a 

sufficient response. The present model may be employed to explore the solution 

space. 

A mathematical model for the MRR was developed using the regression analysis. The 

terms whose p-value was larger than 0.05, were not considered during regression analysis. 

The mathematical model of MRR in coded terms and actual terms are given in Equations 

4.4 and 4.5. 

Mathematical model of MRR (Coded form):  

MRR = 5.82333 - 0.29625*A+ 0.43792*B - 0.34708*C + 0.37292*D + 0.23937*A*B +  

   0.044375*A*C – 0.33688*A*D - 0.12563*B*C + 0.005625*B*D –  

   0.086875* C*D + 0.16531*A
2 

+ 0.18656*B
2 

+ 0.14906*C
2 

+ 0.17531*D
2
---

 
(4.4)  

Mathematical model of MRR (Actual form):  

MRR = 5.82333 - 0.29625*Pr+ 0.43792*Am - 0.34708*LT + 0.37292*AG +  

    0.23937*Pr*Am + 0.044375*Pr*LT – 0.33688*Pr*AG - 0.12563*Am*LT +  

    0.005625*Am*AG - 0.086875* LT*AG + 0.16531*Pr
2 

+ 0.18656*Am
2 
+  

    0.14906*LT
2 

+ 0.17531*AG
2     

          ------------------ (4.5) 

 

Residual analysis was used to examine the adequacy of developed mathematical 

(regression) model of MRR. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 shows the graph of normal plot of residuals 

and predicted v/s actual MRR respectively. The respective values MRR in both the charts 

have sufficient correlation between them which was demonstrated from the graphs. The 
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values in both the graphs were nearer to each other and they were spreaded almost linearly.  

As a result, the suggested MRR model was relevant.  

 

FIGURE 4.1: Normal vs. internally studentized residuals 

 

 

FIGURE 4.2: Predicted vs. actual MRR 
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4.4.3 Effects of Process Variables on Material Removal Rate  

 

The variables were analyzed for studying the influence of various input variables as; 

pressure (Pr), amplitude (Am), laminate thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) on MRR 

while machining a hole using USM. Three dimensional surface plots for MRR were 

developed with the use of Design Expert 10 (DX 10) statistical software. Three-

dimensional output surface plots were able to deliver insight knowledge regarding the 

relation between input process parameters with MRR. 

Figure 4.3 shows 3D surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr)  and amplitude (Am) on 

MRR when maintaining the values of other variables as constant; LT = 2.4 mm and AG = 

400 Grit No. which is based on second order response surface methodology method. Non-

linear variation in MRR with amplitude was seen. As per the observation there was a 

continuous increase of MRR from 5.4 mg/sec to 8.31 mg/sec with the rise of amplitude 

values from 36 to 47 micron. MRR improves while increasing the amplitude was because 

of larger momentum was imparted to the abrasive particles before they strike the 

workpiece at higher amplitude. Hence, improvement in MRR was observed with high 

amplitude at the same machining duration. The increased momentum resulted in the 

increase in energy of the abrasive particles which were going to strike with the work 

surface and each impact of abrasive particles increase the size of micro crack and micro 

crater. This in turn increases the net MRR. 

Figure 4.4 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr) and 

laminate thickness (LT) on MRR, when maintaining the same fix values of other variables; 

Am = 42 micron and AG = 400 Grit no. The non-linear variation of MRR with a laminate 

thickness was seen. As per the observation, the rise of the laminate thickness values of 

initial level of 1.2 mm to final level 3.6 mm resulted in a continuous decrease in MRR 

from 8.31 mg/sec to 5.4 mg/sec. Decrement in MRR with the increase in laminate 

thickness was due to incremental friction and resistance between abrasive particles and 

side surfaces of workpiece and tool as well as returning of debris particles and abrasive 

particles from machining zone. Hence, decrement in MRR was observed with a high 

laminate thickness at the same machining duration.  
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FIGURE 4.3: Surface plot of MRR vs. pressure and amplitude 

 

FIGURE 4.4: Surface plot of MRR vs. pressure and laminate thickness 
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Figure 4.5 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr) and 

abrasive grit size (AG) on MRR, when maintaining the values of other variables; Am = 42 

micron and LT = 2.4 mm as constant. The non-linear variation in MRR with abrasive grit 

size has been seen. As per the observation, the MRR improves gradually from 5.4 mg/sec 

to 8.31 mg/sec with the rise of abrasive grit size of 600 Grit no. to 200 Grit no. This 

improvement in MRR with the increase in the abrasive grit size was due to wear 

mechanisms associated with the ultrasonic machining process; one is hammering 

mechanism and other is abrasive particles‟ unrestricted collision with work surface. With 

the increase in grit size there was increase in effective stress applied to work surface by 

each particle which results in increase in MRR. In the other mechanism is the abrasive 

particles‟ collision with the work surface, with the increase in grit size there was increase 

in weight of abrasive particles which results in the increased impact force. Thus, both the 

mechanisms lead to generation of micro cracks by the increasing diameter of abrasive 

particle. Therefore, the rise of the grit diameter during experiments results in improved 

MRR. 

Similarly, Figure 4.6 shows three dimensional surface plot of the effects of amplitude (Am) 

and laminate thickness (LT) on MRR, when maintaining the values of other variables; Pr = 

2.5 bar and AG = 400 Grit no. as constant. The non-linear variation of MRR with amplitude 

and laminate thickness was seen. As per the observation the MRR improves gradually from 

5.4 mg/sec to 8.31 mg/sec with the rise of amplitude from 36 to 47 micron, with pressure 

1.5 to 3.5 bar. This improvement in MRR with rise of amplitude was because of the 

growing impact applied to work surface. Hence, improvement in MRR was observed for 

the same machining duration with larger amplitude which was also observed from the plot. 
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FIGURE 4.5: Surface plot of MRR vs. pressure and abrasive grit size 

 

 

FIGURE 4.6: Surface plot of MRR vs. amplitude and laminate thickness 
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FIGURE 4.7: Surface plot of MRR vs. amplitude and abrasive grit size 
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FIGURE 4.8: Surface plot of MRR vs. laminate thickness and abrasive grit size 

 
4.5 Analysis and Discussion on Adjusted Top Delamination Factor 

(ATDF) Results 

 

Minimum delamination is a desired condition for drilling a hole in fiber reinforced 

composite materials. Delamination is divided in two types: top delamination and bottom 

delamination. Delamination is responsible for significant loss of mechanical toughness of 

the component. Repeated cyclic stress and impact causes layers of fiber reinforced 

components to separate which results in reduction in initial strength of the component. 

Attempts have been made to reduce top and bottom delamination. Adjusted top 

delamination factor (ATDF) was calculated using the Equation 4.6 [93]. 

   ATDF = Fd + 
Ad  Fd

2− Fd  .

Amax  − A0
                          -----------------   (4.6) 

Where, 

ATDF   = Adjusted Top Delamination Factor 

Fd              = Delamination factor (ratio of mean dia. of delamination to nominal    
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                 dia. of delamination) 

Ad              = Nominal area of delamination of the drilled hole in mm
2 

Amax       = Maximum area of delamination in mm
2 

A0         = Mean area of delamination in mm
2
 

Experiments were planned and performed using RSM. The individual experiment was 

performed twice by fixing values of input variables as shown in Table 4.10. Mean value of 

the two results of ATDF was used for further analysis. The regression model of ATDF was 

developed using statistical software Design Expert 10 (DX 10). Whether the developed 

model was adequate or not that was tested with the use of various statistical tests such as 

sequential model test, F-test and model statistics. ANOVA was used to determine the 

weightage of each individual parameter for minimizing ATDF. The influence of process 

variables on ATDF can be assessed by the development of three dimensional surface plots. 

The values of Ad, Amax, and A0 were given in Appendix E; by using those values, ATDF 

was calculated. The results of the ATDF with its mean values were given in Table 4.10. 
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TABLE 4.10: Observation table of design matrix with mean value of ATDF 

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Responses 

Mean 
ATDF 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT)  

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. ATDF-1 ATDF-2 

Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

1 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 1.306 1.290 1.298 

2 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 1.335 1.328 1.331 

3 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 1.670 1.684 1.677 

4 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 1.398 1.408 1.403 

5 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 1.618 1.613 1.616 

6 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 1.554 1.561 1.557 

7 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 1.422 1.417 1.419 

8 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 1.313 1.316 1.315 

9 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.280 1.297 1.288 

10 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.246 1.236 1.241 

11 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.403 1.392 1.398 

12 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.419 1.426 1.423 

13 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 1.944 1.948 1.946 

14 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 2.030 2.037 2.033 

15 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 1.425 1.414 1.420 

16 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 1.274 1.263 1.269 

17 1.5 -1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.128 2.136 2.132 

18 3.5 1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.101 2.107 2.104 

19 2.5 0 36 -1 2.4 0 400 0 1.976 1.985 1.980 

20 2.5 0 47 1 2.4 0 400 0 1.247 1.236 1.241 
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TABLE 4.10: Observation table of design matrix with mean value of ATDF (Continued) 

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Responses 

Mean 

ATDF 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  
Amplitude (Am) in 

micron 
Laminate Thickness (LT)  

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. ATDF-1 ATDF-2 

Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

21 2.5 0 42 0 1.2 -1 400 0 1.454 1.448 1.451 

22 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 2 400 0 1.512 1.521 1.516 

23 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 600 -1 1.251 1.255 1.253 

24 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 200 1 1.359 1.355 1.357 

25 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.696 2.684 2.690 

26 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.736 2.744 2.740 

27 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.757 2.763 2.760 

28 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.695 2.685 2.690 

29 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.776 2.784 2.780 

30 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.674 2.666 2.670 
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4.5.1 Selection of Adequate Model for Adjusted Top Delamination Factor 

 

Whether the developed model for ATDF was adequate or not that was checked by 

performing various statistic tests. The results obtained by three statistical tests as sequential 

model test, lack of fitting test and model summary statistics test were shown in Table 4.11 

to 4.13. The quadratic model has been found most suitable as per sequential model sum of 

the square test. The sequential model sum of squares test demonstrates why the model was 

influenced by variables of growing intricacy. The lack of fit test was helpful in comparing 

pure error and residual error of repeated design points. The model was selected on the base 

of its significances; insignificant lack of fit is the criteria for the selection of the model. For 

ATDF, lack of fit was found insignificant for quadratic model in table 4.12; so quadratic 

model was selected for the further analysis. Cubic model was found aliased in model 

summary statistics because CCD does not contain enough runs to support a full cubic 

model [164]. Further quadratic model was found significant during model summary 

statistics test. Hence, from three tests, it was confirmed that quadratic model was 

appropriate as well as this can be utilised in subsequent investigation. Lower standard 

deviation, higher R-squared as well as smaller PRESS values for model summary statistics 

were strongly confirmed quadratic model for ATDF. 

 

TABLE 4.11: Sequential model sum of squares for ATDF 

Sequential Model Sum of Squares (Type I) 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F 

value 

p-value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Mean vs Total 93.63 1 93.63   - 

Linear vs Mean 0.39 4 0.099 0.29 0.8800 - 

2FI vs Linear 0.55 6 0.091 0.22 0.9655 - 

Quadratic vs 2FI 7.57 4 1.89 93.54 < 0.0001 Suggested 

Cubic vs Quadratic 0.15 8 0.019 0.85 0.5916 Aliased 

Residual 0.15 7 0.022   - 

Total 102.45 30 3.41   - 
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TABLE 4.12: Lack of fit tests for ATDF 

Lack of Fit Tests 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F value p-value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Linear 8.41 20 0.42 212.82 < 0.0001 - 

2FI 7.87 14 0.56 284.24 < 0.0001 - 

Quadratic 0.29 10 0.029 14.86 0.0041 Suggested 

Cubic 0.14 2 0.072 36.45 0.0010 Aliased 

Pure Error 9.883E-003 5 1.977E-003   - 

 

TABLE 4.13: Model summary statistics for ATDF 

Model Summary Statistics 

Source Std. 

Dev. 

R - 

Squared 

Adjusted 

R - Squared 

Predicted 

R - Squared 

PRESS Remarks 

Linear 0.58 0.0447 -0.1081 -0.1865 10.46 - 

2FI 0.64 0.1068 -0.3633 -0.7356 15.30 - 

Quadratic 0.14 0.9656 0.9334 0.8065 1.71 Suggested 

Cubic 0.15 0.9825 0.9277 -1.3549 20.76 Aliased 

 

4.5.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for Adjusted Top Delamination Factor 

 

In this section, adequacy of the designed model was tested by ANOVA and the 

significances of each variable were determined for the ATDF. Table 4.14 shows the 

outcome of ANOVA for ATDF model. The model was significant as calculated F-value of 

the predicted ATDF model was 30.05. Here was only 0.01% chance of occurrence of large 

F-value because of noise. In present work, following parameters possess smaller p-values; 

amplitude (Am), laminate thickness (LT), interaction effect of amplitude (Am) and laminate 

thickness (LT), interaction effect of pressure (Pr),
 
interaction effect of amplitude (Am), 

interaction effect of laminate thickness (LT) and interaction effect of abrasive grit size 

(AG). They were observed as important parameters. F-value has a "lack of fit" of 14.86, 

indicating that the lack of fit was substantial in comparison to the pure error. With a gap of 

less than 0.2, “Predicted R-squared” (0.8065) and “Adjusted R-squared” (0.9334) have a 

strong correlation. If “Adequate precision” ratio is  4, it shows favourable situation. An 

adequate signal was indicated by “Adequate precision” ratio of 15.598 for the present case. 
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TABLE 4.14: ANOVA for ATDF 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F 

Value 

P-value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Model 8.51 14 0.61 30.05 < 0.0001 Significant 

A-Pressure  0.012 1 0.012 0.61 0.4455 Insignificant 

B-

Amplitude  
0.25 1 0.25 12.53 0.0030 Significant 

C-Laminate 

Thickness 
0.11 1 0.11 5.58 0.0321 Significant 

D-Abrasive 

Grit size 
0.015 1 0.015 0.76 0.3961 Insignificant 

AB 0.017 1 0.017 0.83 0.3757 Insignificant 

AC 
8.240E-

005 
1 8.240E-005 

4.072E-

003 
0.9500 Insignificant 

AD 
6.306E-

003 
1 6.306E-003 0.31 0.5849 Insignificant 

BC 0.38 1 0.38 18.86 0.0006 Significant 

BD 0.064 1 0.064 3.16 0.0955 Insignificant 

CD 0.079 1 0.079 3.88 0.0676 Insignificant 

A
2

  0.85 1 0.85 42.12 < 0.0001 Significant 

B
2

  2.52 1 2.52 124.51 < 0.0001 Significant 

C
2

  3.08 1 3.08 151.99 < 0.0001 Significant 

D
2

  3.95 1 3.95 195.27 < 0.0001 Significant 

Residual 0.30 15 0.020    

Lack of Fit 0.29 10 0.029 14.86 0.0041  

Pure Error 
9.883E-

003 
5 1.977E-003    

Cor Total 8.82 29     

   R-Squared          = 0.9677                                                  Adj R-Squared= 0.9334 

Pred R-Squared = 0.8065                                                   Adeq Precision= 15.598 

 

Statistical inferences: 

1. The model was significant as calculated F-value of the predicted ATDF model was 

30.05. Here was just 0.01% possibility of occurrence of larger F-value because of 

noise. 

2. The model parameters having values smaller than 0.0500 for "Probability > F" 

were considered as important parameters. The following model parameters were 

important in the present case: Am, LT, AmLT, Pr
2
, Am

2
, LT

2
, AG

2
.  

3. "Lack of Fit F-value" of 14.86 indicates that Lack of Fit was large. Here was 0.41% 

possibility for the occurrence for significant "Lack of Fit F-value" caused by noise.  
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4. The discrepancy between the value of Predicted R-Squared of 0.8065 and the value 

of Adjusted R-Squared of 0.9334 was less than 0.2, which suggests good 

correlation between them. 

5. Adequate Precision can be measured by the ratio of signal to noise. Value larger 

than 4 is preferred. Value for the present model was 15.598 which suggest a 

sufficient response. The present model may be employed to explore the solution 

space. 

A mathematical model for the ATDF was developed using the regression analysis. The 

terms whose p-value was larger than 0.05, were not considered during regression analysis. 

The mathematical model of ATDF in coded terms and actual terms are given in Equations 

4.7 and 4.8. 

Mathematical model of ATDF (Coded form): 

ATDF = 2.72167 - 0.02275*A - 0.1028*B + 0.068594*C + 0.025367*D - 0.032471*A*B 

+ 0.0022693*A*C + 0.019852*A*D - 0.15447*B*C - 0.063269*B*D + 0.070056*C*D - 

0.17629*A
2 

- 0.30309*B
2 

- 0.33488*C
2 

- 0.37957*D
2
               ---------------------------- (4.7)

 
 

Mathematical model of ATDF (Actual form): 

ATDF = 2.72167 - 0.022750*Pr - 0.1028*Am + 0.068594*LT + 0.025367*AG – 

0.032471*Pr*Am + 0.0022693*Pr*LT + 0.019852*Pr*AG - 0.15447*Am*LT – 

0.063269*Am*AG + 0.070056*LT*AG - 0.17629*Pr
2 

- 0.30309*Am
2 

- 0.33488*LT
2 

- 

0.37957*AG
2                                                                                               

    ------------------------------------- (4.8) 

Residual analysis was used to examine the adequacy of developed mathematical 

(regression) model of ATDF. Figure 4.9 & 4.10 shows the graph of normal plot of 

residuals and predicted v/s actual ATDF respectively. The respective values of ATDF in 

both the charts have sufficient correlation between them which was demonstrated from the 

graphs. As a result, the suggested ATDF model was relevant.   
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FIGURE 4.9: Normal vs. internally studentized residuals 

 

 

FIGURE 4.10: Predicted vs. actual ATDF 
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4.5.3 Effects of Process Variables on Adjusted Top Delamination Factor 

 

Delamination greatly affects the mechanical strength of the fiber reinforced plastic 

components. Machining process variables affect the ATDF. Thrust force is an important 

variable in the delamination. Minimum top delamination is the desired conditions to drill 

the frp work surface using USM.  

The variables were analyzed for studying the influence of various input variables as; 

pressure (Pr), amplitude (Am), laminate thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) on ATDF 

while machining a hole using USM. Three dimensional surface plots for ATDF were 

developed with the use of Design Expert 10 (DX 10) statistical software. Three-

dimensional output surface plots were able to deliver insight knowledge regarding the 

relation between input process parameters and the ATDF. 

Figure 4.11 shows 3D surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr)  and amplitude (Am) on 

ATDF when maintaining the values of other variables as constant; LT = 2.4 mm and AG = 

400 Grit No. which was based on second order response surface methodology method. The 

non-linear variation of ATDF with amplitude was seen. As per the observation, there was a 

continuous decrease in the values of ATDF from 2.78 to 1.2411 with the rise of amplitude 

from 36 to 47 micron. This decrease in ATDF with amplitude was due to the compression 

of top layer of work surface by hammering of abrasive particles simultaneously cutting 

action was taking place.  

Increase in ATDF from 1.2411 to 2.78 has been observed with an increase in pressure from 

1.5 to 3.5 bar (keeping laminate thickness at 2.4 mm and abrasive grit size 400 Grit no.). 

Increase in ATDF value (while maintaining constant Am = 47 micron) was due to rise of 

the impact force generated due to increase in the values of pressure. Hence the lower value 

of pressure was desirable for maintaining lower values of ATDF.   
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FIGURE 4.11: Surface plot of ATDF vs. pressure and amplitude 

 

 

FIGURE 4.12: Surface plot of ATDF vs. pressure and laminate thickness 

Figure 4.12 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr) and 

laminate thickness (LT) on ATDF, when maintaining the same fix values of other 
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variables; Am = 42 micron and AG = 400 Grit no. The non-linear variation of ATDF with a 

laminate thickness was seen. As per the observation, Reduction in ATDF has been 

observed with higher levels of laminate thickness while maintaining a constant pressure. 

Laminate thickness of work piece from 1.2 to 3.6 mm
 
leads to reduce the ATDF from 2.78 

to 1.2411, while maintaining a pressure at 3.5 bar. This reduction in top delamination may 

be attributed to the higher resistance provided by the workpiece. Further the effects of 

pressure (Pr) and abrasive grit size (AG) on ATDF, when maintaining the values of other 

variables; Am = 42 micron and LT = 2.4 mm as constant were shown in Figure 4.13 as a 3D 

surface plot. The non-linear variation of ATDF with abrasive grit size was seen. As per the 

observation, rise of abrasive grit size from 600 to 200 Grit no. resulted in a rise of ATDF 

value from 1.2411 to 2.78. This increase in ATDF at higher levels of abrasive grit size was 

due to increased weight which resulted in increased impact force. Hence, the selection of a 

higher level of abrasive grit size results in a more micro cracking. Therefore the higher grit 

size results in higher top delamination.   

 

 

FIGURE 4.13: Surface plot of ATDF vs. pressure and abrasive grit size 

Moreover, Figure 4.14 shows three dimensional surface plot of the effects of amplitude 

(Am) and laminate thickness (LT) on ATDF, when maintaining the values of other 
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variables; Pr = 2.5 bar and AG = 400 Grit no. as constant. The non-linear variation of 

ATDF with amplitude and laminate thickness was seen. As per the observation, with a rise 

of laminate thickness from 1.2 to 3.6 mm, with amplitude 36 to 47 micron, there was a 

continuous increase in ATDF from 1.2411 to 2.78. ATDF increased at higher amplitude 

values because of the availability of the higher impact force and hammer action by the 

abrasive particles on the laminate. Hence, the increase in ATDF has been observed with 

high amplitude. Further decrease in ATDF observed at high-level laminate thickness 

because of higher support provided by the wall surface of the laminate. Hence precaution 

was suggested while deciding values of amplitude (Am) and laminate thickness (LT) for 

obtaining optimum ATDF.  

 

FIGURE 4.14: Surface plot of ATDF vs. amplitude and laminate thickness 

Similarly, Figure 4.15 shows three dimensional surface plot The influence of amplitude 

(Am) and abrasive grit size (AG) on ATDF, when maintaining the values of other variables; 

Pr = 2.5 bar and LT = 2.4 mm as constant. The non-linear variation of ATDF with abrasive 

grit size was seen. As per the observation, the ATDF values improve gradually from 

1.2411 to 2.78 with the rise of abrasive grit size from 600 to 200 Grit no. Further rise of 

amplitude also resulted in the rise of ATDF while maintaining a constant abrasive grit size. 

This increase in ATDF at a higher level of abrasive grit size was because of the larger 

momentum possessed by the abrasive particles.  
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FIGURE 4.15: Surface plot of ATDF vs. amplitude and abrasive grit size 

Similarly, Figure 4.16 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of laminate 

thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) on ATDF, when maintaining the values of other 

variables; Pr = 2.5 bar and Am = 42 micron as constant. The non-linear variation of ATDF 

with laminate thickness and abrasive grit size was seen. As per the observation, with 

increasing laminate thickness from 1.2 to 3.6 mm, there was a gradual reduction in ATDF 

values. Further, the increase in ATDF from 1.2411 to 2.78 was also observed with an 

increase in abrasive grit size from 600 to 200 grit no. while maintaining constant laminate 

thickness at 1.2 mm. It can be concluded that the low value of abrasive grit size and high 

valued of laminate thickness would be able to generate lower micro cracks, which results 

in lower top delamination. 
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FIGURE 4.16: Surface plot of ATDF vs. laminate thickness and abrasive grit size 

 
4.6 Analysis and Discussion on Adjusted Bottom Delamination Factor 

(ABDF) Results 
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   ABDF = Fd + 
Ad  Fd

2− Fd  .

Amax  − A0
         -----------------     (4.9) 
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Where, 

ABDF   = Adjusted Bottom Delamination Factor 

Fd              = Delamination factor (ratio of mean dia. of delamination to nominal    

                  dia. of delamination) 

Ad              = Nominal area of delamination of the drilled hole in mm
2 

Amax      = Maximum area of delamination in mm
2 

A0          = Mean area of delamination in mm
2
 

Experiments were planned and performed using RSM. Individual experiments performed 

twice by fixing values of input variables as shown in Table 4.15. Mean value of two results 

of ABDF was used for further analysis. The regression model for ABDF was developed 

using statistical software Design expert 10 (DX 10). Whether the developed model was 

adequate or not that was tested with the use of various statistical tests such as sequential 

model test, F-test and model statistics. ANOVA was used to determine the weightage of 

each individual parameter for minimizing ABDF. The influence of process variables on 

ABDF can be assessed by the development of three dimensional surface plots.  The values 

of Ad, Amax, and A0 were given in Appendix E; by using those values, ABDF was 

calculated. The results of the ABDF with its mean values were given in Table 4.15. 
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TABLE 4.15: Observation table of design matrix with mean value of ABDF 

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Responses 

Mean 
ABDF 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT)  

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. ABDF -1 ABDF -2 

Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

1 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 1.835 1.827 1.831 

2 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 600 -1 2.318 2.326 2.322 

3 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 1.853 1.843 1.848 

4 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 600 -1 2.342 2.345 2.344 

5 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 2.943 2.935 2.939 

6 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 600 -1 2.793 2.782 2.787 

7 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 2.648 2.656 2.652 

8 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 600 -1 2.364 2.359 2.362 

9 1.5 -1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.988 1.983 1.985 

10 3.5 1 36 -1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.645 1.653 1.649 

11 1.5 -1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.926 1.929 1.927 

12 3.5 1 47 1 1.2 -1 200 1 1.630 1.620 1.625 

13 1.5 -1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 2.845 2.835 2.840 

14 3.5 1 36 -1 3.6 1 200 1 2.409 2.418 2.413 

15 1.5 -1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 2.591 2.584 2.587 

16 3.5 1 47 1 3.6 1 200 1 2.365 2.359 2.362 

17 1.5 -1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.398 2.406 2.402 

18 3.5 1 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 2.135 2.127 2.131 

19 2.5 0 36 -1 2.4 0 400 0 2.244 2.251 2.247 

20 2.5 0 47 1 2.4 0 400 0 2.186 2.180 2.183 
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TABLE 4.15: Observation table of design matrix with mean value of ABDF (Continued) 

Exp. 

No. 

Input process parameters Responses 

Mean 

ABDF 

Pressure (Pr)  

in bar  

Amplitude (Am)  

in micron 

Laminate Thickness (LT)  

in mm 

Abrasive Grit size (AG)  

in Grit no. ABDF -1 ABDF -2 

Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded Actual Coded 

21 2.5 0 42 0 1.2 -1 400 0 1.987 1.979 1.983 

22 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 2 400 0 3.634 3.647 3.641 

23 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 600 -1 2.750 2.757 2.753 

24 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 200 1 2.142 2.149 2.145 

25 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 4.422 4.414 4.418 

26 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 4.518 4.522 4.520 

27 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 4.479 4.484 4.482 

28 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 4.545 4.537 4.541 

29 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 4.454 4.449 4.452 

30 2.5 0 42 0 2.4 0 400 0 4.518 4.526 4.522 
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4.6.1 Selection of Adequate Model for Adjusted Bottom Delamination Factor 

(ABDF) 

 

Whether the developed model for ABDF was adequate or not that was checked by 

performing various statistic tests. The results obtained by three statistical tests as 

sequential model test, lack of fitting test and model summary statistics test were shown in 

Table 4.16 to 4.18. The quadratic model has been found most suitable as per sequential 

model sum of the square test. The sequential model sum of squares test demonstrates why 

the model was influenced by variables of growing intricacy. The lack of fit test is helpful 

in comparing pure error and residual error of repeated design points. . The model was 

selected on the base of its significances; insignificant lack of fit is the criteria for the 

selection of the model. For ABDF, lack of fit was found insignificant for quadratic model 

in table 4.17; so quadratic model was selected for the further analysis. Cubic model was 

found aliased in model summary statistics because CCD does not contain enough runs to 

support a full cubic model [164]. Further quadratic model was found significant during 

model summary statistics test. Hence, three tests were confirmed quadratic model was 

appropriate as well as this can be utilised in subsequent investigation. Lower standard 

deviation, higher R-squared as well as smaller PRESS values for model summary statistics 

were strongly confirmed quadratic model for ABDF. 

 

TABLE 4.16: Sequential model sum of squares for ABDF 

Sequential Model Sum of Squares (Type I) 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F 

value 

p-value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Mean vs. Total 229.05 1 229.05   - 

Linear vs. Mean 3.66 4 0.91 0.97 0.4416 - 

2FI vs. Linear 0.43 6 0.072 0.059 0.9990 - 

Quadratic vs. 2FI 22.78 4 5.69 239.32 < 0.0001 Suggested 

Cubic vs. Quadratic 0.21 8 0.026 1.24 0.3932 Aliased 

Residual 0.15 7 0.021   - 

Total 256.27 30 8.54   - 
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TABLE 4.17: Lack of fit tests for ABDF 

Lack of Fit Tests 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F 

value 

p-value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Linear 23.56 20 1.18 524.72 < 0.0001 - 

2FI 23.13 14 1.65 735.93 < 0.0001 - 

Quadratic 0.35 10 0.035 15.40 0.0038 Suggested 

Cubic 0.14 2 0.068 30.33 0.0016 Aliased 

Pure Error 0.011 5 2.245E-003   - 

 

TABLE 4.18: Model summary statistics for ABDF 

Model Summary Statistics 

Source Std. 

Dev. 

R - 

Squared 

Adjusted 

R - Squared 

Predicted 

R - Squared 

PRES

S 

Remarks 

Linear 0.97 0.1343 -0.0042 -0.0292 28.02 - 

2FI 1.10 0.1501 -0.2972 -0.5765 42.91 - 

Quadratic 0.15 0.9869 0.9746 0.9263 2.01 Suggested 

Cubic 0.15 0.9946 0.9776 0.2791 19.63 Aliased 

 
4.6.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for Adjusted Bottom Delamination Factor 

 

In this section, adequacy of the designed model was tested by ANOVA and the 

significances of each variable were determined for the ABDF. Table 4.19 shows the 

outcome of ANOVA for ABDF model. The model was significant as calculated F-value of 

the predicted ABDF model was 80.64. Here was only 0.01% chance of occurrence of large 

F-value because of noise. In present work, following parameters possess smaller p-values; 

Laminate thickness (LT), Abrasive grit size (AG), interaction effect of Pressure (Pr) and 

Laminate thickness (LT), interaction effect of Pressure (Pr) and Abrasive grit size (AG), 

interaction effect of Pressure (Pr),
 
interaction effect of Amplitude (Am), interaction effect 

of Laminate thickness (LT) and interaction effect of Abrasive grit size (AG). They were 

observed as important parameters. F-value has a "lack of fit" of 15.4, indicating that the 

lack of fit was substantial in comparison to the pure error. With a gap of less than 0.2, 

“Predicted R-squared” (0.9263) and “Adjusted R- squared” (0.9746) have a strong 

correlation. If “Adequate precision” ratio is  4, it shows favourable situation. An 

adequate signal was indicated by “Adequate precision” ratio of 25.626 for the present 

case. 
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TABLE 4.19: ANOVA for ABDF 

Source Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F 

Value 

P- value 

Prob>F 

Remarks 

Model 26.87 14 1.92 80.64 < 0.0001 Significant 

A-Pressure  0.069 1 0.069 2.90 0.1091 Insignificant 

B-Amplitude  0.059 1 0.059 2.47 0.1366 Insignificant 

C-Laminate 

Thickness 
3.17 1 3.17 133.41 < 0.0001 Significant 

D-Abrasive Grit 

size 
0.35 1 0.35 14.84 0.0016 Significant 

AB 
6.522E-

004 
1 

6.522E-

004 
0.027 0.8707 Insignificant 

AC 0.13 1 0.13 5.46 0.0338 Significant 

AD 0.21 1 0.21 8.86 0.0094 Significant 

BC 0.059 1 0.059 2.49 0.1355 Insignificant 

BD 
5.200E-

003 
1 

5.200E-

003 
0.22 0.6469 Insignificant 

CD 0.024 1 0.024 1.01 0.3300 Insignificant 

A
2

  9.28 1 9.28 390.03 < 0.0001 Significant 

B
2

  9.69 1 9.69 407.36 < 0.0001 Significant 

C
2

  5.44 1 5.44 228.52 < 0.0001 Significant 

D
2

  7.88 1 7.88 331.09 < 0.0001 Significant 

Residual 0.36 15 0.024   - 

Lack of Fit 0.35 10 0.035 15.40 0.0038 - 

Pure Error 0.011 5 
2.245E-

003 
  - 

Cor Total 27.22 29    - 

R-Squared = 0.9986                                                           Adj R-Squared= 0.9746 

Pred R-Squared = 0.9263                                                   Adeq Precision= 25.626 

Statistical inferences: 

1. The model was significant as calculated F-value of the predicted ABDF model was 

80.64. Here was just 0.01% possibility of occurrence of larger F-value because of 

noise. 

2. The model parameters having values smaller than 0.0500 for "Probability > F" 

were considered as important parameters. The following model parameters were 

important in the present case: LT, AG, PrLT, PrAG, Pr
2
, Am

2
, LT

2
, AG

2
  

3. "Lack of Fit F-value" of 15.4 indicates that Lack of Fit was large. Here was 0.41% 

possibility for the occurrence for significant "Lack of Fit F-value" caused by noise.  
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4. The discrepancy between the value of Predicted R-Squared of 0.9263 and the value 

of Adjusted R-Squared of 0.9746 was less than 0.2, which suggests good 

correlation between them. 

5. Adequate Precision can be measured by the ratio of signal to noise. Value larger 

than 4 is preferred. Value for the present model was 25.626 which suggest a 

sufficient response. The present model may be employed to explore the solution 

space. 

A mathematical model for the ABDF was developed using the regression analysis. The 

terms whose p-value was larger than 0.05, were not considered during regression analysis. 

The mathematical model of ABDF in coded terms and actual terms are given in Equations 

4.10 and 4.11 respectively. 

Mathematical model of ABDF (Coded form): 

ABDF = 4.48908 - 0.053638*A - 0.049526*B + 0.36370*C – 0.12129*D + 

0.0063847*A*B - 0.090099*A*C - 0.11478*A*D - 0.060847*B*C + 0.018028*B*D + 

0.038824*C*D - 0.58171*A
2 

- 0.59449*B
2 

- 0.44526*C
2
 - 0.53595*D

2
         --------- (4.10) 

Mathematical model of ABDF (Actual form): 

ABDF = 4.48908 - 0.053638*Pr - 0.049526*Am + 0.36370*LT – 0.12129*AG + 

0.0063847*Pr*Am - 0.090099*Pr*LT - 0.11478*Pr*AG - 0.060847*Am*LT + 

0.018028*Am*AG + 0.038824*LT*AG - 0.58171*Pr
2 

- 0.59449*Am
2 
- 0.44526*LT

2
 - 

0.53595*AG
2
                                                                   --------------------------------   (4.11) 

Residual analysis was used to examine the adequacy of developed mathematical 

(regression) model of ABDF. The Figure 4.17 & 18 shows the graph of normal plot of 

residuals and predicted v/s actual ABDF respectively. The respective values of ABDF in 

both the charts have sufficient correlation between them which was demonstrated from the 

graphs. As a result, the suggested ABDF model was relevant.  
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FIGURE 4.17: Normal vs. internally studentized residuals 

 

 

FIGURE 4.18: Predicted vs. actual ABDF 
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4.6.3 Effects of Process Variables on Adjusted Bottom Delamination Factor 

 

Reliability in the engineering component can be improved by minimizing bottom 

delamination factor. Repeated cyclic stress and impact causes layers of fiber reinforced 

components to separate which results in reduction in initial strength of the component 

leading early failure of a component. Efforts have been made to minimize bottom 

delamination during drilling a hole in GFRC using USM.  

The variables were analyzed for studying the influence of various input variables as; 

pressure (Pr), amplitude (Am), laminate thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) on 

ABDF while machining a hole using USM. Three dimensional surface plots for ABDF 

were developed with the use of Design Expert 10 (DX 10) statistical software. Three-

dimensional output surface plots were able to deliver insight knowledge regarding the 

relation between input process parameters and the ABDF. 

Figure 4.19 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr)  and 

amplitude (Am) on ABDF when maintaining the values of other variables as constant; LT = 

2.4 mm and AG = 400 Grit No. which is based on second order response surface 

methodology method. The non-linear variation of ABDF with pressure and amplitude was 

seen. As per the observation, there was a gradual rise of ABDF from 1.6249 to 4.54123 

with the rise of pressure from 1.5 to 3.5 bar. This increase in ABDF with pressure was 

because of the availability of higher impact energy near the machining region that induces 

more delamination of work material. The amount of impact energy obtained during the 

USM depends on the pressure and amplitude values. Therefore optimizing both the values 

result in minimum bottom delamination during machining. 

Further increase in amplitude from 36 to 47 micron (keeping pressure at 3.5 bar) leads to 

an increase the ABDF from 1.6249 to 4.54123. This increase in bottom delamination value 

(while maintaining constant Pr = 3.5 bar) was due to rise of thrust force, which further 

increase the separation of layers and micro cracking of work material resulting in the 

higher values of ABDF. So from the above result, it can be concluded that lower value of 

pressure with smaller amplitude deliver lower bottom delamination values. 
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FIGURE 4.19: Surface plot of ABDF vs. pressure and amplitude 

 

 

FIGURE 4.20: Surface plot of ABDF vs. pressure and laminate thickness 
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Figure 4.20 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr) and 

laminate thickness (LT) on ABDF, when maintaining the same fix values of other 

variables; Am = 42 micron and AG = 400 Grit no. The non-linear variation of ABDF with a 

laminate thickness was seen. As per the observation, with the rise of laminate thickness 

from 1.2 to 3.6 mm, there was a continuous rise in ABDF from 1.6249 to 4.54123. This 

increase in ABDF with the laminate thickness was due to the fact that longer time period 

was required for cutting action hence more hammering action was taken place by the 

abrasive particles which reduce the bonding strength among the layers at the bottom side 

of the fiber reinforced plastic work piece. Hence, high bottom delamination values were 

observed during the machining performed at high laminate thickness.  

 

FIGURE 4.21: Surface plot of ABDF vs. pressure and abrasive grit size 

Figure 4.21 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of pressure (Pr) and 

abrasive grit size (AG) on ABDF, when maintaining the same fix values of other variables; 

Am = 42 micron and LT = 2.4 mm as constant. The non-linear variation of ABDF with the 

abrasive grit size was seen. As per the observation, there was a gradual rise of ABDF from 

1.6249 to 4.54123 with the rise of abrasive grit size from 600 to 200 Grit no. This increase 

in bottom delamination at higher abrasive grit size was due to the longer time duration. In 

this case abrasive particles requires more time for reaching the machining area, which 

deteriorates the bottom delamination. Moreover, Figure 4.22 shows three dimensional 
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surface plot of the influence of amplitude (Am) and laminate thickness (LT) on ABDF, 

when maintaining the values of other variables; Pr = 2.5 bar and AG = 400 Grit no. as 

constant. The non-linear variation of ABDF with amplitude and laminate thickness was 

seen. As per the observation, with the rise of amplitude from 36 to 47 micron and laminate 

thickness from 1.2 to 3.6 mm, there was a gradual rise in ABDF from 1.6249 to 4.54123. 

Increase in bottom delamination with amplitude was due to the availability of high impact 

energy and hammering action for longer time duration. Hence, large bottom delamination 

was observed while machining with a high laminate thickness. 

 

FIGURE 4.22: Surface plot of ABDF vs. amplitude and laminate thickness 

Figure 4.23 shows three dimensional surface plot The influence of amplitude (Am) and 

abrasive grit size (AG) on ABDF, when maintaining the values of other variables; Pr = 2.5 

bar and LT = 2.4 mm as constant. The non-linear variation of ABDF with the amplitude 

and abrasive grit size was seen. As per the observation, with the rise in abrasive grit size 

from 600 to 200 Grit no., gradual rise of bottom delamination was observed. Further 

increase in ABDF was also observed with high amplitude (Am) while maintaining a 

constant abrasive grit size. This increase in bottom delamination at a higher level of 

abrasive grit size was due to the increased dimensions of abrasive particles. Therefore the 

amount of impact energy applied for longer duration was responsible for the separation of 

the bottom layers. 
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FIGURE 4.23: Surface plot of ABDF vs. amplitude and abrasive grit size 

Similarly, Figure 4.24 shows three dimensional surface plot of the influence of laminate 

thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) on ABDF, when maintaining the values of other 

variables; Pr = 2.5 bar and Am = 42 micron as constant.  

 

FIGURE 4.24: Surface plot of ABDF vs. laminate thickness and abrasive grit size 
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The non-linear variation of ABDF with laminate thickness and abrasive grit size was seen. 

As per the observation, it was found that with the rising dimension of laminate thickness 

from 1.2 to 3.6 mm, there was a gradual rise of ABDF from 1.6249 to 4.54123. In 

addition, with the increment in the values of abrasive grit size (AG) from 600 to 200 Grit 

no. ABDF value rises when maintaining laminate thickness constant. 
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CHAPTER-5 

 

Multi Response Optimization using Composite 

Desirability Approach 

 

5.1 Introduction to Composite Desirability Approach 

 

In a research problem, it is easier to optimize the problem having one output response. It is 

optimized by applying single response optimization techniques. However, most of the 

problems of the real world and research involve multiple output responses and hence it is 

needed to identify a set of parameters which can satisfy multiple output responses instead 

of one response. In this experimental work, three responses material removal rate, adjusted 

top delamination factor and adjusted bottom delamination factor were considered for the 

optimization. For the better result, the parameters combination has been investigated 

which resulted in following objectives: maximum MRR, minimum ATDF and minimum 

ABDF. The given objectives were conflicting in nature and hence our objective will not be 

fulfilled by single objective optimization technique. Therefore, to solve the multiple 

objective problems, it was needed to apply multiple objective optimization technique. In 

this experimental work, for the optimization of the ultrasonic machining process 

parameters “Composite Desirability” approach has been used [159]. 

Desirability function approach was developed by Harrington in 1965; later in 1980 

modification in this approach was done by Derringer and Suich. This technique is used 

widely for the solution of the multi-objective optimization problem in research and 

industries [160]. The basis of the concept of the technique is that “When one of the quality 

attributes of a product does not reach the specified quality standard level, the product's 

quality is completely undesirable”. In this method, a set of best-operating conditions are 

obtained that deliver the response value which is most desired. For individual response Yi, 
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a desirability function value xdi is assigned numbers from 0 to 1 for the possible value of 

Yi, where xdi = 0 indicates a most undesired value of input parameters and xdi = 1, 

indicates desired response value that is most suitable. For the overall composite 

desirability (CD), an aggregation criterion such as a geometric mean is applied to 

aggregate the individual desirability [161]. For the selection of the optimal parameter 

condition, the set of parameters which has the highest value of overall desirability is 

selected from the sets of optimum solutions [162]. Optimal solution is achieved by 

following the below steps. 

 RSM is used for the fitment of a polynomial to each individual response. 

 For each response an individual desirability (xdi) is obtained. 

 To achieve overall composite desirability (CD), the geometric mean of individual 

desirability function is applied.  

 The set of optimum input variable is identified by the maximization of the 

composite desirability. 

The individual desirability (xdi) is calculated by below equation, when the individual 

response Yi is desirable to be maximized, 

xdi = 0,               Yi < Limin  

xdi = {(Yi – Limin) / (Himax – Limin)}
wi

             Limin ≤ Yi ≤ Ti           ------------    (5.1) 

xdi = 1,                            Yi > Himax 

The individual desirability (xdi) is calculated by below equations, when the individual 

response Yi is desirable to be minimized, 

 xdi = 0,      Yi > Himax 

 xdi =  {(Himax – Yi) / (Himax – Limin)}
wi

             Limin ≤ Yi ≤ Himax       ------------   (5.2) 

 xdi = 1                 Yi < Limin 

Similarly, the individual desirability (xdi) can be calculated by below equations, when the 

individual response Yi is at target (Ti), 

 xdi = 0,      Yi < Limin   

 xdi =  {(Yi – Limin) / (Ti – Limin)}
wi  

  Limin ≤ Yi ≤ Ti 

 xdi =  {(Himax – Yi) / (Himax – Ti)}
wi  

  Ti ≤ Yi ≤ Himax         ------------     (5.3) 

 xdi = 0,      Yi > Himax 
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Where, 

 Yi        = Prediction value of the i
th

 individual response, 

 Ti        = Targeted value for the i
th

 individual response, 

 Limin     = Minimum value which can be accepted for the i
th

 individual response, 

 Himax     = Maximum value which can be accepted for value for i
th

 individual  

                           response, 

 xdi         = Individual desirability for the i
th

 individual response, 

 CD      = Overall Composite desirability, and 

 wi       = Assigned weight to the desirability function for the i
th

 individual response. 

After calculating individual response desirability (xdi), they are combined by weighted 

geometric mean method to obtain the single composite desirability (CD) for the each 

individual response. The overall single composite desirability is shown as below, 

  CD = [xd1
w1 x xd2

w2 x xd3
w3

 x .............. xdn
wn]1/n

     

 OR            ------------- (5.4) 

  CD = [∏ (xdi)
wi

 ]
1/w 

       

Where n = number of individual responses and value of weight (wi) varies from 0 to 1 and 

w = Σ wi , summation of all the weights is 1. 

In this experimental work, total three responses MRR, ATDF and ABDF have been 

considered for multi-objective optimization. The optimal set of input parameters was 

identified by analysing the responses which can maximize MRR, minimize ATDF and 

minimize ABDF. The three responses are expressed in the form of mathematical functions 

are:  

   Maximize   MRR   = f1 {Pr, Am, LT, AG} 

   Minimize    ATDF = f2 {Pr, Am, LT, AG}              -------- (5.5) 

   Minimize    ABDF = f3 {Pr, Am, LT, AG}                              

The above objectives depend on the following conditions to maximize MRR, minimize 

ATDF and minimize ABDF. 
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    1.5    ≤   Pr     ≤    3.5  

36     ≤   Am   ≤    47 

    1.2    ≤   LT    ≤    3.6                                             

    600   ≤   AG   ≤   200 

The criteria considered for the multi-objective optimization with all the given constraints 

of responses, goal and weight (w) given to individual responses are shown in the 

following section [163]. 

 
5.2 Multi-Response Optimization using Composite Desirability 

 

The effect of the input process variables of ultrasonic machining on the three output 

responses MRR, ATDF and ABDF were studied during machining GFRP sheets using 

USM. In this research problem, the responses were conflicting in nature and single 

objective optimization technique was not able to solve the problem. For optimizing this 

research problem, attempts have been made to optimize the set of responses with the use 

of multi-response tool known as a “composite desirability” approach based on RSM 

method. Different multiple feedback models were designed and for each model limits and 

goals were set to analyze the effect on overall composite desirability. Highest and lowest 

input values were set to the models for optimizing output response variables. Weights 

were allocated to add greater attention to upper or lower boundaries or to accentuate a 

specified result. The importance that varies from 1 (least important) to 5 (most important) 

was given to each output in comparison to the other outputs. 

 
5.2.1 Optimization of MRR, ATDF and ABDF 

 

The goals and ranges of different input parameters amplitude (Am), pressure (Pr), laminate 

thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) and the response parameters MRR, ATDF and 

ABDF are shown in Table 5.1. All the responses (MRR, ATDF and ABDF) have been 

assigned equal important index levels 3. 
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TABLE 5.1: Constraints of input parameters and responses (MRR, ATDF and ABDF) 

Name Goal 
Lower 

Limit 

Upper 

Limit 

Lower 

Weight 

Upper 

Weight 
Importance 

Pressure In range 1.5 3.5 1 1 3 

Amplitude In range 36 47 1 1 3 

Laminate thickness In range 1.2 3.6 1 1 3 

Abrasive Grit size In range 600 200 1 1 3 

MRR Maximize 5.4 8.31 1 1 3 

ATDF Minimize 1.2411 2.78 1 1 3 

ABDF Minimize 1.6249 4.54123 1 1 3 

The main objective of the optimization was to select a set of optimal process parameters 

and this set will be able to deliver the desired goal of responses. The value of desirability 

for individual responses varies from 0 to 1, and the result of the desirability of individual 

responses mainly depends on precision level of setting the upper and lower limits in 

comparison to the actual optimum result. With the use of statistical software Design expert 

10 different combination set of optimal results were obtained for the given specific 

constraints of design space for the response variables MRR, ATDF and ABDF. The 

parametric combination which possesses the maximum value of desirability was selected 

for optimal value of desired response variables. Table 5.2 shows the combination of 

optimal values for given input process variables with desirability for obtaining an 

optimum combination of responses under given constraints. 

TABLE 5.2: Set of optimum solutions for MRR, ATDF and ABDF 

Sr. 

No. 
Pressure Amplitude 

Laminate 

Thickness 

Abrasive 

Grit size 
MRR ATDF ABDF   Desirability   Remarks 

1 -1.000 1.000 -1.000 1.000 8.314 1.441 1.909 0.923 Selected 

2 -0.996 1.000 -0.956 0.994 8.264 1.475 1.977 0.902 - 

3 -1.000 0.933 -1.000 1.000 8.268 1.478 1.984 0.901 - 

4 -0.879 1.000 -1.000 1.000 8.223 1.476 2.033 0.891 - 

5 -0.880 1.000 -0.981 1.000 8.207 1.488 2.057 0.884 - 

6 -0.998 0.817 -1.000 1.000 8.189 1.539 2.106 0.864 - 

7 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 1.000 7.654 1.399 1.863 0.861 - 

8 -1.000 -0.988 -1.000 0.999 7.652 1.407 1.879 0.857 - 

9 -0.968 0.798 -1.000 0.999 8.152 1.558 2.156 0.850 - 

10 1.000 1.000 -1.000 1.000 7.438 1.365 1.765 0.849 - 

11 -0.986 0.993 -1.000 0.837 8.116 1.583 2.097 0.847 - 

12 -0.940 -1.000 -1.000 1.000 7.580 1.421 1.925 0.840 - 
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13 -0.652 1.000 -1.000 1.000 8.066 1.529 2.219 0.840 - 

14 1.000 1.000 -1.000 0.960 7.419 1.398 1.817 0.835 - 

15 1.000 1.000 -1.000 0.949 7.413 1.408 1.832 0.831 - 

16 1.000 1.000 -0.947 1.000 7.395 1.399 1.825 0.831 - 

17 0.996 0.957 -0.998 1.000 7.386 1.396 1.821 0.830 - 

18 -0.556 1.000 -1.000 1.000 8.005 1.546 2.279 0.823 - 

19 -0.530 1.000 -1.000 1.000 7.989 1.550 2.294 0.818 - 

20 -0.862 -1.000 -1.000 0.995 7.479 1.452 2.007 0.812 - 

21 -1.000 -1.000 -0.946 0.934 7.545 1.498 2.013 0.810 - 

22 -1.000 0.573 -1.000 1.000 8.047 1.635 2.299 0.804 - 

23 -1.000 1.000 -1.000 0.694 7.977 1.676 2.195 0.799 - 

24 -0.388 1.000 -1.000 1.000 7.905 1.567 2.359 0.798 - 

25 -0.417 1.000 -0.988 1.000 7.911 1.572 2.363 0.797 - 

26 -1.000 -0.733 -0.992 1.000 7.650 1.552 2.156 0.796 - 

27 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.829 7.464 1.518 2.042 0.793 - 

28 -0.990 -1.000 -1.000 0.802 7.423 1.539 2.079 0.779 - 

29 -0.192 1.000 -1.000 1.000 7.800 1.580 2.411 0.777 - 

30 -0.720 -1.000 -1.000 1.000 7.318 1.491 2.120 0.771 - 

31 0.038 1.000 -1.000 0.999 7.694 1.578 2.416 0.765 - 

32 0.220 0.999 -1.000 1.000 7.621 1.563 2.376 0.765 - 

33 -1.000 0.346 -0.999 1.000 7.933 1.694 2.418 0.765 - 

34 0.183 0.992 -0.999 1.000 7.627 1.572 2.396 0.762 - 

35 -1.000 1.000 -1.000 0.546 7.827 1.765 2.298 0.751 - 

36 -1.000 -0.094 -1.000 1.000 7.768 1.718 2.473 0.736 - 

37 1.000 1.000 -1.000 -1.000 7.180 1.542 2.279 0.726 - 

38 1.000 1.000 -0.999 -0.990 7.178 1.549 2.288 0.723 - 

39 0.975 1.000 -1.000 -1.000 7.166 1.552 2.304 0.719 - 

40 1.000 0.971 -0.997 -1.000 7.144 1.558 2.317 0.713 - 

41 1.000 1.000 -0.507 1.000 7.073 1.607 2.220 0.704 - 

42 1.000 0.937 -1.000 -1.000 7.107 1.573 2.352 0.702 - 

43 -0.422 -1.000 -1.000 1.000 6.988 1.560 2.292 0.694 - 

44 1.000 0.998 -0.864 -1.000 7.093 1.607 2.419 0.686 - 

45 -1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 7.106 1.404 2.773 0.682 - 

46 -1.000 1.000 0.986 1.000 7.110 1.414 2.779 0.680 - 

47 -0.347 -1.000 -1.000 0.997 6.908 1.574 2.323 0.676 - 

48 -1.000 0.996 0.947 1.000 7.121 1.444 2.801 0.674 - 

49 -0.991 0.979 1.000 1.000 7.090 1.426 2.808 0.672 - 

50 0.765 1.000 -0.999 -1.000 7.056 1.633 2.484 0.669 - 

51 -0.345 -1.000 -1.000 0.979 6.889 1.588 2.346 0.668 - 

52 -0.988 0.953 1.000 1.000 7.077 1.450 2.842 0.662 - 
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53 1.000 1.000 -1.000 0.246 7.176 1.788 2.463 0.654 - 

54 -1.000 1.000 -1.000 -1.000 6.709 1.696 1.964 0.654 - 

55 0.988 1.000 -0.723 -1.000 7.008 1.664 2.552 0.649 - 

56 -1.000 1.000 0.328 1.000 7.379 1.716 2.880 0.645 - 

57 -0.943 1.000 0.774 1.000 7.144 1.560 2.905 0.644 - 

58 -0.961 0.999 -0.984 -1.000 6.693 1.715 2.036 0.642 - 

59 -0.999 -1.000 -0.982 0.314 6.942 1.759 2.417 0.635 - 

60 1.000 1.000 -1.000 -0.444 7.111 1.797 2.566 0.634 - 

61 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 6.407 1.338 2.268 0.632 - 

62 1.000 1.000 1.000 -1.000 6.497 1.234 2.627 0.628 - 

63 0.988 1.000 1.000 0.990 6.404 1.350 2.298 0.627 - 

64 1.000 1.000 1.000 -0.989 6.493 1.243 2.637 0.626 - 

65 -0.999 -1.000 -0.323 1.000 7.281 1.896 2.638 0.623 - 

66 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.198 6.851 1.765 2.430 0.620 - 

67 1.000 0.706 -0.987 -1.000 6.844 1.677 2.592 0.620 - 

68 -1.000 0.995 -0.905 -0.961 6.655 1.769 2.125 0.617 - 

69 -1.000 1.000 -0.948 -0.010 7.287 1.978 2.538 0.614 - 

70 -0.692 1.000 1.000 1.000 6.912 1.486 2.998 0.614 - 

71 1.000 1.000 0.804 1.000 6.455 1.459 2.377 0.614 - 

72 -1.000 1.000 -1.000 -0.335 7.087 1.948 2.422 0.611 - 

73 -0.731 0.988 -1.000 -1.000 6.686 1.763 2.292 0.608 - 

74 -0.901 1.000 -1.000 -0.680 6.853 1.886 2.365 0.601 - 

75 1.000 1.000 0.370 1.000 6.603 1.636 2.494 0.600 - 

76 1.000 1.000 0.475 1.000 6.562 1.605 2.482 0.599 - 

77 0.985 1.000 0.598 0.998 6.518 1.566 2.476 0.599 - 

78 -1.000 1.000 -0.778 -1.000 6.555 1.793 2.218 0.587 - 

79 0.184 1.000 -1.000 -0.999 6.829 1.776 2.713 0.586 - 

80 1.000 1.000 0.712 -1.000 6.522 1.444 2.796 0.585 - 

81 -0.358 1.000 -1.000 -1.000 6.716 1.800 2.572 0.579 - 

82 -0.260 1.000 -1.000 -1.000 6.729 1.803 2.623 0.576 - 

83 -0.317 1.000 -1.000 -0.971 6.728 1.821 2.623 0.572 - 

84 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 6.072 1.401 1.990 0.566 - 

85 -0.996 -0.999 -1.000 -0.886 6.122 1.485 2.104 0.559 - 

86 1.000 -0.140 -1.000 1.000 6.333 1.713 2.307 0.554 - 

87 -0.931 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 6.033 1.424 2.077 0.545 - 

88 0.894 1.000 -0.168 -1.000 6.689 1.783 2.965 0.537 - 

89 -0.986 -0.857 -1.000 -1.000 6.061 1.508 2.164 0.535 - 

90 -1.000 -1.000 1.000 1.000 6.949 1.981 2.970 0.530 - 

91 -0.121 1.000 -0.830 -1.000 6.640 1.880 2.861 0.524 - 

92 -1.000 -1.000 0.830 1.000 6.962 2.035 3.015 0.514 - 
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93 -1.000 -0.914 0.999 1.000 6.925 2.006 3.060 0.511 - 

94 0.108 1.000 -1.000 -0.469 6.898 2.025 3.049 0.506 - 

95 -0.868 -0.999 1.000 1.000 6.798 2.029 3.080 0.490 - 

96 -1.000 -0.786 1.000 1.000 6.894 2.035 3.176 0.488 - 

97 -0.999 -0.894 0.782 1.000 6.940 2.081 3.133 0.488 - 

98 -1.000 0.094 -1.000 -1.000 6.236 1.863 2.565 0.488 - 

99 -0.715 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 5.922 1.484 2.315 0.487 - 

100 -0.809 -0.993 0.997 1.000 6.732 2.051 3.129 0.472 - 

 

The optimum level of the selected individual process parameters with responses along 

with composite desirability were represented in the form of the dot in the ramp function 

graph shown in Figure 5.1. In the ramp function graph the level of the dot indicates 

desirability of individual parameters. The lower and upper weight for the individual 

parameter was considered 1 and importance level 3 was assigned for all four process 

parameters. The bar graph indicates the desirability for individual responses MRR, ATDF 

and ABDF with composite desirability shown in Figure 5.2. The composite desirability 

was varying from 0 to 1 and its value was mainly depending on the closeness of individual 

responses (MRR, ATDF and ABDF) with reference the target. 

 

FIGURE 5.1: Ramp function graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF and ABDF 
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FIGURE 5.2: Bar graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF and ABDF 

Table 5.3 indicates the levels of individual parameters, which was considered as an 

optimal set for optimization of MRR, ATDF and ABDF possessing the highest composite 

desirability. Furthermore, Table 5.4 shows predicted values of the individual responses 

with confidence interval of 95%. The optimum values provide maximum MRR which 

improves productivity of ultrasonic machining process, which resulted in the minimization 

of cost per piece. So, ultrasonic machining process can be used to drill GFRP components 

in place of other machining.  

TABLE 5.3: Optimal set of parameters for MRR, ATDF and ABDF 

Factor 

coding 

Name of Factor Optimum level 

A Pressure (Pr) 1.5 

B Amplitude (Am) 47 

C Laminate Thickness (LT) 1.2 

D Abrasive Grit Size (AG) 200 

 

The 3D surface plots keeping selected parameters in range for maximum MRR and 

minimum ATDF & ABDF for desirability were developed with the use of Design Expert 

10.  
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TABLE 5.4: Predicted values of individual responses (MRR, ATDF & ABDF) 

Responses Desirability Predicted 

value 

MRR  1 8.31 

ATDF 0.8703 1.441 

ABDF 0.9025 1.909 

Overall composite desirability: 0.923 

 

Figure 5.3 show the three dimensional surface plot of distribution of desirability for 

pressure (Pr) and amplitude (Am), when maintaining the constant values of laminate 

thickness and abrasive grit size as shown in Figure 5.3. Desirability increases considerably 

with the reduction in the pressure and it reduces drastically at low values of amplitude and 

high values of pressure, similarly desirability increases almost continuously with the 

reduction in pressure. Highest value of desirability is achieved at 47 micron amplitude 

value.  

 

FIGURE 5.3: 3D surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF & ABDF (desirability vs. pressure and 

amplitude) 
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Figure 5.4 show the three dimensional surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF and 

ABDF for the input variables pressure (Pr) and laminate thickness (LT), when maintaining 

the constant values of amplitude and abrasive grit size as shown in Figure 5.4. Desirability 

was almost constant for laminate thickness values of 3.6 mm to 2.4 mm, than it increases 

gradually. Similarly, for the pressure upto 2.5 bar desirability was constant and then it 

increases slowly. Moderate desirability values were achieved near lowest laminate 

thickness and pressure.   

 

FIGURE 5.4: 3D surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF & ABDF (desirability vs. pressure and 

laminate thickness)  

 

Figure 5.5 show the three dimensional surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF and 

ABDF for the input variables pressure (Pr) and abrasive grit size (AG), when maintaining 

the constant values of amplitude and laminate thickness as shown in Figure 5.5. 

Desirability increases very steeply with the increase in the values of abrasive grit size after 

400 grit no., its steepness was in similar fashion for pressure also but it was highest at 1.5 

bar. Desirability in the range of 0.90 was achieved at those values which were nearer to 

optimum values.  
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FIGURE 5.5: 3D surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF & ABDF (desirability vs. pressure and 

abrasive grit size)  

 

Figure 5.6 show the three dimensional surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF and 

ABDF for the input variables amplitude (Am) and Laminate Thickness (LT), when 

maintaining the constant values of pressure and abrasive grit size as shown in Figure 5.6. 

For the low amplitude and high laminate thickness almost constant desirability was 

achieved. For laminate thickness below 2.4 mm and amplitude higher than 42 micron, 

there was constant increase in the desirability and almost highest values of desirability 

were achieved in that range as shown in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.7 show the three dimensional surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF and 

ABDF for the input variables amplitude (Am) and abrasive grit size (AG), when 

maintaining the constant values of pressure and abrasive grit size as shown in Figure 5.7. 

At high amplitude, higher desirability values were seen irrespective of abrasive grit size. 

This shows the significance of amplitude in overall desirability. Highest value of 

desirability was achieved for abrasive grit size of 200 grit no. and amplitude of 47 micron 

as seen from the Figure 5.7.  
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FIGURE 5.6: 3D surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF & ABDF (desirability vs. amplitude 

and laminate Thickness)  

 

FIGURE 5.7: 3D surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF & ABDF (desirability vs. amplitude 

and abrasive grit size)  
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Figure 5.8 show the three dimensional surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF and 

ABDF for the input variables laminate thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG), when 

maintaining the constant values of pressure and abrasive grit size as shown in Figure 5.8. 

Desirability varies with the laminate thickness and abrasive grit size almost linearly within 

the range of the plot. Laminate thickness was significant parameter in present study, it 

affect the desirability such that with the decrease in laminate thickness higher desirability 

was achieved. Another important observation was that with the decrease in abrasive grit 

size, desirability increases.   

 

 

 

FIGURE 5.8: 3D surface graph of desirability for MRR, ATDF & ABDF (desirability vs. laminate 

thickness and abrasive grit size) 
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5.2.2 Confirmation Test 

 

Table 5.5 shows the confirmation result of the validation test of the predicted value of 

responses which was done by performing experiment on ultrasonic machining with a 

setting the level of parameters of optimum result of multi objective optimization. The 

experimental values shown in Table 5.5 were the average value of the responses for which 

experiments were performed. From the results of confirmation, it is observed that there is 

a strong agreement in the predicted values and the experimental value of responses, which 

strongly validate the predicted model of responses. The present work is newer for the 

given fiber and matrix material combination and adjusted delamination factor is used to 

determine the damage surrounding the hole which was not used earlier. It is also observed 

that ultrasonic machining process has low delamination values than other machining 

processes.  

TABLE 5.5: Experimental validation of predicted responses (MRR, ATDF & ABDF) 

  Process 

Parameters 

Responses Desirability Predicted 

value 

Experimental 

value 

Prediction 

Error (%) 

Optimum level: 

A1B3C1D3 

A: Pressure:  

       1.5 bar,  

B: Amplitude:    

       47 micron,  

C: Laminate   

    thickness:  

       1.2 mm  

D: Abrasive grit  

     size:  

      200 Grit   

             number 

MRR 

(mg/sec) 
1 8.31 8.17 1.68 % 

ATDF 0.8703 1.441 1.3975 3.08 % 

ABDF 0.9025 1.909 1.9532 2.32 % 
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CHAPTER-6 

 

Conclusions and Scope of Future Work 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 

The present experimental work is an attempt to study and optimization of machining and 

process variables of E-type glass fiber reinforced plastic using ultrasonic machining 

process. Effects of different process variables such as pressure (Pr), amplitude (Am), 

laminate thickness (LT) and abrasive grit size (AG) are investigated with the help of 

response surface methodology method.  

The experiments have been performed to investigate the effects of process parameters of 

ultrasonic machining process on E-type GFRP composite material. Response parameters 

for the experiments were MRR, ATDF and ABDF. High value of MRR is required in 

every machining process as it increases cost to benefit ratio. Minimum values of ATDF 

and ABDF result in the less damage to the parts; which increases quality of the parts and 

indirectly reduces cost. Though ultrasonic machining has low MRR, this process can be is 

useful as it generates low damage to surrounding machining area. Results of the present 

experimental work provides base on which the following inferences can be drawn:  

(1) The optimum parametric combination observed in single-objective optimization for 

MRR is A1B3C1D3 i.e. pressure 1.5 bar, amplitude 47 micron, laminate thickness 1.2 

mm and abrasive grit size 200 Grit number and maximum value of MRR is 8.31 

mg/sec. 

(2) The optimum parametric combination observed in single-objective optimization for 

ATDF is A3B3C3D1 i.e. pressure 3.5 bar, amplitude 47 micron, laminate thickness 
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3.6 mm and abrasive grit size 600 Grit number and minimum value of ATDF is 

1.234. 

(3) The optimum parametric combination observed in single-objective optimization for 

ABDF is A3B3C1D3 i.e. pressure 3.5 bar, amplitude 47 micron, laminate thickness 

1.2 mm and abrasive grit size 200 Grit number and minimum value of ABDF is 

1.765. 

(4) Composite desirability approach (using RSM) is collectively applied for the 

achievement of optimization of the process variables for the combined objectives of 

maximum MRR with minimum ATDF and ABDF. The set of parameters at 

maximum value of composite desirability of 92.3 % are: pressure 1.5 bar, amplitude 

47 micron, laminate thickness 1.2 mm and abrasive grit size 200 Grit number, results 

are validated by confirmation test and prediction error was remain within 4 % limit. 

(5) The second order polynomial regression equation (statistical model) obtained using 

RSM for MRR = 5.82333 - 0.29625*Pr+ 0.43792*Am - 0.34708*LT + 0.37292*AG + 

0.23937*Pr*Am + 0.044375*Pr*LT – 0.33688*Pr*AG - 0.12563*Am*LT + 

0.005625*Am*AG - 0.086875* LT*AG + 0.16531*Pr
2 

+ 0.18656*Am
2 

+ 0.14906*LT
2 

+ 0.17531*AG
2     

 

(6)  The second order polynomial regression equation (statistical model) obtained using 

RSM for ATDF = 2.72167 - 0.022750*Pr - 0.10280*Am + 0.068594*LT + 

0.025367*AG - 0.032471*Pr*Am + 0.0022693*Pr*LT + 0.019852*Pr*AG - 

0.15447*Am*LT - 0.063269*Am*AG + 0.070056*LT*AG - 0.17629*Pr
2 

- 

0.30309*Am
2 

- 0.33488*LT
2 

- 0.37957*AG
2
 

(7) The second order polynomial regression equation (statistical model) obtained using 

RSM for ABDF = 4.48908 - 0.053638*Pr - 0.049526*Am + 0.36370*LT – 

0.12129*AG + 0.0063847*Pr*Am - 0.090099*Pr*LT - 0.11478*Pr*AG - 

0.060847*Am*LT + 0.018028*Am*AG + 0.038824*LT*AG - 0.58171*Pr
2 

- 

0.59449*Am
2 

- 0.44526*LT
2
- 0.53595*AG

2
 

(8) From the analysis of response surface graphs, it has been observed that there is 

increase in MRR from 5.4 mg/sec to 8.31 mg/sec with the increase in amplitude as 
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well as abrasive grit size and it decreases for the decrement in laminate thickness and 

pressure. 

(9) From the analysis of response surface graphs, it has also been observed that 

maximum ATDF of 2.78 is observed at the middle values of process parameters 

(Pressure 2.5 bar, Amplitude 42 micron, Laminate thickness 2.4 mm and Abrasive 

grit size 400 grit number) and decreases more rapidly to 1.24 with the increase in 

amplitude, pressure and laminate thickness and decrease in abrasive grit size. 

(10) From the analysis of response surface graphs, it has also been observed that 

maximum ABDF of 4.54 is observed at the middle values of process parameters 

(Pressure 2.5 bar, Amplitude 42 micron, Laminate thickness 2.4 mm and Abrasive 

grit size 400 grit number) and it decreases to 1.62 at the both end level of parameters 

like amplitude at 36 and 47 micron, pressure 1.5 and 2.5 bar and abrasive grit size 

600 and 200 grit number but its value increase with the increase in laminate 

thickness. 

(11) It is recommended to use GFRP specimen with laminate thickness of less than 3 mm 

for ultrasonic machining process for the following reasons: (a) Higher thickness of 

laminate reduces the MRR, (b) There is a rise in the values of ATDF and ABDF with 

the increase in laminate thickness and (c) Fuzzing defect was found for 3.6 mm 

thickness. 

 
6.2 Future Scope 

 

The present experimental work provides base for further investigations. Following further 

investigations can be suggested for the future work. 

(1) The process variables which affects ultrasonic machining process and which were 

not taken as control process variables in the current work like type of abrasives, 

temperature of the slurry mixture, and mass flow rate of slurry and tool geometry can 

be used to carry out further investigations. 
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(2) Different varieties of work materials including different glass fibers like A-glass 

fiber (alkali glass), C-glass fiber (chemical glass), S-glass fiber (structural glass), D-

glass fiber (dielectric glass) can be considered for ultrasonic machining. 

(3) To obtain a better perspective and understanding of the process performance, 

machining with solid and conical tool tips can be done instead of the annular tool 

employed in the present study. 

(4) Surface morphology, temperature changes in tool and work, acoustic emissions, and 

other process variables can be analyzed to obtain a greater understanding of the 

energy interactions in the process. 

(5) Different geometrical shapes can be drilled and linear and non-linear edges were 

being cut to study the influence of process variables on the edges. 
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APPENDIX – A 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE ULTRASONIC MACHINE 

  

Power rating 2.5 kW 

Power Supply 220 V 50Hz + 20% – 10% 

Max. Current – Input 10 A effective 

Working Frequency 20 kHz (Range 15 kHz to 25 kHz) 

Amplitude Constance ± 2% 

Dimension W x D x H 520 x 440 x 220 mm 
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APPENDIX – B 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE SONOTRODE ASSEMBLY 

1. Specifications Of The Sg–22 Generator 

Power Supply 220 V 50Hz + 20% – 10% 

Max. Current – Input 10 A effective 

Working Frequency 20 kHz 

Max. Output Power 2500 W effective 

Amplitude Constance ± 2% 

Dimension W x D x H 520 x 440 x 220 mm 

The converter employed in the machine is PZT based converter, it was coded as SE–

50/40– 4–20 KHz.  

2. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CONVERTER 

Idle Amplitude  10 µm peak/peak at 100% selection 

Max. Power  2000 W effective 

Converter Current Real Part 2.0 A effective 

Max. Output Power 2500 W effective 

Max. Converter Voltage  1700 V effective 

Thread  UNF ½” – 20 
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APPENDIX – C 

SPECIFICATION OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS USED IN EXPERIMENTS 

1. Specifications of the 3d Microscope 

Make/model  Mitutoyo/QS-L2010ZB  

Feed mechanism  Manual  

Observation unit  Zoom:0.75X-5.25X(8X in 7 steps)  

Range (X*Y*Z)  (200*100*150) mm  

Resolution  0.1 µm  

Image detecting unit  ½ inch colour CMOS camera 3 Mega pixels  

Digital zoom  1X-2X-4X  

Measuring XY  (2.5+20L/1000) µm  

Accuracy Z  (5+40L/1000) µm  

Power consumption  160 W max  

 

 

2. Specifications of the High Precision Balance 

Make/model  Contech make, Model CA223  

Capacity 1000 gm 

Readability 1 mg 

Pan size 120 mm 

Display Large Backlight Display 

Calibration Auto external 
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APPENDIX – D 

TESTING REPORTS 

1. Tensile Test Report 
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2. Test Report of the Hardness of the Sample 
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3. Test Report of Glass Content in the Sample 
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4. Test Report of Density of E-Type GFRP 
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APPENDIX – E 

DATA SHEET FOR CALCULATING ATDF AND ABDF 

Calculation of ATDF for the 1
st
 Run 

Exp. 

No. 

Run 

Order 

Mean  

Dia. 

(mm) 

Maximum  

Dia. 

 (mm) 

Fd Ad 

(mm
2
) 

Amax 

(mm
2
) 

A0 

(mm
2
) 

ATDF 

(Fda) 

1 24 8.537 9.595 1.067 50.240 72.271 57.210 1.306 

2 6 8.444 9.203 1.055 50.240 66.488 55.967 1.335 

3 9 8.626 9.140 1.078 50.240 65.579 58.413 1.670 

4 30 8.891 10.330 1.111 50.240 83.760 62.057 1.398 

5 25 8.827 9.597 1.103 50.240 72.305 61.167 1.618 

6 21 9.163 10.489 1.145 50.240 86.365 65.903 1.554 

7 2 8.618 9.473 1.077 50.240 70.445 58.307 1.422 

8 14 8.984 11.278 1.123 50.240 99.852 63.353 1.313 

9 29 9.084 12.272 1.135 50.240 118.226 64.772 1.280 

10 17 8.102 8.318 1.013 50.240 54.311 51.529 1.246 

11 12 8.629 9.549 1.079 50.240 71.582 58.449 1.403 

12 19 8.947 10.404 1.118 50.240 84.973 62.841 1.419 

13 13 8.190 8.292 1.024 50.240 53.976 52.651 1.944 

14 5 9.918 11.065 1.240 50.240 96.105 77.213 2.030 

15 10 9.581 12.587 1.198 50.240 124.364 72.061 1.425 

16 27 9.378 14.660 1.172 50.240 168.716 69.037 1.274 

17 18 9.358 10.041 1.170 50.240 79.152 68.743 2.128 

18 1 8.996 9.492 1.124 50.240 70.729 63.527 2.101 

19 23 9.035 9.626 1.129 50.240 72.744 64.076 1.976 

20 16 9.865 13.427 1.233 50.240 141.520 76.395 1.454 

21 4 9.102 10.702 1.138 50.240 89.912 65.029 1.454 

22 26 8.621 9.308 1.078 50.240 68.018 58.342 1.512 

23 11 9.200 13.928 1.150 50.240 152.289 66.445 1.251 

24 7 8.320 8.808 1.040 50.240 60.902 54.344 1.359 

25 15 9.045 9.372 1.131 50.240 68.957 64.218 2.696 

26 28 10.498 11.341 1.312 50.240 100.965 86.508 2.736 

27 22 8.880 9.144 1.110 50.240 65.631 61.905 2.757 

28 3 9.002 9.315 1.125 50.240 68.116 63.608 2.695 

29 20 9.512 9.977 1.189 50.240 78.141 71.027 2.776 

30 8 9.467 9.947 1.183 50.240 77.670 70.355 2.674 
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Calculation of ATDF for the 2
nd

 Run 

Exp. 

No. 

Run 

Order 

Mean  

Dia. 

(mm) 

Maximum  

Dia. 

 (mm) 

Fd Ad 

(mm
2
) 

Amax 

(mm
2
) 

A0 

(mm
2
) 

ATDF 

(Fda) 

1 7 8.367 9.087 1.046 50.240 64.821 54.955 1.290 

2 26 8.444 9.223 1.055 50.240 66.774 55.967 1.328 

3 16 8.626 9.128 1.078 50.240 65.413 58.413 1.684 

4 10 8.891 10.284 1.111 50.240 83.029 62.057 1.408 

5 20 8.827 9.605 1.103 50.240 72.415 61.167 1.613 

6 21 9.163 10.469 1.145 50.240 86.040 65.903 1.561 

7 24 8.618 9.486 1.077 50.240 70.638 58.307 1.417 

8 13 8.984 11.245 1.123 50.240 99.255 63.353 1.316 

9 18 9.084 11.983 1.135 50.240 112.719 64.772 1.297 

10 5 8.102 8.327 1.013 50.240 54.433 51.529 1.236 

11 30 8.629 9.580 1.079 50.240 72.038 58.449 1.392 

12 28 8.947 10.373 1.118 50.240 84.469 62.841 1.426 

13 2 8.190 8.292 1.024 50.240 53.970 52.651 1.948 

14 11 9.918 11.056 1.240 50.240 95.951 77.213 2.037 

15 8 9.581 12.720 1.198 50.240 127.008 72.061 1.414 

16 3 9.378 15.162 1.172 50.240 180.453 69.037 1.263 

17 14 9.358 10.036 1.170 50.240 79.064 68.743 2.136 

18 22 8.996 9.489 1.124 50.240 70.685 63.527 2.107 

19 29 9.035 9.620 1.129 50.240 72.654 64.076 1.985 

20 25 9.865 13.727 1.233 50.240 147.915 76.395 1.435 

21 17 9.102 10.731 1.138 50.240 90.393 65.029 1.448 

22 15 8.621 9.295 1.078 50.240 67.825 58.342 1.521 

23 4 9.200 13.778 1.150 50.240 149.018 66.445 1.255 

24 27 8.320 8.814 1.040 50.240 60.990 54.344 1.355 

25 1 9.045 9.375 1.131 50.240 68.993 64.218 2.684 

26 23 10.498 11.336 1.312 50.240 100.884 86.508 2.744 

27 6 8.880 9.143 1.110 50.240 65.617 61.905 2.763 

28 19 9.002 9.317 1.125 50.240 68.145 63.608 2.685 

29 12 9.512 9.975 1.189 50.240 78.106 71.027 2.784 

30 9 9.487 9.977 1.186 50.240 78.134 70.652 2.666 
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Calculation of ABDF for the 1
st
 Run 

Exp. 

No. 

Run 

Order 

Mean  

Dia. 

(mm) 

Maximum  

Dia. 

 (mm) 

Fd Ad 

(mm
2
) 

Amax 

(mm
2
) 

A0 

(mm
2
) 

ABDF 

(Fda) 

1 24 9.387 10.383 1.173 50.240 84.625 69.174 1.835 

2 6 9.620 10.320 1.202 50.240 83.602 72.640 2.318 

3 9 8.863 9.424 1.108 50.240 69.722 61.664 1.853 

4 30 12.458 15.033 1.557 50.240 177.402 121.839 2.342 

5 25 12.789 14.461 1.599 50.240 164.149 128.389 2.943 

6 21 12.230 13.802 1.529 50.240 149.534 117.413 2.793 

7 2 10.427 11.294 1.303 50.240 100.124 85.349 2.648 

8 14 9.140 9.596 1.143 50.240 72.283 65.584 2.364 

9 29 11.557 14.464 1.445 50.240 164.236 104.848 1.988 

10 17 10.062 12.441 1.258 50.240 121.508 79.469 1.645 

11 12 9.120 9.807 1.140 50.240 75.493 65.292 1.926 

12 19 9.664 11.467 1.208 50.240 103.222 73.312 1.630 

13 13 10.171 10.838 1.271 50.240 92.216 81.203 2.845 

14 5 10.075 10.940 1.259 50.240 93.949 79.677 2.409 

15 10 9.906 10.587 1.238 50.240 87.978 77.025 2.591 

16 27 10.162 11.105 1.270 50.240 96.813 81.061 2.365 

17 18 9.755 10.473 1.219 50.240 86.103 74.701 2.398 

18 1 10.757 12.378 1.345 50.240 120.273 90.826 2.135 

19 23 12.494 15.441 1.562 50.240 187.153 122.542 2.244 

20 16 9.767 10.643 1.221 50.240 88.919 74.883 2.186 

21 4 9.275 10.015 1.159 50.240 78.739 67.526 1.987 

22 26 10.897 11.516 1.362 50.240 104.111 93.206 3.634 

23 11 10.566 11.428 1.321 50.240 102.524 87.634 2.750 

24 7 12.007 14.806 1.501 50.240 172.081 113.172 2.142 

25 15 12.328 13.058 1.541 50.240 133.849 119.310 4.422 

26 28 9.127 9.292 1.141 50.240 67.776 65.386 4.518 

27 22 9.299 9.493 1.162 50.240 70.736 67.877 4.479 

28 3 11.310 11.827 1.414 50.240 109.797 100.412 4.545 

29 20 9.758 10.026 1.220 50.240 78.914 74.750 4.454 

30 8 9.044 9.197 1.130 50.240 66.393 64.205 4.518 
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Calculation of ABDF for the 2
nd

 Run 

Exp. 

No. 

Run 

Order 

Mean  

Dia. 

(mm) 

Maximum  

Dia. 

 (mm) 

Fd Ad 

(mm
2
) 

Amax 

(mm
2
) 

A0 

(mm
2
) 

ABDF 

(Fda) 

1 7 9.3872 10.395 1.173 50.240 84.818 69.174 1.827 

2 26 9.6195 10.315 1.202 50.240 83.524 72.640 2.326 

3 16 8.863 9.432 1.108 50.240 69.837 61.664 1.843 

4 10 12.4583 15.023 1.557 50.240 177.157 121.839 2.345 

5 20 12.7888 14.470 1.599 50.240 164.367 128.389 2.935 

6 21 12.2299 13.815 1.529 50.240 149.816 117.413 2.782 

7 24 10.4271 11.289 1.303 50.240 100.041 85.349 2.656 

8 13 9.1404 9.598 1.143 50.240 72.309 65.584 2.359 

9 18 11.557 14.490 1.445 50.240 164.823 104.848 1.983 

10 5 10.0615 12.400 1.258 50.240 120.699 79.469 1.653 

11 30 9.12 9.804 1.140 50.240 75.460 65.292 1.929 

12 28 9.6639 11.508 1.208 50.240 103.963 73.312 1.620 

13 2 10.1707 10.842 1.271 50.240 92.284 81.203 2.835 

14 11 10.0747 10.934 1.259 50.240 93.843 79.677 2.418 

15 8 9.9056 10.590 1.238 50.240 88.038 77.025 2.584 

16 3 10.1618 11.110 1.270 50.240 96.894 81.061 2.359 

17 14 9.755 10.469 1.219 50.240 86.029 74.701 2.406 

18 22 10.7565 12.394 1.345 50.240 120.582 90.826 2.127 

19 29 12.4942 15.415 1.562 50.240 186.524 122.542 2.251 

20 25 9.7669 10.648 1.221 50.240 89.002 74.883 2.180 

21 17 9.2747 10.022 1.159 50.240 78.848 67.526 1.979 

22 15 10.8965 11.512 1.362 50.240 104.041 93.206 3.649 

23 4 10.5658 11.424 1.321 50.240 102.453 87.634 2.757 

24 27 12.007 14.779 1.501 50.240 171.463 113.172 2.149 

25 1 12.3283 13.060 1.541 50.240 133.888 119.310 4.414 

26 23 9.1266 9.292 1.141 50.240 67.774 65.386 4.522 

27 6 9.2988 9.492 1.162 50.240 70.731 67.877 4.484 

28 19 11.3099 11.828 1.414 50.240 109.820 100.412 4.537 

29 12 9.7582 10.027 1.220 50.240 78.920 74.750 4.449 

30 9 9.0438 9.196 1.130 50.240 66.388 64.205 4.526 

 

 


